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1

2 I is is transcribed interview of Ms. Kylie Kremer conducted by

3 the House Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States

4 Capitol pursuant to H. Res. 503.

5 At this time, I'd ask the witness to please state your full name and spell your last

6 nameforthe record.

7 Ms. Kremer. Kylie Jane Kremer, K-R-EM-ER.

8 I hock vou. This will be a staff-led interview, and members, of

9 course, may choose to also ask you questions. In the room today, we have [INE

10 EEE myself, investigative counsel. We haveJE.<hief investigative

11 counselJENsenior investigative counsel,NNN senior investigative

12 counsel,INNinvestigative counsel,JENN investigative counsel. | believe

13 thatis everyone from the staff that we have present. There are no members present

14 currently.

15 1 would like to note for the record what has been previously marked as exhibit 1is

16 the subpoena from Ms. Kylie Kremer, which is dated September 29th, 2021. You are

17 here fora transcribed interview pursuant to the subpoena.

1 At this time, | wouldask counsel to please state their names for the record as well

19 Mr. Warrington. Yeah. ~ David Warrington on behalf of Ms. Kremer along

20 with - participating with me is my colleague, Mike Columbo, counsel for Ms. Kremeralso,

21 andour assistant, Erin Potter.

2 Ivou. So we also have an offical reportertranscribing the

23 record of this interview. Please wait until | ask each question and have completed

24 before you begin your response, and we will ry to wait, and | always emphasize "try."

25 We're going to try to wait until your response is completed before we ask our next
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1 question. The stenographer cannot record non-verbals as well, such as shaking your

2 head, so it's important that you answer each question with an audible, verbal response.

3 Weask that you provide complete answers based upon your best recollection.

a That's all we're asking is just for your best recollection. If the question is not clear, just

5 ask oneofus for clarification. If you do not know the answer, also, please just say so.

5 Before we get started, | would like to remind you that it's unlawful to deliberately

7 provide false information to Congress. So, for this interview, providing false information

8 could result in criminal penalties for perjury and/or false statements. So do you

9 understand that, Ms. Kremer?

10 Ms. Kremer. Yes, sir.

n I Loistically speaking, we are virtua, so if you need a chance to

12 speak withyour counsel,please just let us know. We'll mute, gooff camera, you all can

13 ‘communicate however you choose, and then we'll come back on afterwards. Also, if

14 you need to take any breaks, comfort breaks or anything ike that, please just let us know,

15 and we'll also take a brief recess. I'll try to fit in some comfort breaks maybe every hour

16 to 90 minutes. That way, you know, we're staying fresh, and we can do what we need

17 todo, and then we'll come back on and continue with the questions.

18 There may be several people asking you questions here today. We'll do our best

19 to try to keep it organized so you know exactly who's addressing you. And if you

20 don't-- again, if you don't understand the question, please just ask us to repeat it, okay?

2 Ms. Kremer. Okay.

2 EXAMINATION

» oI
24 Q Allright. So we'll -- we're going to start with a little bit about your

25 background.
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1 1 believe you're the executive director For Women for America First. Is that

2 comet?

3 A Yessir

a Q Canyou just describe to us how Women for America First was founded, like

5 when it was founded, what it was founded for?

s A twas founded in February of 2019, | believe, founded bymyself and my

7 mother, Amy Kremer. She's the chairman, and our colleague and board member,

8 Jennifer Hulsey. We have done work ll across the United States working with

9 grassroots activists, and our mission for the organization was to empower and engage

10 with women to inspire them to make a difference and have their voices heard in the

1 political discourse.

2 Q Thankyou. Soas executive director, like, what are your responsibilities?

13 Just help us understand kind of your day-to-day of what you're responsible for.

1a A Well, currently, it's been focused on the subpoena. Previously before, |

15 guess, January 6th, we held events all across the country in various locations, depending

16 on what the politcal dialogue was going on in that area and grassroots activists asking for

17 ustogetinvolved. We would hold conferences, women's luncheons, giving people the

18 tools to educate voters, and that sort of thing. | worked with a number of people from

19 across the country in different capacities to do alofthese events alongside with my
20 mother.

2 Q  Soas far as an organization, | heard you mention your mother, Ms. Amy

22 Kremer, and then Ms. Jennifer Hulsey. Are there any other folks that you consider

23 leaders, or, |guess, in the management of Women for America First?

2 A No. Itwouldjustbethethreeofus.

2 Q Gotcha. Before Women for America First, | hear you talking about, like,
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1 grassroots and organizing. Did you have any roles on former President Trump's

2 campaign or in the White House or anything like that?

3 A Nosir,Ididnot

a Q Okay. And before let's think before the election of 2020. Just give me,

slike, an example. | know you mentioned some conferences or meetings, but give us

6 some examplesofthe types of events. And if you can give me, like, specifics for a

7 couple just so that we have a better framework of what you all were doing before the

8 election.

9 A Wetookthe Angel families to Washington, D.C. to have their voices heard.

10 We did stuffto support the nomination of Supreme Court Justice Amy Coney Barrett. Is

1 that is that enough?

2 Q Yeah. No. Those are those are two good examples. Thankyou.

13 And, also, so while you're doing this grassroots organizing, I'm assuming did you come

14 across, like,other organizers such as All Alexander while doing this work before the

15 election?

16 A Yes

7 Q And what like, lets focus on Al, Mr. Alexander, for example. What was

18 your impression of him pre-election from doing the grassroots organizing with him?

19 A I've known Ali fora very long time, probably 10-plus years. And he hasa

20 very shady background, but did call him afriend because t's kindofthe devi that you

21 know. Youwould rather keep him close than to have his target set on you because he

22 has made many lives of many people very miserable, and I've watched that happen.

2 Q Gotcha. So you were awareofthis before the election of 2020 about

24 Mr Alexander?

2 A Oh, certainly. | mean, he'safelon.
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1 Q Okay. Outside of that felon | guess the felony conviction, what

2 was ~ like, what made you think that hewas a shady character? |think you said shady

3 just now, so what what madeyou think that?

4 A Ive never seen him have any real specific job. I've never really understood

5 where he gets paid from and the different projects of how he comes to know certain

6 groupsof people. Italways just seems a little awkward to me.

7 Q And did you all do any, | guess, work with him pre-election 20202

8 A I'msure at some point along the way, there were different things. | know

9 hehadathing called Blog Bash at CPAC for a number of years that | helped with. I'm

10 sure that there may have been other projects that we worked on.

1 Q Okay. Thankyou. Solet's now go to election of 2020. It's Election Day.

12 What were your expectationsfor the election on Election Day?

13 A I believed that President Trump was going to win, that Georgia was going to

14 remain in Republican control, and that we would be celebrating.

15 Q  S0--but that changed by the end of the night, right? Like you -- by the end

16 ofthe night, you were starting to think that President Trump might lose the election. Is

17 thatfairto say?

18 A 1 would say more towards the middle of the night, but yes.

19 Q The middle. Okay. And what made you start to believe that the election

20 wasn't going in favorofPresident Trump?

2 A Well, I was watching, I'm sure, along with every other American on their TVs

22 athome what the news was reporting and seeing, you know, massive ballot dumps and

23 suitcases being brought in and various issues throughout the country of people kind of

24 saying, we need help. Something amiss is going on here in our local precinct or election,

25 voting count, vote counts.
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1 Qo you just talked about, like, the dumps, but you didn't really say that in

2 messages. | didn't see that, atleast, right? It just looked like you said - you and your

3 mother were discussing that it looked like President Trump was going to lose. Is that

4 fan

5 A Yes

6 Q Okay. Soyouall weren't discussing dumpsofvotesoranything the night of

7 the election, right?

5 A Idon't specifically remember what we were talking aboutonthe nightof the

9 election.

10 Q Okay. Can we goto exhibit - do you have the exhibits in front of you?

11 Were you able to get the exhibits?

2 A Ido. Canyou give me one second?

13 Q  Andifnot, we can putit on the screen, whatever is easier for you. And |

14 want to direct you to exhibit 7.

15 IIovou like me to put the exhibit up?

16 EELcccc.

FY oI

18 Q Ms. Kremer,are you able toput theexhibits up?

19 A Idon'thave oh. Ihave the password. One second.

2 Q Okay. Noworries,

2 A Exhibit 7?

2 Q Exhibit 7. And once you get that open, we'll go to - at the bottomof the

23 page, it willbe Kkremer5784. And | believe these are text messages between you and

24 your mother, Ms. Amy Kremer.

2s A Okay. Sol'm looking for 57847
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1 Q Yep. It'stowards the bottom. |believe its ~ if you're looking at the PDF

2 number, it will be page 320 out of 337.

3 A Okay. Onesecond. I'malmost there. Okay.

4 Q Soll just give you a second just to read page 5784. | believe the date of

5 these messages is November 3rd, 2020. It's the middle of the night, like you described,

6 around 10 p.m, and it goes into KKremer5783 which is the page before. But it looks like

7 youallarediscussing the election results, and just so we're clear, | don't see any

8 discussion between you and yourmother about vote dumps or any type of illegal voting

9 activity. Isthat fair to say?

10 A Yes. That'sfair. Iwas atan election night party, and my mom was at

11 home

2 Q Okay. Thankyou. Thankyou.

13 And soafterthe election, after -- actually, the nightafter the day after, so

14 November ath, it looks ike you and your mom start to discuss plans moving forward, and

15 you all immediately start planning a march for President Trump, right?

16 A Yes. Well I wouldn't -

7 Q  Canyouwalkus -

18 A specifically march for Trump was not the first wording of it, but we

19 started to plan moving forward what wereour next steps.

0 Q Perfect. So help us understand. What was -- what were you planning as

21 the next steps on November4 because it looks ike you all immediately turned your

22 effortstothat. So tellus what you were planning?

23 A Iwas talking with people all across the country, people - same with my

24 mother. We were hearing lot of unrest and people wanting to know what itis that we

25 can do to demand transparency and make sure that every legal ballot that is cast is
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1 counted,and every legal illegal ballot that was cast is thrown outor dismissed.

2 Sol started the Stop the Steal Facebookgroup on Facebook, obviously, and

3 started it underWomen for America First because we have a verified account. ~Soit was

4 a subgroup under that,andit quickly went vial.

s Q  Gotit. Okay. So there wasn' like, a specific event that you all were

6 planning like in the November 4th timeframe? It was just ~ was it organizing? Is that

7 fairto characterize? You were just organizing and hearing people's concerns?

5 A Yes. ltwasa--a conversation to be had about what people are seeing in

9 theirlocal areas and how we can cometogether and figure out how to make sure thatwe

10 seea free and fair election.

1 Q  Sothen, tellus what happened. | was going to get to this next, so it was

12 perfect for you to mention the Stop the Steal Facebook group. Tell us what happened

13 withthat. believe it was taken down, but just help us understand what was going on at

14 thattime?

15 A You know, t started, and it took off like wildfire. | think it was growing by

16 1,000 people every 10 seconds, which kindof broke a lot of algorithms. ~ You can't pay
17 for somethingto growthat virally, and 2.1 million people were waiting in queue when it

18 was shutdown. And it was a group that people were voicing concerns and seeing what

19 was going on in their local area, but people were joining it and posting on it so fast that

20 there were so many things that were not even visible for us to see.

2 So from that point, we decided, you know, to continue talking with different

22 people across the country and told people to start showing up at their State capitals or

23 where they were counting ballots to let people know that they're watching, and they
24 need to be making sure that they re following the law and going to be held accountable

25 forthe process that the local laws had established.
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1 Q Approximately how many members did the group have when it was taken

2 down, if you remember?

3 A don't remember specifically. 2.1 millon people were waiting in queue to

4 joint, but don't remember how many it was specifically

s Q Okay. And do you remember approximately when it was takendown, just

6 sowecan putiton, like, kind ofa timeline for myself?

7 A Somewhere between the election and a couple of days after it was started.

8 Maybe even - not even 24 hours.

° Q And the term for the Stop the Steal group, how did you come up with the

10 term of using that for your subgroup?

1 A Itwas somethingthatwas kind oftrending everywhere, and people were

12 sayingit, and felt like the election was being stolen beforeoureyes, so it kind of just

13 made sense to call it that.

1 Q So this wasn't was this a term that you had created or something that you

15 said you ust saw trending online?

16 A Justsawonline.

7 Q Did you participate in any demonstrations or alles, and this before the

18 November 14th Million MAGA March. So between the election and the Millon MAGA

19 March, did you participate in any demonstrations or lead any organization efforts in that

20 time period?

2 A Well, don't know what the Million MAGA March is, but November 14th, our

22 eventat Freedom Plaza, | think is what you're referring to. ~ However, yes, there were

23 events that were going on all across the country, and | participated in theones that were

24 in Atlanta.

2 Q Gotcha. And what did you~ what was your role in participating in the ones
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1 inAtanta?

2 A Bringing people together. There were, at first, just a small number of

3 people where discussions were being had about what people were reading and seeing all

4 overthe internet and from the news. And then it started quickly growing, and that's

5 basically what it was, was people coalescing together and -- and that's it

6 Q Allright. So let's then move on to the November 14th rally, the March 1

7 believe it was the first iteration of the March for Trump. ~ Before we get into that, | want

8 togothroughalist of people. And these are people, they appear to have been crucial

9 toplanning, but just give us a brief summaryof what their role was with you all with

10 helping planthis rally in D.C., 50

a EE
2 a-.

13 I oiore ve set away, is it okay for me to ask a couple of questions?

1a EE Oepose do

1s ov
1 Q Good morning, Ms. Kremer. My names[Emone ofthe
17 investigative counsel on the Select Committee. | just have two follow-ups to answers

18 thatyou gave tolla few minutes ago. One was just clarifying | think you used a

19 phrase, and maybe it was just, you know, a figure of speech, but you mentioned in terms

20 of your relationship with All Alexander, sort of the enemy you know i the better than the

21 enemythat you don't. But | want to clarify whether you viewed him in an adversarial

22 waybefore the 2020election?

2 A Yes

20 Q Okay. And why did you see him in that way?

2s A Because when Ali did not like somebody, he was very vicious intrying to take
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1 them down, destroy them, go after their donors, that sort of thing that | had seen, you

2 know, from the sidelines him do to other people, and | never wanted to be a target of his.

3 Q So did you or Women for America Firstever experience being the target of

4 that kind of reaction from Mr. Alexander before the 2020 election?

5 A No, not to say that there neverwas a disagreement or something like that,

6 but nothing that was so significant.

7 Q And then you mentioned being at an election night party on November 3rd,

8 and the text messages seem to indicate that you may have been somewhere where there

9 were members of a campaign. What was the election night gathering that you were at?

10 A ltwasjusta celebration, a party. | mean, we see almost every person that

11 runs has an election night party. And | was with Doug Collins' team and supporters ata

12 hotelin north Georgia

13 Q So the campaign folks that you mention, or you refer to in the text message

14 are membersof the Trump campaign in Georgia?

15 A No. 1said Doug Collins. Ididn't say anything about Trump.

16 Q I'm that's - I'm seeking that clarification.

7 A Oh

18 Q Sol understand that Doug Collins was -- was previously a Member of

19 Congress. Wasit—but|was not I know he's no longer at this point. So my question

20 toyou is, whose campaign were you with in north Georgia on election night?

2 A Doug Collins.

2 Q Okay. And in the reference to, they just took the kids into a room, is that in

23 reference to children who were at the party or Mr. Collins children, or what's that in

24 reference to?

2 A 1don't know if|was speaking about the children of Doug Collins, or if | was
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1 speaking about something that that | saw on TV regarding maybe someone else's children

2 with a campaign, whether it was Trump's. | don't recall exactly who | was referring to.

3 Q And so ths isthe last I'm just, again, tying to get clarification on this. It
4 looks ike your mother says, what is the campaign saying, and you mentioned, they took
5 the kids into a room. | don't think it's good.

s In terms of your understanding, was tht based on communications with people
7 from Doug Collins' campaign in Georgia, or are you referring to contacts that you had

8 with the Trump campaign more generally?

9 A Iwas referring to the Doug Collins campaign, | believe.

10 Q Okay. Thankyou.

1 eeEl

2 Anyother questions?

Bn oI
1 Q Allright. So going back to the November 14th ral, I'm going to lst a series
15 of folks that | believe were assisting with planning this rally, but it would be great if you

16 could just provide us, like, a brief summary of their roles and what their responsibilities.

17 werein planning the November 14th rally in Washington, D.C.
18 So I'm going to start with your mother, Ms. Amy Kremer. What was her role

19 officially in planning the rally?
20 A Shewaschairman of Womenfor America First, and Womenfor America First

21 obtained the permit, and she oversaw pretty much the whole thing, building grassroots
22 networks and, you know, kind of dialing, calling people, getting the message out on social

23 media and bringing together a group of people to work in a coalition to get the word out

20 because we were seeing tremendouscensorshipfrom big tech.
2 Q Mr. Dustin Stockton.
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1 A Again, | have known him through the grassroots network, and it was about

2 getting the word out for people to get to D.C.

3 Q  Sohis role was just getting the word out. Did he have any, like, planning

4 role or logistics role or anything?

5 A No.

6 Q Okay. Whois Jennifer Lawrence?

7 A mean, he could have

8 a  rmsorry.

° A He could have ~he could have helped on numerous things, but there were a

10 number of volunteers and people stepping in to help. We had a very short window of

11 time toputthis all together, soit was kindofall hands on deck. But in any official

12 capacity, no.

13 Q Ms. Jennifer Lawrence,

1a A SameasDustin. Jennifer is Dustin's fiancee or girlfriend.

5 Q And you mentioned Ms. Hulsey earlier as a board member, so what was her

16 role with actually planning the event?

1” A She was doing the same things that my mother and | were doing, connecting

18 people, making logistics happen with hotels, sounds, staging, various different things we

19 wereall workingon.

20 Q Andlast, Ms. Cindy Chafian.

21 A Cindy was more of like a head volunteer at that point. She had been with

22 mymotherand!inD.C. she lives somewhere right around in Virginia outsideof D.C.,

23 and she would come and volunteer for, like, the Amy Coney Barrett stuff that we were

24 doingat the Supreme Court, and she kind of helped take on that role within the events

25 for November 14th and December 12th. And because she had such close proximity to
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1 Washington, D.C. she was helping with the permit process.

2 Q  Gotit. Speaking of Ms. Chafian, can you open up exhibit 31, please?

3 These are text messages, | believe, between you and Ms. Chafian?

a A Is there any way that you guyscan just put it on the screen? That's quicker.

5 Q Yeah.

5 A Olay.

7 Q Let'ssee. Let'sdo that.

8 A Thank you.

5 ICon ve put exhibit 31, and then let's ust go to the last page of

10 the exhibit, so it will be 59 of 59 on the actual PDF. And for reference,

11 its KKremer30BS is the Bates ID. Okay. So that's perfect.

13 Q  Soit looks like right here, you said to Ms. Chafian that we need to be on

14 Shack.

15 Did you all communicate on Slack when planning this rally in November?

16 A No.
7 Q Okay. Had you all previously been communicating on Slack? | guess I'm

18 just trying to understand the reference to we need to be on Slack and why that came up?

1 A Yeah. From my understanding, Sack is a way that people can easily
20 communicate on group messaging, and| have known that people can -- guess i, from

2a my understanding, is a better way to organize and then to be able to just keep things

22 consolidated when you have multiple emails goingback and forth and things like that, but

23 1 don't think we ever got on Slack. | don't have any recollection of that at all.

2 Q Okay. Thankyou.

2s I Ve can remove the exhibit.
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2 Q So explain to us how you all came to the decision of holding the rally in

4 A That was the next dateafter the election that we felt like was reasonable to

5 get people to Washington, D.C. It was that -- a weekend, so people wouldn't have to

7 Q And whose idea -- if there was aperson or a group of people within Women

8 for America First whose idea it was to havethis rally on November 14th in D.C.?

9 A My mom's, Amy Kremer.

10 Q And what was the goal in holding this rally on November 14th?

12 home. We had been reached out to numerous people from across the Nation of just

13 saying, how is this happening? What is going on? What do we do to make sure that

15 out?

16 Q Why was the decision made to have the rally in D.C. versus, like, at local

18 at the State capital? Why D.C. versus locally?

19 A Well, we had been doing them locallyallacross the Nation, focused on

21 specifically, like Arizona or Georgia, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania that still felt like something

22 was going on, that they wanted to be heard, and they wanted elected officials to know

23 that we were going to hold them accountable and that we wanted a free and fair

24 election, andwe just wanted information to be public. So you're much stronger when
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1 that many people standing together, the elected officials cannot ignore you.

2 Q And you mentioned a few States just now that you said that there might

3 have been some focus on. What States were you all focusing on during this time

4 postelection?

5 A Well, specifically, | was in Georgia. But there was kind of a coalition effort

6 of people in Arizona, Wisconsin, Michigan, Pennsylvania. ~ Six or seven

7 Q Wasthiscoalitionsorry.

8 A I'msorry. There were sixor seven States that it was focused on.

9 However, there were other States that people were also doing things in. It wasn't just

10 specifically limited to certain areas. And just because it was ata State capital in some

11 areas doesn't mean that it wasn't that people, you know, an hour or 2 hours away

12 weren't holding something locally as well.

13 Q And when you say people, are these Women for America First people, or

14 maybe was it organizers fromother organizations?

15 A I mean, it was grassrootsactivistsall across the country. We don't at

16 America ~ Women for America First, we don't have, like,a specific membership.

7 Q Okay. Were yousall--I mean, guess what I'm trying to figure out, was,

18 like, Women for America First helping organize these demonstrations in the various

19 Statesthat you just listed?

0 A I wouldn't as far as, like, organization goes, | don't know specifically, you

21 know. | wasn't trying to secure permits or anything like that, but connecting people that

22 maybe have not been previously connected to figure out, you know, how to get involved,

23 and these are people that we've worked with in the past. ~ Some people were brand new

24 toever doing anything politically, political activism. ~ So connecting them with local

25 people, local leaders in their area, most mostly like that.
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1 Q So getting back to the November 14th rally in D.C., was it part of the original

2 idea to hold this rally with Stop the Steal?

3 A So the whole Stop the Steal that you're talking about, are you referring to

4 theorganizationwith A?

5 Q That's what I'm referring to, yes. And, please,ifI'm referring to it wrongly,

6 please let us know what - how it's - | guess the proper away to address his group and
7 what your thoughts are on that.

8 A will

9 So the Stop the Steal, like| said, | started the Facebook group. | started that

10 without direction of anybody other than a discussion that my mother and | had in person

11 after! had gotten back from lunch the day after the election. And there were a number

12 of people, | want to say 30-plus people, maybe, that | spoke with that kind of came

13 together in different organizations and whatnot to continue to get the message out.

14 Ali deemed himself that he was going to be in charge of everything, and basically

15 took the Stop the Steal and decided I'm making this my thing and fine, who cares,

16 whatever. We're working in a broad coalition, not in any organization or capacity as,

17 you know, moving towards that direction, and an actual organization was going to be

18 made. It was a broad coalition of influencers and big organizations that were just trying

19 toget the word out, and trying to basically pool all of our resources togetherso that we

20 could bestronger standing together in force.

21 So when you're talking about that, one of the very early-on issues that | had with

20 Aliis that he was setting up to accept donations through his personal accounts, and |

23 thought that that -- firstofall, we wanted nothingtodo with that. Second of all, there

24 needed to be transparency [inaudible] did not find issue with that. And the reason that

25 they didn't find issue with that was because they had never previously worked for
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1 organizations and/or had built any organizations, weren'tfamiliarwith howthe election

2 process laws kind of worked. They're used to being social media influencers when

3 they're getting directly paid, or maybe they have a company set upfor themselves or

4 something. So they saw no issue with what Ali was doing, and when | voiced that

5 opinion, | was [inaudible] specific phonecallthat was had the day of my grandfather's

6 memorial service where | addressed these issues with this group of influencers, and it did

7 not go well whatsoever, and [inaudible] with him just about, you know, my mom - we're

8 all working on stuff, with getting the permits and the staging and the sound andall of

9 that, butl likely will not have an update for everybody exactly how things are going to go

10 because this memorial service, you know, was taking place and also, you know, it was a

11 veryemotional time.

2 So when got on this phone call, and Ali is, like, so we need the update, we need

13 the update, and he took it upon himself to have in the 2 or 3 days that | kind of was not as

14 communicative, nor was my mother with everybody else pending the memorial service,

15 toput himself in charge of everything and to tell everybody that we got the permit for

16 Stop the Steal under his direction when none of that was true.

uv Q Was someofthe folks, the influencers that you were just referencing, is it

18 individuals like Mr. Brandon Straka? Is that one of the individuals that you're referring

19 to?

20 A Yessir.

2 Q And so, thankyou for explaining kind of that background with

22 Mr. Alexander. | guess the question becomes why did you all continue to have the

23 event with him even though there was some of this friction going on in the background?

2 A Sothere are various reasons. Numberone, you know, we like to work in

25 coalitions with people because we believe that we're stronger all standing together,
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1 poolingall of our resources. Again, we're fighting the big tech censorship, so we needed

2 asmany people getting our messaging out as we could.

3 You know, I'm sure that there are many times that you work with someone that

4 youmay not like personally, but you put, you know, your you just do it. It's part of

5 beinganadult. So, again, it's kind of the devil that you know, that | know Ali s a shady

6 character. I've been voicing my opinions about what | feel like is wrongwith him trying

7 toraise money personally with [inaudible] making sure that we were doing everything

8 right byour organization because we obtained the permit. It was our idea, and we were

9 goingto move forward on that.

10 The reason that | - we actually had a meeting, | believe the day before, the night

11 before the event, and I sat this whole group down and basically told them | was so

12 disgusted with the way that they were very disrespectful to me and my mom, numerous

13 other people that were [inaudible] in our organization. It waspeople that were all

14 trying to work together, and, you know, many of these people who | admired or thought

15 highly of had really shown their true colors, that they're very much about themselves, and

16 about makingadollar and basically grifting off the movement [inaudible] keep them

17 loopedin, is because it took all of us getting the messaging out to get al the people that

18 cametoD.C, andlonly thought that it was the right andfair thing to do.

19 Iset parameters that said specifically there will be no mentioning of the

20 stopthesteal.US website, or about donations. | had an order that they were going to

21 speakin. They had, you know, a very short time, each individually to speak, and Ali

22 wouldbe goinglast. And if one person I don't care if it was the very first person

23 mentioned anything about stopthesteal.US or about donating to them, it would be ruined

24 forthe rest of the group of influencers. And | made that very, very clear to them, and

25 they abided by that rule or my, | guess, parameter, to the best of my knowledge.
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1 But it was very chaotic and a lot - very stressful because|felt like | was, for lack of

2 abetter way of describing it, being bullied. Brandon Straka and I got into specifically a

3 very heated argument on that call that we had had. And so he showed up to the event,

4 and! wanted him removed, andAll had his own security there that he was acting like a

5 God, that they were holding onto his shoulders, like he was so important, he couldn't

6 evenstand up by himself. And so when Brandon Straka was, like, kind of in our green

7 room area, tent thing, | wanted him removed, and Ali's people started making basicallya

8 scene. Anditwas, like, | wasn't going to get anywhere and that -- just move on.

° But asfar as that's why | still included them except for Brandon Straka because of

10 the accusations and allegations that he made publicly about mymother and | on social

11 media and had other social media influencers make those same accusations and was

12 tryingto create dissension between grassroots leaders across America regarding Women

13 for America First, and | was not going to tolerate that.

1a But asfar as the other influencers, someofthese, you know, young kids, | guess

15 how my mom says it, you know, people that are my age didn't really know nor care about

16 the different intricacies about the different organizations and power plays and how much

17 money really people weretalking about with Ali raising because there was no

18 transparency. They had no concept. And so they just were, like, well, I'm just here. |

19 want my voice heard and, you know, my little minute on stage. So that's why it

20 went happened like that.

2 Q Thankyou. Thank you for providing that context. | do - I think you

22 mentioned it, but | just want to zero in on it to make sure we're understanding it. |

23 know that there was a disagreement with the term "Stop the Steal" with Mr. Alexander,

24 and you said to him you wanted to go with a more positive message,| believe, was what

25 youwere telling him. What can you help us
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1 A Right

2 Q understand how that came about and goingwith a positive message and

3 just provide context for that conversation?

4 A Right. Because big tech was censoring everybody using Stop the Steal, the

5 hashtag, creating new groups on Facebook. Obviously, we saw it within our group, and

6 wejust felt like we needed to put a more positive spin on it because they kept saying,

7 you're spreading election misinformation and inciting violence. ~ So we said, that's

8 certainly not what we're doing. Just because someone says that's what we're doing

9 doesn't make ttrue. However, if we go with a different phrase, and people start

10 coalescing around that phrase, it will be easier to get our messaging out. ~ Sure, we can

11 still ind of have that in the background if that's what everybody knows brought us all

12 together, but that that is a way to be more positive and, hopefully, we could get around

13 thecensorshipthat we wereseeing from big tech.

14 Q  Soit wasn't this was, like,a strategic decision from Women for America

15 First. You didn't receive this message from, like, the White House or the campaign or

16 anything regardingStop the Steal?

7 A I mean, not specifically do | remember that. | know that | had this

18 conversation with numerous people about what kind of the best phrasing going forward

19 was, and if we really should avoid the Stop the Steal phrasing, or should we just continue

20 usingitand deal with the big censorship. | can't rememberspecifically who | had those

21 conversations with, but | know it was an ongoing conversation with numerous people.

2 Q Okay. Thankyou.

23 50 you also touched on this alittle bit about, you know, generating interestfor the

24 event,and I've seen the term I don't know if it's your documents or just everything we

25 looked at, crowd building efforts, or mobilization efforts. Describe to us how you guys
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1 mobilized folks to want to come to D.C. for this rally. Were there specific methods or

2 anything that you might have used?

3 A I wouldn't say that there was any specific methods. It was connecting

4 people, maybe local people that wanted to drive up together, or just letting people know

5 whatdifferent hotels people were staying in, if it was, you know, asingle person coming

6 by themselves, that they were staying around similar people that were goin to be

7 attending the same event. Just getting things out to different groups, | guess, you know,

8 whether they were local GOP groups or Tea Party groups or moms’ groups. Just letting

9 people know and getting the word out that we were going to be meeting in D.C., and if

10 they weren't able to make itin D.C, then they had the option to hold a local event,

11 whatever they deemed was appropriate.

2 Q And by connecting these people, how were you connecting with them?

13 Wasitvia social media? Was it through email blast? ~ How were you connecting folks in

16 the way you've just described?

15 A Ithinkall of the above: email blasts, phone call, text messages, social

16 media, carrier pigeon. I'm just kidding.

7 Q Sol believe you touched on Ali Alexander's group. Were there any other

18 partners that you planned the rally with? Like, for example, would you consider

19 Mr. Mike Lindell as a partner for organizing this event?

1) A Notfor January ~ I'm sorry. Not for November 14th.

2 a okay.

2 A He was someone thatwe had obviously been in contact with, but asfar as

23 planning, not specifically that | remember.

2 Q  Ithink there was a and | can pull it up if needed, but Il just reference it.

25 There was a text message to him the day of the rally where you texted him, like, how
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1 thankful, thank you for your effortsor ~ let's just pull it up. This way I'm not

2 misphrasing you. Its exhibit 12, and is going to be doc ID 5463.
3 Soyou say, I can't say thank you enough. I'm truly gratefulfor you being a

4 majorpart of making todaysuccessful.”

s How did Mr. Lindell make November -
6 wir. warrington. ey,[I

8 Mr. Warrington. Sorry to interrupt, but the exhibit 12 in the Dropbox actually is
9 ablank page for us.

10 |ET

1 Mr. Warrington. Yeah

uw [EEE Oo Thot mich have besninthe anion over. This
13 right here on the screen, and we can
1 Mr. Warrington. Yeah. | can | cansee it. If you could just

i” EE
16 Mr. Warrington. You know, when yougetachance.

v I coh vie send ver oyu ovrone of he breaks.
1 Mr. Warrington. Okay,

1 o I
20 Q  So,again it says, can't say thank you enough. This looks lke it’s a text to

21 Mr. Lindell. 1 guess we're just trying to figure out, what did he do to make the event
2 successful?

5 A thinkat that point, hesaidthis was [inaudible] ~so I'm confused. The
24 first one says ~ ike, at the top of that page, it says 11/19, and then it goes back to 11/14.

2 Q Right. Oh. Soit might - or this ~maybe it looks likeyour text,though, is
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1 on November 14th, and then his response to you looks lke it's on November 19th.

2 A I mean, that just seems weird, the way that it sin succession there.
3 Q Sof you don't remember, it’s fine. I'm just trying to — Im just trying

a A Idon't1 mean, at some point

5 EE Severe ines fering to iusto vouknow, and
s [I vou con correct me frm wrong. From my understanding, the way that the text

7 messages were produced to us was actually in, like, reverse chronological order.

s IE Fevee. Of.
5 Ms. Kremer, Okay.

10 I ost ike if vou were reading an old email chain.
1 Ms. Kremer, Okay,

2 I To exc this POF, you'd have to goall the way to the end to get to

13 the earliest one and then read up. And so the very first page would be the most recent
16 message

15 I eccorrect.

16 Ms. Kremer, Okay. That makes sense
7 S0.0n November 14th, that evening, well, Mike obviously spoke. He was very

18 happy with seeing obviously the progression of how kind of we had gone from doing

19 different events across the country to galvanizing that many people to get to D.C. And |
20 believe that there had been conversations with him about launching a bus tourand for

21 him being a part of it, but |can't remember specificallyof what | was talking about.
22 Obviously, he spoke at that event that day, and | spent a otof time with him at the

23 supreme Court that afternoon, | believe, with our stage there.

2 I vitouch on the Supreme Court partof the program. You
25 can actually take the exhibit down. Thankyou
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, I ———
2 putting the exhibit back up.

4 Q  Ithink in that exhibit, Mr. Lindell says something tothe effectofwe can

5 cosponsorthe whole hing. Washea donor hatcontributedandsoyofyour
ones
7 Mr. Warrington. We're not going to get into, like, donors, but I think it's fair to

8 ‘ask about sponsorships.

’ IE on sorry. Letmebe dear about the term.
© o I
u Wash somebody tha gave you mney t put ona aly?
12 A Hewas a co-sponsorofthe bus tour. His logo for My Pillow was on the bus

13 as well as the Lindell Recovery Network, along with several other entities.

" Q And gues what masking is dd thatcosponses nue providing
15 funding?

" A Inet gong to dscss anythin about ur funding or doors.
7 |] Can you tell me what the basisof yourobjectionforthat is, and that's

18 really a question for your attorney, not you.

» Me Warcigton, Yesh. The ss with regard to the donors, mean, 500
20 well know, the committee has made numerous statements publicly that they're talking

2a about possible referring criminal indictments to the Department of Justice regarding

22 fundraising surounding these events. Soyo canask sbwhether he sponsoredand
23 got his logos on the bus and stuff, but we're not -- we're not going to talk about who

28 donatedoampg for what acts
» I cc 0 weave obec. swat yousyingis ht the
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1 witness and she would have to do this. ~ Are you saying that she's exercising her Fifth

2 amendment right?

3 Mr. Warrington. Yes

‘ | ——
B Go ahead, [IN

s TRE

8 Q What about Mr. Alex Jones? Did he have any role in helping plan the

9 November lath rally?

10 A No. And that was actually something that | had seen, | guess, online,

11 whether it wastalkor articles. | don't know whether it was social media or maybe a

12 news article that | read, but someone had mentioned to me something about Alex Jones

13 beinginvolved, and said, absolutely not, because | have always viewed him as very fringe

14 and extreme with his InfoWars stuff

15 S01 asked Ali if he was involved in any of this, and with and when | say involved

16 inany of this, of conversations that were being had with these influencers, right, of

17 getting the message out. Was there any communication, and Ali kept assuring me that

18 no, he was not talking to Alex Jones. But, you know, obviously if he's getting stuff out

19 on his InfoWars channel and whatever networks he has, like, that's great for us. We'll

20 justreap the benefits from it

2 Soit was not until later that | found out that that was not true, and that Alex Jones

22 actually supposedly paid money to Women for America First for the event and staging

23 and to help out with it, which was untrue. We never received anything from any of

24 them. Women for America First was the only one who paid for anything on November

5 14th
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1 Q So that's — so Mr. Alexander'sgroupdidn't split some of the costs for

2 November 14th?

3 A No.

4 Q Well, what about Mr. Steve Bannon, or War Room? ~ Were they involved in

5 planning the November rally?

6 A Not specifically planning. ~ Obviously, | think that Steve was talking about it

7 on his War Room show. | don't remember the dates, if | was on War Room with him

8 priorto November 14th, or if it was after, but | was on War Room with him numerous

9 times throughout - between, you know, Election Day and then January 6th. But as far

10 asthe planning goes, no.

1 Q Was he think you all haddiscussions about him possibly speaking,

12 though. Doyou recall any conversations with Ms. Alexandra Preate about the possibility

13 of having Mr. Bannonspeakat the rally?

14 A I'm sure at some point, there was a conversation. We kind of have an.

15 open shouldn't say an open invitation, but people with higher profile names, especially

16 if they're helping get the word out with things, if they would like an opportunity to speak,

17 we would certainly love to include more people. We're about bringing people together,

18 and so I'm sure that at some point, there was a conversation that was had about that.

19 Q  Butthat's about the extent of the coordination that you had with

20 Mr.BannonorWar Room. Isthat fair?

2 A Yeah.

2 a okay.

23 A Prettymuch. At that point, they obviously came on at some point to help.

24 bea part of pushing out what we were doing with the bus tour, their logo was on the bus,

25 and having me on continuously, giving updates from the road and continuing for the
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1 othernalies.
2 Q  Sodid you all coordinate at all with the White House or the Trump campaign

3 forthe November Lath ally?
4 A No. Idon'tbelieve so.

< Q There are --

s A Hiei that befove that a sme po, ether membersofthe campaign
7 or -- were basically, like, notified that this was beingplanned just to give them a heads up.

8 And, obviously, the same thing goes just of what | said with Bannon or other high-profile

9 people. Obviously, we would love the President or any member of the family or

10 any -- you know, someone higher up in leadership to join us.

u a s-
12 A Butasfar asplanninganything, no.

13 Q Okay. Sowasit, like, more situational awareness type, just letting people

1 inowwistwesgangon?
15 A Correct. But can't remember any specifics of those conversations, but I'm

16 sure that they were had.
Q Otay. 10 have a couple questions with some specific references nthe

18 chain with your -- the text messages with your mom. This is exhibit 7. And can we go

15 topages7s?
20 IE Yes. Give me one more second. I'm just pullingt. 5750.
2 ON c++. Merwe.

2 oI
23 Q  Soif you go to the topofthat page, and you can zoom outa little bit so that

24 we can see the entire page, but there's a -- it looks like a message from you at 2:51 p.m.

25 where you say, "don't repeat that you text Mark."
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1 Whosthat in reference to?

2 A I'm sure that that was Mark Meadows,

3 Q Okay. And why were you I guess, help us. What were you telling your

4 mother at this point, like, don't repeat to who that you text Mark?

5 A Oh, right. Number one, | don't really like to let people know when | have,

6 or my mom have direct contact with people that | guess are more higher profile, because

7 thenyoucan have plausibledeniabilty about not reaching out to someone on someone's

8 behalf iftheyaretrying to get a message to them.

9 But, also, there were stil lot of people around, and if Mark didn't respond,

10 didntwant that to make my mom seem inferior or look bad, to be, like, oh, he's not

11 responding to her. Soljust thought that it was best to keep it private.

2 a Gotit

13 A Not everybody needed to know what we were doing, you know, at the

14 leadershipof the organization, the level of leadership.

15 Q 1 guess this is before | get to the next one. Can you just tell us just the

16 nature of your relationship with Mr. Meadows? Like, how long have you known him?

17 Doyou al frequently communicate?

1 A 1 don't know how long I've known him. ~ Quite a while. | mean, he was a

19 former Congressman. | don't know what else to say about that. Obviously, we worked

20 on numerous projects throughout the years. | can't think of anything specifically, but

21 we have, you know, a decent relationship with him. And, | mean, | guess that

2 Q Did you meet Mr. Meadows through your mother, or did you have, like, an

23 independentrelationship with meeting him?

2 A No. Imethim through my mother.

2 a okay.
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3 Q And believe you say, Ms. Kremer, because let them all think - think it and
4 they willbesojackedup thinking he's coming.
s Are we referring who are we referring to here? Is this about President Trump
6 possibly coming to the rally?
7 A Yes. Ibelieve that the message to Meadows was seeing if there was any
8 chance that he was going to be coming. So | was just saying, you know, to be
9 enthusiastic, being, you know, what | can't remember what his response was
10 specially to my mom, but just, ike, leaving it open-ended and not saying no, the
11 President wasn't coming. But believe that we knew prior to the event, obviously, that
12 hewas not going to be making it.
3 Q But your mom did have, to the best of your knowledge, some type of
14 preliminary discussion with Mr. Meadows about that possibilty of President Trump.
15 coming?
1 A Ithink that it was a text message, but you would have to ask her about that.
7 Q Completely understand. ~ Completely understand.
1 And was part of that coordination about possibly getting President Trump to your
19 stage at SCOTUS, or was it for the main stage at Freedom Plaza?
20 AI dont remember specifics.
2 EEov I occve vou had a coupleof follow-up
22 questions
2 Io:ond apologies. These are from probably a few minutes ago, so

24 ifyou don't remember.
» o
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1 Q Earlier, you said something, and | thought it was in reference to Women for

2 America First, but correct me if I'm wrong. You said somethingtothe effect that we

3 don't havea specific membership. Can you clarify what you meantby that?
a A We work with grassroots activists all across the country, and it's not like you

5 have to sign up and say, I'm a member of Women for America First to be working on

6 projects with people. It just ike a -- we don't have Statechapterswith local leaders
7 and a hierarchy where it's, like, top down like that, if that makes sense.

8 Q No, no. Itdoes. It'sextremely helpful.

9 Do you have —- and thisis just my lack of familiarity with the structure, but do you

10 have members that, like, sign up through your site that are members of Women for

11 America Fist so they receive ike, newsletters oremails. Like are they members of
12 Womenfor America First?

13 A Well, just because you sign upfor our email list, | would notclarify that as a

1 member. We have crazy people signing up for our email list very da, that tyand then
15 market us spam or reporters or different Congressional offices, both Republican and

16 Democrat, so that you're -- or so that they're aware, | guess, of the things that we're

17 doing and planning. So just signing up for our email lst does not necessary equate to
18 being a member. That's all I'm saying.

19 Q Sowhen

» Wr. Warrington. [Jot to interrupt, but maybe just trying to be helpful
2 here. Women for America First is your traditional sort of social welfare organization and

22 inthe context of membership because that does get to be a confusing concept when

23 people aren't familiarwith what a social welfare organization is or does. | don't know if

2 thathelps tall
2 IE Noro tdoes. Iwas eral just trying tosee because some of
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2 Mr. Warrington. Right.

< Q So what | -- when you said, we don't have a specific membership, | was

8 Q Okay. That--and | wasn't trying to make that more complicated. |

9 appreciate Dave kind of boiling it down.

10 And then, earlier, | know we asked about the Slack, but | didn't understand your

12 me?

13 A Did not.

15 in reference to Ali Alexander, but again, | may be wrong. You used the term grifting off

16 the movement, and | just was curious who you were referencing to and what you meant

18 A Well, that term can be applied to a lot of people that I've come across the

19 last couple of years, but specifically since November. But | would think | was talking

23 great, this is great. And while that is great, when there's a lot more funding that's
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1 scheme that!felt that it was becoming for Ali, because you had no idea what was.

2 being-noone had any dea. | mean, he could say I've only gotten $500, and how

3 would! prove thatany differently? And he --

4 Q  Goahead.

5 A He could have gotten a lot more than that, and | mean, where was the

6 transparency and accountability of how that money was spent? And | just felt very

7 uncomfortable with it.
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1

2 [uosaml

3 ovI

4 Q And sso just want to make clear and tell me if thisis a — | don'twant to put

5 words into your mouth, but the impression | got from you was that he may have been

6 raising money for an event, but what he was actually spending towards that event might

7 have beena fraction of what he raised when he said, "Hey, I'm raising money for this

8 event," and then he may have spent a very small fraction of that on the actual event?

9 A I mean, anything's possible, but there was no legal entity that he was raising

10 money through for an organization. Again, it was not a "Stop the Steal” organization at

11 this point; it wasa coalition of people that had come together to gettheword out. So |

12 have no idea anything about the funding because | had no access to any of it. There was

13 noaccountability and transparency. And when you went to StoptheSteal.us, | believe:

14 that that was the website, it talked about how to get money to "Stop the Steal," to

15 further efforts across the country for, you know, various events. And there was no

16 accountabilityforthat,

7 Q  Andletme be clear: | do not expect you to know the finances of anyone

18 else, so, please, if it sounds like my question is asking that, I'm definitely not asking you to

19 definitively say that. Iwas just trying to get an understanding of when you said you

20 thought that he might have been rifting off the movement, what | thought you meant

21 was, he may have been saying he was raising al this moneyforan event and then not

22 actually spending that money on the event. Is that fair?

23 A Yes

2 a okay.

2 A And think specifically how that relates to uss from all of our events that
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1 we held, Iwas told by numerous people that he had said that he had paid for sound and
2 stage and plane tickets an al these diferent things and hotel stays, and it was not for
3 any member of Women for America First or any of our events.
s Soitwas I mean, just it was flat outing. So he was lying about what he was
5 spending money onto those people. I'm sure tha there was lying going on all across
6 the board about what actually were the situation financially ith the, quote/unquote,
7 "Stop the Steal,"ashe was calling it.
oe EEE corr. Thkson, Thats super elit contot, And solgie
9 forgoing back so farin time. Il try not to make it a memory test, but| hate to interrupt
wo J
n GoessIE
2 |Es

5 oI
1 Q think, along the same lines, i there anyone else that you considered a
15 grifter that you worked with? | know we've heard a Mr. Alexander, Mr. Straka. Was
16 there anyone else you elt this way about that you al were working with lon this time?
w A I mean, I'm sure that there were people, but | dont know specifically
1 a oy.
19 A off the top of my head.

0 Q just wanted to know if there were any of note that we could track. That's
2 al butifn, its fine.
2 Let's gobackto coordinatingfor November 14th. ~ Did you coordinate with any
25 CongressionalMembers when planning the event?
2 A Planning the event specifically, don't believe so, but, again, an open
25 invitation working with our staffs tying to get them to come kind of that area. ~ Does
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1 thatanswer your question?

2 Q Yes. So, like, open invitation to comespeakwas more of what you all were

3 communicatingwithstaffs about?

4 A Probably about that. Pushing it out through their social media network or

5 helping to get the word out, but asfaras the logisticsof ouractual event, | don't recollect

6 any specifics with any staff of actually planning the event.

7 Q So, when you were talking, for example, to Congresswoman Marjorie Taylor

8 Greene, that was more so about speaking or pushing the event. Is that a fair

9 characterization

10 A Ithinkso. I think about kind of what the congressional schedule was

11 around that time. You know, this all kind of gets confusing because there were three big

12 events, so remembering the specific event and the conversations that were had leading

13 uptothat, there was a lot going on all the time. So

14 Q completely understand that. ~ And so, yeah, if you just - to the best of

15 your recollection and it looks ike you also might have coordinated along the same lines

16 with Congresswoman Gohmert. Is that right?

7 A Yes. Well asfar as coordination, again, getting the word out, speaking,

18 what time they were, you know, going to be there, what was kind of going on on the Hill

19 what they were hearing, that sort of thing.

0 Q And thenanother example of maybe pushing the word outor speaking

21 would have been Congressman Kelly, but | think you weredoingthis more so through Ms.

22 RoseTennent. Is that correct?

23 A Ireally don't remember how Congressman Kelly got involved.

2 Q Okay. Did you discuss messaging at all with anyof these Congressional

25 Members, like the messaging for the rally or points to advocate for during the rally?
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1 A I mean, I don't recollect, | guess, either way specifically. Obviously,

2 conversations were had, but don't know about specific messaging or if it was just overall

3 talking about what was the dynamic of everything that we were seeing and watching.

a Q  Sothe November 14th ray is held at Freedom Plaza, but there was a second

5 location; I've heard you mention it as SCOTUS. ~ Help us understand the dynamic

6 between the event at Freedom Plaza and then the event at SCOTUS?

7 A The main event, | guess you could say, was at Freedom Plaza where it

8 started, and then we marched down to the Supreme Court. | think that that had a lot to

9 do with, number one, we thought that there wasa possibilty of the Supreme Court, all of

10 the election stuff ending up in the Supreme Court. And then also the different

11 schedules | can't remember specifics on what was going on in Congress that day, but

12 thinknew Members —| can't really remember specifically.

13 Maybe there was an orientation going on that day or something, and so they
14 weren't going to be able to be at Freedom Plaza, but still have them give an opportunity

15 forthem tobe a part of the events. So, you know, obviously carrying an event for that

16 long at one location is a lot more difficult than having it spread out for two different

17 locations where people can walk to. ~ Again, and | think that it was kindofthe consensus

18 that that was a natural it to move to the Supreme Court because there were a ot of

19 reports and things in the news and on social media that were indicating that it wa likely

20 toendupin the Supreme Court regarding the election.

2 Q Did you have to coordinate, | guess, the marching aspect of the program

22 with Metropolitan Police Department? Did you do that for this event?

2 A Ididn't specifically. Cindy was in charge of the permitting process, so I'm

24 sure that she did specifically coordinatewith them. | know we did have a permit to

25 march.
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1 Q And what was the set up at the Supreme Court? We've seen the Freedom

2 Plazastuff. That that's on -- that's publicly reported, but what was the set up at the

3 Supreme Court compared to the Freedom Plaza set up?

4 A Itwasamuch smaller scale. You can't have, at least to my knowledge, you

5 can'thavea permitatthe Supreme Court. So it was basically on a

6 first-come/first-served basis. We had a very tiny stage and sound system, and it just was

7 like avery informal, kind of impromptu, | guess, best way to put it because there could be

8 noreal logistics of getting anything together and planning it and having a permit for it

9 Q And, | guess, who - do you recall who spoke at the Supreme Court for this

10 rally?

1 A There were alot of people. | do not recall specifically because there were

12 two times at the Supreme Court, November 14th -- yeah.

13 Q Right. The December and the November. For the November one,

14 though, you mentioned Members being possibly ike in orientation. | know you don't

15 recall exactly what was going on, but did individuals like Congresswoman Boebert or

16 Congresswoman Mary Miller or Congressman Bob Good, Congressman Madison

17 Cawthorn, do those names all ring a bell as being speakers at SCOTUS?

18 A Yes, they do,

19 Q And you all were ableto get them to speak kind of like through the process

20 you just described as just getting the word out to staffs and coordinating with them to

21 comespeak. Isthat howthiscame about?

2 A Yes, to the best of my recollection.

23 Q Okay. Sojust going back -

2 A Ithink-- I would like to clarify something on that. |think that some of

25 those Congressional Members may have just like walked over and said, “I'm a new
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1 member,” and then we included them in t. So don't know that there necessarily was

2 communications with al of their staff if that makes sense.

3 Q That makes complete sense. That does. Its kind of word of mouth: You

4 see an event going on; you might go over there.

5 A Right

6 Q Sothatmakes complete sense.

7 JI ook ke you might have a few follow-up questions.

9 Q Yeah, just one. I think you — if | understood you correctly, you explained

10 that Ms. Chafian was responsible for permitting. Is that right?

n A I wouldn't say well, | guess responsible, but she was the one that was

12 directed to handle all ofthat and to be on al the cals and --

13 Q So were you specifically aware of a march permit issuedby the Washington

14 Metropolitan Police Department, or are you assuming that there was a permit?

15 A Ibelieve that there was a permit. | would have to go back and look to see

16 specifically, but | do remember that Cindy said there was a specific permit to march

7 Q So, if the Metropolitan Police had denied a permit application for the

18 November 14th march, is that something that you recall being communicated to you?

19 A No.

» 7.
a I
2 Q So, going back to the event ~ | know this is probably averydificult question,

23 butjust ballpark it for us: Approximately how many people do you think came to the

26 November 14th rally?

2 A Ihave noidea
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1 Q  Noidea. Okay,

2 A Imean,alotof people.

3 Q  Athousand people? 10,000 people? Just just so we can -

a A Several hundred thousand.

s Q Okay. Doyou recall any, like, incidents, like, | guess like security incidents

6 oranything occurring during this rally?

7 A Atourevent, no.

8 Q  Yousaid "at our event," what about just in thecitythat might have

9 happenedafter the events? Not affliated — I'm not saying t's attributed toyour event

10 oranything, but just do you recall anything happening that weekend of note

1m securitywise?

2 AI don't know fit was specifically November 14th or December 12th, but | do

13 remember that there were issues with BLM and Antifa attacking, quote/unquote, MAGA

14 supporters in D.C. that weekend. | believe that, for November 1ath, | believe it was,

15 like, kind of that evening people at restaurants and walking in and out of their hotels, but

16 nothing during the daytimethat | recall

FY And I remember that the media specifically tried to paint it as it was violent with

18 BLM and Antifa because of our event. And our event had already wrapped significantly

19 before that.

2 Q And believe the President drove by this event. Do you recall that?

2 A Hedid. Before the event started, he was - had his motorcade do a couple

22 laps, think, around Freedom Plaza.

2 Q  Didyou ll have anything to do - by "you al," | mean, Women for America

24 First, have anything to do with coordinating this appearance by President Trump?

2 A don't remember specifics of it, but, again, the open invitation and that he
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1 was going to, you know, gues, do is best or et people know tht he was watching and
2 saw them, but | can't remember specifics.

5 I<550 tht you can game lan, want to alk about the
4 Atlanta protest afterwards that | believe Mr. Alexander led that you all, | don't believe,

$ had any coordination with, and then we can go on a quick comfort break. | know we've

6 beengongfor-
7 Ms. Kremer. Okay. Actually, my computer just said "low battery." Sol guess

5 mycomputeris nocharging
5 IVv. So ve can go shead and take a comfort break now. So

10 let's do that and you want to come back on at 11:30?

u Ws. Kcemer, Okay
2 I ts 2 oodtimetofixthe charging sue.
13 Ms. Kremer. Yes.

" I<1 sc vou al back 1130.
15 Ms. Kremer. All right. Thank you.

a
uv recess]
1 o
19 Q Back on the record at 11:32.

» Ianto move an past the November rally. believe twas he a
21 November 20h alin Atlant. Women for America Fis did not paricate nth aly
2 atthe capitol in Atlanta on November 200, right?
23 A Not to my recollection. |think that this is probably the one that you're

24 refering o that we were going to hold somethin, an then we decided not to hold
5 something.
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1 Q believe it was because you all couldn't obtain a permit in enough time?

2 A Right. And we were gettinga ot of pushback from the local - | don't know

3 how toputit, but like the permitting people, guess, about wanting us to hold an event

4 and with law enforcement, it was just we were getting alot of pushback from them that

S itwasnotan easy process. owe decided not to do that also.

s Ali was saying some just kind of rhetoric that we did not ike and agree with, so we

7 wanted to make it very clear that we were not working with him. And I believe that that

8 was alsowhena guy | want to say his name is Chris he's with 14P and | were ona

9 public -there was a discourse that happened that was pretty negative via social media.

10 Q Justobreak that down.

n So Mr. Alexander, to your understanding, led that rally. Is that correct? |

12 believe it was Mr. Alexander and his group of folks?

13 A Ithinkit was him and Alex Jones. Was Alex Jones not there? Yeah.

14 Where they went inside the capitol and were

15 Q Yep. Perfect. What do you recall about them entering the capitol?

16 We've seen reporting, but what do you recall about that specific incident?

FY A I mean, just watching how it al played out and - you know,first and

18 foremost, there are rules and regulations, laws, whatever in place for a reason. You

19 can't just do whatever you want whenever you want. So the fact that they were

20 continuing on, even though, you know, the local jurisdiction there did not want them

21 there, was not making it easy, that they didn't find an alternative place to be, and then

22 justvery disruptive, and that's not how you get your voice heard to be that disruptive and

23 thatinyourface about something.

2 Q And what was the thetoric that Mr. Alexander was using that made you all

25 feel uncomfortable ordisagree with?
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1 AI can't recall things specifically. He was doing a lot of periscoping and live

2 videos, and | don't know if it was tweeting at that point. | don't rememberthe timeline

3 of when he was kicked off social media, but, again, Alex Jones was with him, and he says a

4 lotof crazy fringe outlandish things on his InfoWars channel.

5 Sowe just did not want to be wrapped up in that with him.

6 Q And that's why you all put out a statement - | believe, Women for America

7 First put outa statement after that rally was because you disagreed with the way it was

8 organized. Is this a fair characterization?

° A It's not - yes, organization, but not solely that. | mean, some of the things

10 that they were saying - and, again, | can't remember specifics, but just, you know, like

11 getting in peoples’ faces, just very aggressive in their demeanor and their tone.

2 Again, | talked about it from the November 14th rally too about how Ali had a

13 group of people around him that were his, quote/unquote, security that surrounded him

14 ina circle, holding his shoulders like he was some sort of god.

15 And it gave the impression that not only was it a dangerous situation that

16 someone would need to be protected like that, but that also that he wasnot a grassroots

17 activist, and it came across as very disingenuous and that there were ulterior motives to

18 think so highlyof himself like that if that makes sense.

19 Q  Andl forgot to you mentioned the disagreements with the 1st

20 Amendment Praetorians. | think you said his name was Chris. You just -- briefly, what

21 wasthatabout? Was it about the actual messaging or what was that disagreement

22 about?

23 AI can't remember specifically how it started and what thedialogue was, but

24 essentially what happened was Cindy - believe it was Cindy -- I'm sorry. I'm trying to

25 recollect.
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1 Q  Noworries.

2 A don't remember exactly how we got connected with 1AP, but they were

3 explained to us by whoever and, again, | can't really recollect of how this all came to be

4 about but to help with security, obviouslyin an unofficial, you know, unarmed capacity

5 there in D.C. to be volunteers and that they were mostlyveterans that were, you know,

6 supportiveof our cause and everything.

7 And, at one point, there was just this severe breakdown prior to the

8 November 14th rally because they were heavily working, unbeknownst to us, with Al

9 And so, when found that out, | just had a lot of distrust with them, and part of that event

10 on the 14th was me asking someofthem to remove Brandon Straka, and they refused.

u And | feltvery uncomfortable and that the situation could have gotten quickly out

12 of control if we had them really involved with anything moving forward. So, when|

13 found out that 1AP was going to be there in Georgia or in Atlanta -- | believe you said the

14 date was November 20th for that event - that was even more so of why ~ | mean, sure,

15 you guys can be veterans, and thank you for your service, and that's wonderful, but you

16 also have to be, you know, in coordination with local law enforcement in respecting law

17 and the rules and boundaries that they set. ~ And | just do not feel like specifically the

18 leadership of 1AP really abided by that.

19 It seemed - it just seemed uncomfortable and like something was amiss there.

0 Q And you also we saw in text messages where you mentioned that Mr.

21 Alexanderat thisrally in Atlanta was causing ruckus with the Proud Boys and Alex Jones,

22 but getting back, like, specifically to the Proud Boys, what was your impression of the

23 Proud Boys, and did you know that Mr. Alexander was actually working with them?

2 A I mean, I'm sure that he was working with them. | can't specifically tell you

25 that I know that, but, again, just working to get people of grassroots, I'm sure that
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1 someone reached out to him from that organization. | don't know if it's really an official

2 organization, but from that group. And just the things and the rhetoric that is reported

3 social media-wise and in news reports - | mean, you take some things with a grain of sa,
4 butother things, you know,it just - they've been painted as very much a fringe group.

s 1 don't really know any of them specifically. | can't recall ever meeting anyone

6 specifically that | knew that that's maybe who they were, but we just wanted to make it

7 very clear that there was a distinction between, | guess, with some sort of fringe-type

8 people within the conservative movement just as there are ringe-type people, you know,
9 ontheleft

10 And I felt and so did my mom and Jennifer that we take every opportunity that we

11 canto make surethat there areclear distinctions, you know,with those groups.

2 Q 50, to be far, just to make sure I'm capturing this thank you for

13 that - Womenfor America Fist never coordinated or partneredwith the Proud Boys or

14 anything for any of your events, right?

15 A Certainly not to my knowledge, but, again,if | was speaking to someone

16 or-I can only speak for myself, but if| was speaking to someone that was a member of

17 the Proud Boys, |neverwas aware of that.

18 Q  Gotit. No. Andjust asking just to make sure we're clear kind of on how

19 you all organized versus maybe how some other groups might organize. So that's the

20 basis for me asking that.

2 A Right

2 Q Andsoaround this Atlanta rally was November 20th, we now it seems

23 looking through your messages and before | get there, |think[Jlwien: have 2

24 followup.

2 IR veoh. ust want tocar. You mentioned with respect to



1 potentially doing something n Georgia and imately not doing something in Georgi,
2 receiving pushback from law enforcement. Could youclarify what you mean by that?

3 Ms. Kremer, Well lik si, dot know specifica tha twas aw
4 enforcement. | don't know the proper characterization to say the people in charge of

$ the permitting process. | believe that it's law enforcement, and, again, it's different in

6 various States and, you know, more ofa localized thing but remember tht we hd
7 reached out to some of the State house members to try and get their help, and they tried

8 to help secure a permit possibly. And it was just kind of like a round and round circle

9 that clearly they were making the process more difficult. 1 don't know whether that was

10 because they felt it was unsafe or because they just didn't want us there or whatever the

» vn
12 Maybe it was too short of time. | can't remember the specifics on what the

13 pushback was initially, but then, at some point, you know, when Ali and Alex Jones and

$ smmaermsonidNIEA, Son ory deseSas stad
15 to make the distinction.

16 | believe that we put out a public tweet ora statement about it. | don't

1 Sonednygshoie tottus tosssii
18 ‘memory?

» I +ccon have that included a one of the exits, but am
20 familiar with the statement that Women for America First put out.

2a Ms. Kremer. Okay. So then that would be maybe could help your -- the

22 question that you're specifically asking to reference thatof the specifics. Because like|

23 said, there was a lot going on during allofthis time that | can't remember specifically

2 whatallofthatwas?
25 ||Thanks. | just wanted to clarify that, when you were talking
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1 about -- and you answered the question, the pushback was in reference to whatever the,

2 you know, agency or whoever it was, the authority that you were seeking or in

a Ms. Kremer. Secure the permit.

s EE

7 there are times and places where you don't necessarily seek a permit. You know, it's

8 more of an impromptu gathering of people. There's not a permit that's needed.

9 Something like that, but obviously there are rules and regulations that are put in place to

10 keep people safe, to let law enforcement know what's going on.

12 know, years now and never wanted anybody to be in danger or to create some sort of

13 situation where it could possibly go in that direction.

15 that sort of thing.

16 |]Gotit. Thank youfor that clarification.

18 Q Thanks. So it looks like, right after this November 20th Atlanta capitol

23 instance?
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1 ifanybody knows how to doa bus tour, my mom is probably the best. ~ And I'm not just

2 saying that because she's my mother. She has had tremendous success over the years

3 of doing bus tours, and she has always been a itching to get back to doing that, which |

4 thinkis crazy because it's a lot of stress, high-tense situations, and, you know, constantly

5 travelinginand outofdifferent hotels every night. It's a lot

6 But she wanted to do a bus tour. Prior to that, | want to say early -- well,

7 throughout 2019/2020, there was talk of doing a bus tour regarding the election, and

8 then when COVID hit, obviously that changed the dynamic of everything. = So we had to

9 completely put that on hold. And there were a lot of people that wanted to go to D.C.

10 on November 14th that were unable to, whether financially they couldn't afford it,

11 logistically it just didn't make sense, or, you know, they had responsibilities at home that

12 they couldn'tget childcare orwhat not.

13 So we wanted to make sure that those people did not feel left out, and that just

14 because they weren't able to be a part of something that that -- that massive that they

15 didn't feel like they were alone and that their voice wasn't being heard. It's also a great

16 waytocreate a narrative that the media will report on because it's something tangible

17 thatthey can see. You know, a bus going across the country is obviously something very

18 tangible. And we wanted our supporters to know that as well, that we were kind of

19 takinga little piece of their messagingall across the country and we were kind of this

20 thread that was pulling together people on our side and across the Nation.

2 Q And so you talk about traveling on the bus tour around the country,

22 especially for folks who might not have been able to attend. You also talk about the

23 stressors, which believe me, the message i illustrated, the kind that stresses the bus

24 tour, but what was the messaging that Women for America First was trying to convey as

25 you were going State to State on a bus tour?
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1 A Ibelieveour slogan was "Marchfor Trump to Demand Transparency and

2 Election Integrity." That was on the side of the bus and that was basically what it was

3 talking about was, number one, what was going on in your city, State, local municipality

4 with the election. Also, to talk about how not to get in a situation, again. You need to

5 signup to beapoll watcher to go through the correct process to be able to count votes,

6 different things like that

7 How to step up and start getting involved in politics If you've never been involved.

8 Encouraging people that you have to start somewhere. Maybe you should start at the

9 school board, which ironically, you know, we've seen howthat'sall played out that

10 people are making significant changes on a local level, and that's where you cansee the

11 most change happen, first and foremost, quickly, but also where you can actually have

12 the biggest impact; that just because, you know, you're not a United States Senator or

13 Congressman doesn't mean that you can't have a powerful impact on your community

14 and haveyourvoice really heard.

15 Q When planning this bus tour, did you coordinate any of the planning with the

16 White House or the Trump campaign? Were they involved at all?

FY A Not tomy recollection.

18 Q  Ifyoudid so, for example, | saw a few texts and this isn't ike a gotcha,

19 just trying to understand - where you mentioned to your mor the text, for example,
20 Ivanka or Kellyanne or Karen Pence, was that about speaking o getting the word out?

2 A Itwould be in the same, that same kindof ine with the other events. If

22 they were either going to be in the local area or maybe there was someone thatwe

23 needed to connect with in that area that had been a great grassroots activist to help.

24 bring, you know, attention and get the word out.

2 Som sure that there were conversations and people that were reached out to,
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1 whether it were in an official capacity or someone that we had known along the way.

2 working either as a volunteer or at one time in capacity with the Trump campaign, but

3 just basically asfar as like grassrootsnetworking and, you know, not to beat a dead horse,

4 butthe whole thing about Big Tech censorship and getting the word out.

5 Q And oneof the messages that stood out to me, at least, looked like with

6 Senator Blackburn. Looked like you all might have drafted, like, talking points for her.

7 Doyou recall that or like a message that she was going to blast out? Was this part of

8 that getting the word out?

° A Ithink that that actually maybe if | remember correctly that that was

10 actually November 14th that she wanted to come -- it may have been December 12th,

1 actually.

2 Q Oh, okay.

13 A December 12th. We puta message up on the jumbotrons that she

14 recorded because she couldn't be there. And | don't know if that was because she

15 wasn'tin D.C. or because of, you know, obviously as a United States Senator, you have a

16 jobtodo. |can't remember the specifics of that, but | think that that's what --

uv Q  That'sfair. |think -let's see can we pull up it's exhibit 7, 50 it's the

18 message with your mother. And then the number is 5668. And this is the message, |

19 think, that you all were drafting -- just to provide some color for us, just so we understand

20 exactly what was going on. Was this kindofike a

21 A Canyouzoomin? Imsorry. |didn't mean tointerrupt.

2 Q  Soisthisto doa blast promoting the bus tour and December 12th. Is that

23 fair to characterize?

2 A Ithink that maybe this was -- yeah. I'm wondering if this was --

2 Q Possibly for like your Tennessee stop?
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1 A Yeah. Imean, I don't remember specifically. There were so many stops

2 andsomany different events. Obviously, it talks abouta specific location in Franklin,

3 Tennessee, and then December 12th. To the best of my knowledge, obviously, |

4 remembera video being played on December 12th. | don't remember what this maybe

5 was used in something else for. | don't remember if we maybe included a video and an

6 email that was blasted out. | can't remember specifics.

7 a okay.

8 A But something along those lines that she wanted, you know, specific bullet

9 points or a, quote/unquote, script of the specific details of where to be when that sort of

10 thing of how to get more information.

u Q And just so we're clear and | think| know because you've said it - Senator

12 Blackburn, this was one of those things where you were reaching out to her about

13 possibly speaking orgetting this message out, but you weren't necessarily like planning

14 the bus tour with heror heroffice. Is that correct?

15 A No. Thatis correct.

16 Q Okay. Thankyou. We can put the exhibit down, and, look, | understand

17 also we're going back through your messages and it's nowJanuaryof 2022. So,ifyou

18 don't recall exactly what event it was for, there is no issue with that. ~ We're just asking

19 the question and appreciate youproviding the context.

0 So believe there were - | characterize it as partners, but it looks like there were

21 people or organizations that were helping sponsor the bus tour. And so I'm going to go

22 through justa few of those so | understandtheir coordination with you. ~The first one

23 wasMike Lindell

2 Just explain to us ~ you mentionedearlier to how Mike Lindell and his

25 organizations might have assisted with the bus tour?
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1 A Well, obviously, everybody loves the My Pillow guy, you know. ~ Everybody

2 knowshimonTV. They've obviously made fun of him on SNLand that sort of thing, but

3 heisa great, you know, person, both personally, and the work that he does across

4 the country through the Lindell Recovery Network has an incredible personal testimony

5 andstory of how he has gotten to where he sin ife, and he was helping us get the word

6 out, tum people out, people wanted to see him, shed light on what we were working on

7 andthatsort of thing.

8 Q And part ofthat was maybe a sponsorship and a sponsorship with the logo,

9 onthebus?

10 A Yes

1 Q Okay. Did he assist at all with, like, developing a message that you al had

12 onthe bus so you were kindofwith the theme? Was he partofthat, or was it more so

13 Women for America irst telling Mr. Lindell, “Hey, this i the message that we want to

14 promoteon the bus tour"?

15 A twas more so us drafting a message, and I'm sure at some point things

16 were, quote/unquote, run past him, you know, to say, like, "What are your thoughts on

17. this," but nothing ever in an official capacity that he was responsible for of our messaging,

18 tomyrecollection.

19 Q  Gotit. And then, similarly, War Room, Mr. Steve Bannon, it looked like

20 they were alsoa sponsorfor the bus tour. Is that correct?

2 A Correct.

2 Q Was there anything else in terms of the relationship whether it be recording

23 message or planning stops that involves War Room or Mr. Bannon?

2 A You know, like I said, | was on numerous times on his show and just helping

25 continue to get the word out, how people can get more information, where they can go
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1 toseelocal events possibly in our area, and then just keeping people updated on what we

2 were doing, | guess, in conjunctionwith whatever else he was reporting on during the

3 election and kind of just how those fit together.

4 Q  Isthat part of the reason, | believe, | saw a message for a Mr. Luke Livingston

5 might have come and covered the tour? Is thatpartof that promotion of the bus tour?

6 Doyou recall that?

7 AI remember thata lttle bit about him being offered to -- not offered, but like

8 connecting us with him at one point, but | don't believe that we ever did.

9 Q Okay. Okay. Andwere there any other, | would say, like

10 sponsorship-type partners that you'veall worked with for the bus tour that | might not

11 have mentioned?

2 AI can't rememberall the ones that were on the bus. Liberty Lab obviously

13 was on the bus and that is a company that we've worked with for many, many years, and

14 they doall of our -kindof anything tech related.

5 Q That's with Mr. Graves. Is that correct?

16 A Yes. Thatis correct.

uv Q And so, just to confirm the dates said earlier, just to make sure I'm clear.

18 The tour started on November 29th of 2020, and,| guess, the conclusion -I have it in my

19 head as the first part of the tour because | know you guys went on another one after, but

20 it's December 12th in D.C. was kind of the conclusion of the bus tour, the first part?

21 A Correct. We had the buses parked there at freedom Plaza on

22 December 12th.

23 Q And this is also when you engaged with RMS Protective Services for the bus

24 tour to provide security?

2 A Okay. Somewhere along the line, yes, we did. | don't know the date.
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1 Q  Butyou recall RMS being on the bus tour with you all

2 A Uh-huh,

3 Q where they were providing okay.

4 A When you're ona bus, it's a magnet going across the country, whether i's

5 people with road rage or, you know, someone will walk up and start screaming or

6 something like that. But not only for the peoples’ protection on the bus, but first and

7 foremost I mean, obviously we care about our team, but also to make sure that kind of

8 defuse the situation for vandalism or anything like thatof destruction that could

9 potentially happen to the bus that we were on.

10 Q  Andthat's so that's one of the things | was trying to understand exactly

11 was specific maybe security concerns or events that had led to thehiring of the security.

2 For example, on this first part of the tour, what might have occurred that might

13 havebeen athreatforyou all thatyou can recall?

14 A don't know specifics on dates or when things happen, but | knowthat, at

15 one point, there was an incident in Tennessee where there was a pipe bomb that was

16 found or something ike that. | was already in D.C, but there was an incident regarding

17 situation like that that they worked with local law enforcement there to make sure that

18 everyone was safe.

19 There was another incident where someone approached the bus, and they had a

20 knife. The bus was egged, and then, you know, my mom, myself, and various other

21 people, whether it was, you know, Mike Lindell or any other high-profile names that were

22 either joining for a specific stop, or maybe they came on several stops along the bus,

23 there were, you know, death threats to us via social media, phone calls, things like that.

24 Sothat's what they were engaged for.

2 Q Did you use any other protective companies, or was RMS the sole company
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1 that you all used for the bus tour?

2 A ltwas just RMS. Like said, for the first event, November 1th, we kind of

3 loosely partnered with 1AP, but again, it was, like, more on a volunteer basis, and |

4 believe that they asked me before a donation to the organization after. | can't recollect

5 ifwe ever did that or not, but it was never in a way that we engaged with RMS that there

6 wasa contract and legalresponsibility and, you know, something like that, if that kind of

7 makesa distinction and difference.

8 Q  And1 know that I've heard just from talking to folks like you that there's, lie,

9 personal security and event security. Did you all coordinate with locals for event

10 security or was RMS also responsible for the event security for each stop on the tour?

1 A Ithink that it was probably ike a coordination of both, primarily us, but |

12 think that there may have beentimeswhen they're, like, "Oh, hey,|know a friend in this

13 area; let me reach out to them and see what they say," or "I know so-and-so in law

14 enforcement,” things like that. So think, again, it was more ofa group effort that no

15 one had specific defined roles, and if anybody had specific defined roles, it was probably

16 more so of them thatthey just stayed in their lane and were doing their job. But, as far

17 as like everybody else, we were drinking from a fire hydrant, | guess, so to speak. There

18 wasalot going on, a lot of work to be done, and we were just, you know, all working

19 together totry and accomplish the task that we had at hand at the moment.

0 Q And you touched onthisalittle bit earlier, but | just want to make sure it's

21 covered. When you were partnering possibly with locals — and "partner" might be a

22 strong word when you were coordinating with possible locals for event security, it was

23 never with ike the Proud Boys or the Oath Keepers. Is that fair?

2 A Yeah. Nottomy knowledge.

2 a okay.
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1 A There's actually there was another company at some point in D.C. ~ and |

2 don't remember if it was for November 14th or December 12th or maybe both that was

3 another company that we hired to do event security and Cindy mostly was dealing with

4 that. And maybe that's the guy's name that was Chris that was the head of 1AP. ~ Are

5 youallowedtotell me the guy that was head of 1AP?

6 Q  Ithink you're referring to the January Sth rally would be the separate

7 security one

5 A No.

9 Q No? Different one than that? Yeah. | think | know who you're talking

10 about, but I'm going to say from what | saw was mostly RMS for you all that you all

11 coordinated with

2 I ot out of curiosity, is the other security company that you're

13 referringto, Ms. Kremer, RKK?

1a Ms. Kremer. Possibly. | mean that doesn't

15 Iht doesn't sound familiar?

16 Ms. Kremer. | don't know what the company was called. I'm trying to

17 remember names specifically, but there was an issue specifically with this company and

18 the guy who was running it with Cindy and her husband, and we felt ike they were

19 overcharging us and getting kickbacks from this guy that Cindy started seeing how - that

20 she felt that she could —

2 I<vou referring to Mr. Lewis like Robert Lewis from 1AP?

2 Ms. Kremer, Robert Lewis is 1AP. That's the one that | had — okay. So,

23 earlier, when | was talking about Chris with 1AP, that was not - his name was Robert

24 Lewis. Sojusttogobackand correct that. And I'm sorry for that.

2s JI s+or kingover you. On public permitting paperwork that's
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1 been released by the Interior Department,a security company called Executive Security

2 Concepts

3 Ms. Kremer. Yes.

a I cn is vircnia-based and hasa leader name Chris Ragone,

5 Ragone

6 Ms. Kremer. Yes, yes, yes.

7 I thot helps to jog your memory. That's just what's out there in

8 the public. So, with those names, maybe that helps to clarify who's associated with

9 which

10 Ms. Kremer. Yes.

1 I iv osvoutalk aboutthesesecurity groups.

2 Ms. Kremer. And | apologize for thatalitle bit earlier. But there were a lot of

13 people inal this whole process, and it certainly is just a lot to remember since it was over

14 ayearago.

5 I0: understand.

16 Ms. Kremer. But Robert Lewis is the one who| had the public exchange with on

17 Twitter regarding Atlanta on the 20th. Chris Ragone was the one who owned that

18 executive whatever company, and he was | think that Cindy found him or was put in

19 contact with him, but there was - | can't remember specifically like what happened there.

20 1 know that at one of the events — and | don't rememberif it was December 12th

21 or November 14th, but they would not let me in the perimeter of the event. | think it

22 was December 12th, and it really made me very angry because | couldn't remember the

23 guy's name who was in charge.

20 And I'm like and when | say in charge," in charge of like the security or

25 whatever, the Chris, but it could have been Robert Lewis. ~ Anyways, say al of that to



1 say, | know that there was another company that was hired for onsite stuff in D.C. for

2 either the November 14th or December 12th or both.

3 | Je.

< Q And I'm so sorry if you said this. I'm just trying to kind of unpack because

7 that Women for America First used during the bus tour? | had RMS Security.

8 A And that's it.

9 Q But then you also said there was a possibility that-- and | want to make

10 clear: When you say 1AP, you mean 1st Amendment Praetorians is that the same?

12 And, again, that was in a volunteer capacity that | believe that they asked for a donation.

13 1 don't knowif we ever --

15 Like, did they email you, or would somebody have contacted you?

16 A No. | think it was just in passing of like, "Hey, you know, we're obviously

18 but obviously with any sort of entity or group, you know, it takes funds and things to

19 continue to get the word out about what they're doing and maybe recruit new members

21 that it was maybe passed along to me via Cindy said something to me about it.

23 A I have no recollection of that. Possibly, but | don't recall.

24 Q Ifsomebodydid make it, do you know who it would have been?

25 A I mean, it was either myself or my mother, but -- orJennifer, but | don't have
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1 any recollection. There were a lot of -- there was a lot going on all at the same time,

. Ws. Kremer, In regards otha, do want o point this out,JE tat when
$ you're asking about, you know, the hiring and thevolunteer group and allofthat as far as.

7 event on November 14th, | guess, it would —-just making this connection in my head.

8 Chronologically it would make sense that, on November 14th, then to December 12th,

9 there was like a significant increase in pricing that happened. And | don't believe it was

10 based on the number of people that he was, quote/unquote, employing under his

11 contract withus. And we very much felt that Cindy was and her husband were gettinga

12 kickback from Chris about that, and it made us feel very uncomfortable.

15 that takes us now past the first part of the bus tour December 12th. You all have the

16 rally again in D.C. at Freedom Plaza again. Kind of like the first rally we discussed on

18 the idea to endit in D.C. on December 12th?

20 of December 12th was, but there was a specific reason -

2a Q  Wasit that the electors in each State --

23 Q Okay. So you all were tracking that date kind of when you were planning?
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1 Q Right. Do you recall how you all became aware of ike the State electors, or

2 was that something that was just always out there that you were tracking?
5 A tontramemben, Cuingisteredzoos
4 portion of the bus tour of Kicking it off, but | was working from home,{ E REEEERNN

s I
bb. |
7 Hs-

8 Q I'massuming that wasn't fun,especiallywith the stressorsof just putting
9 togetherall these events at the same

10 A Exactly. Sothat'swhy Im trying to place al of this chronologically in order.
n Q And,again, so it was thecertificationofStateelectors. Was there any

12 discussion, tothe best of your recollection,of whyyou had itn D.C. versus maybe in the

13 State capitals that you all - that you kindofdiscussed earlier? Like why D.C. again?
1 A Imean, its our Nation'sCapital,

15 Q Okay. No. I'mjusttrying to understand theNation's Capitalversuslocal

16 capitals, right, because you've done events in local capitals?
w A Right. Right.

1s Q How was this event who did you, | guess, coordinatethisevent with?

19 Youdidn't do it with All Alexander’ group this time. So explain to us how that decision
20 was made and then maybe who you planned it with?

n A Well, it was very clear and distinct after November 14th tht we wanted to
22 putas much distance between us, Alex Jones, All. They had then started going and

23 making very public statements be i, | guess, social media, periscoping, different things
24 that were being said about myself, my mother, the leadership of Women for America First

25 that were just first and foremost, unkind to speak to anybody that way, but especially
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1 women when you're talking about a conservative movement and how, you know,
2 supposedly Republicans are the ones that put women down. | don't believe that, but it

3 was disheartening to see a man speak to women that way
a Also, just the disinformation that they were saying about how they paid for the

5 event, and we hijacked it, and we were hijacking the "Stopthe Steal" and all of that. |

6 mean, itwasjust false, and it was creating dissension, and no one had time for any of that
7 BS. 1 mean, we wereall just trying to figure out where the status of the election was,

8 what was going on in these different States tofinalizethe votesforthe electoral college.

9 So can you repeat your question? I'm sorry.

10 Q  Ithink the question was just like why the decision was made not to partner

11 with Mr. Alexander this time compared to November 14th?
12 A Right. So, again, | didn't really even want them to be there at

13 November 14th, but| felt the only appropriate thing because they had helped get the

14 word out ~ you know, you treat others how you want to be treated. So we allowed
15 them to be a partof November 14th and gave them a very small, little role and but

16 appreciated their efforts to get people to D.C. But, as far as the December 12th, we

17 needed to make a very clear distinction because I'm sure, 3s you guys have seen from
18 November -- early November to that point in December, their rhetoric, again, was getting

19 alittle more aggressive in tone and encouraging things like we had seen with

20 November 20th of, you know, storming inside the Georgia State capital that we just really
21 needed to make a distinction between the two groups.
2 Q I knowthatthere was another march going on in December 12th like the
23 Jericho March. Did you all do any coordination with that organization — like that

24 planning of a Jericho March or was this like a separate --

25 A Solwasn't specifically,but there were membersof the March for Trump
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1 team that were coordinating with them. We wanted to work with them, but Ali got his

2 hooks into them and spread disinformation about our organization andtried to create a

3 false narrative that we were doing inappropriate things with money, and it became a very

4 contentious situation.

5 And Mike Lindell was also involved with the Jericho March, and it was just

6 very itwas just ike very muddy waters. Because | believe the Jericho March was early

7 that morning.

8 Q Correct.

9 A If recall, and we were going to be trying to basically kindofdo both of, like,

10 support them at their event because, again, we want to, you know, encourage other

11 people and work together. You're stronger standing in larger numbers, but at some

12 point there was a breakdown between all of it. Actually, | think myairbuds just died.

13 Q  Fairenough. |had the same thing happen to me earlier today. Sol

14 definitely understand that. Can you hear me?

15 A Sorry, yes. Okay.

16 Q  Soit sounded like you actually went to kind of my next question. It

17 looked like Mr. Lindell was supporting the Jericho March. Was he also helping to

18 supportyoureventon December 12th?

19 A [inaudible] alot of cross over between different people, you know, that

20 spoke at our events that were working with other groups in supporting them in different

21 capacities. I'm not sureofwhat the dynamics were there, but | think that Mike spoke

22 that morning at the Jericho March because | remember talking to him just as far as

23 scheduling about that that he was going to be there supporting the.

2 Q And then War Room and Mr. Bannon, did they have any planningwith the

25 December 12thrally? And lask that because | do recall seeing a text with you and your
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1 mother where think your mother - your mother says, "I'm on bus B, trying to get

2 Bannon here"

3 Was that partof -- was he justpart of the planning for December 12th?

4 A Again, not planning, but getting the word out, and | think that that probably

5 wasin reference to, again, getting Steveout there would bring more notoriety and get

6 more people to come out. | mean, he doesn't do many events publicly. He doesn't do

7 many speaking engagements like that. So! know that that was something that we.

8 continuously asked for, but, you know, his safety and security was an issue and him being

9 atargetfor things. And so people pulled their weight in different capacities.

10 Q Right. Socrowd building, right, like we talked about earlier? He was part

11 of the crowd building effort?

2 A Right

13 Q Andthen know that the President flew over your event on his way to the

14 Army-Navy game. Did you all have any coordination with that?

15 A Notcoordination. |think that there may or may not have been a heads-up

16 text message that was sent to my mom.
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1

2 12:17 p.m]

3 oI
4 Q Right

5 A Um-

6 Q 1 guessa better wayof asking itis had you all requested President Trump's

7 presence atthe rally?

8 A Well, | don't know specifically that it was requested like through any formal

9 channel, but, obviously, the invitation wasvery clear that it stood, you know, saying

10 things on socialmedia,just - | think that it waspretty clear that anybody would want the

11 Presidentof the United States to come to their event.

2 a Yes

13 A And] think it's an understood thing that he would have an open invitation.

14 If he decided he wanted to go, absolutely.

15 Q And then, again, with this, help me understand. When did the -it looks

16 like you all went from Freedom Plaza to Supreme Court again for this event? Walk us

17 through again how that was supposed to play out. So you're going to end at the

18 Freedom Plaza and then you all marched together to the Supreme Court ike on

19 November 14th? Was that the plan?

0 A believe so, and I think it had to do with scheduling of different people, you

21 know, what time they were able to speak, not speak, logistics of getting them -- lke, if

22 they were only able to speak ater on in the afternoon, getting them to the Supreme

23 Court was easier than to be getting them around Freedom Plaza. | think that that more

24 soplayedintoit

2 And then also, you know, we had obviously had done it at the one prior, and we
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1 liked the kind of informal nature of the Supreme Court, because, again,| think that the

2 whole thought process was that it was going to end up at the Supreme Court at some.

5 point, or potentially could end upthere.
4 Q And know that this was over a year ago, but do you recall any of the

5 speakers who might have spoken at the Supreme Court? Because, like | said, the

6 Freedom Plaza pat it's easy tofindwho might have spoken. But at the Supreme Court
7 canyou just let us know if you remember who might have been speakers there, if you

8 know?

9 A Um, | can't really remember because | didn't go to the Supreme Court to

10 speak at that event because | was very jolted. The previous day, Alex Jones threatened

11 meoutside the Willd Hotel. And on November 14th, heactualy did storm our stages
12 with his people. He pushed Congressman Gohmert, and itwas just a volatile situation.

3 Andwewerealotired,ight. We had justcome of the bus tour. |EN

«I
15 So | stayed at Freedom Plaza, and | think part of the reason that | stayed at

16 Freedom Plaza too was that there were so many people that were already, you know,

17 there at the Supreme Court that we needed to kind of gt that show on the oad, soto
18 speak, even while we were continuing what was going on at Freedom Plaza because there

15 were already people there that ha either previously marched thee or, you know,
20 started there
2 So | went on a golf cart at the very end of the Supreme Court, and | think that Alex

22 Jones was there, and stayed on the golf cart with security, because | did't wan to be a
23 part of that. | think my initial thought was to go up there and, like, thank everybody at

2 the endor whatnot. But when hewas there and there was an altercation again on
25 December 12th with him at the Supreme Court stage, | didn't even get off the golf cart.
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1 Q Andthisis the altercation you

2 A Actually, shouldn't say| didn't get ofthe golf cart. There may have been

3 a point that got off the golf cart, but didn't get up to go and be really a part of that

4 event thatl recollect. | could have said something, but I'm pretty sure that tried to

Ss keep my distance from him.

s Q And this is around, when | see your messages when you were

7 communicating with Detective Ells, was this about the Willard incident and just keeping

8 him apprisedof what was going on?

9 A Yes. AndDetective Ellisis a woman

10 Q  fmsorry. apologize.

1 A No. Thatsokay. I'mjust letting you know.

2 Yes, from my understanding, there was a warrant out for his arrest, and | can't

13 remember if she was getting info from other people. | know that | talked about him

14 pushing Congressman Gohmert, so | don't know what her - | don't know all that was

15 going on with what exactly she was doing. But do believe that she would've asked me

16 atsome point to let her know if | knew what his locations were, or if he were to ever

17 come in my vicinity, or whatnot, because of not only what he said to me, but then also,

18 how he and his little minions around him had stormed the stage on November 12th in

18 bothlocations, at Freedom Plaza and at the Supreme Court.

2 Q Right. And that played out in your messages when you sent her the link to

21 the ~itlooked like the incident of Mr. Jones at your SCOTUS stage on December 14th as

2 well

2 A Right

2 Q Overall, how would you describe how the event on December 14th turned

25 out? Just give us a sense, whether it was a success or not.
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1 A Icertainly think it was a success. We were proud of the bus tour that we

2 hadjust, you know, accomplished, and we felt like people were paying attention, a lot of

3 people that were notpreviously engaged in the political activism realm before, and we

4 were optimistic that there were several different paths and avenues totry and go with

5 theelection to see - to make sure that we get these States and local jurisdictions to have

6 accountability and transparency with the voting process.

7 And there was, again, no real violence at our events at Freedom Plaza or SCOTUS,

8 despite the Alex Jones thing, which we knew previously.

9 One thing that | do want to go back and talk about is on November 14th, at the

10 Supreme Court, the Supreme Court Police were staging antifa and BLM on the backside of

11 the Supreme Court, opposite of where we were. And | don't remember his name, but

12 the chief police officer for the Supreme Court kept kind of like eye motioning, like this

13 [indicating], and then pointing to his watch, like, how much longer. And then | would go

14 overandtalkto him. How many more speakers he wanted to know, because they had

15 staged BLM and antifa on the other side, keeping them away from, you know, our

16 supporters and the people there. And as the day kept continuing longer and longer,

17 they were concerned about nightfall, you know, just in darkness that it's harder to control

18 thingsand to see what's going on.

19 And then, B, it had been a very long day. There was obviously no permit, and

20 they wanted us to wrap things up.

2 50, you know, as we continued to add a couple of the new congressional

22 members, like we spoke about earlier, obviously, things continued to go a little bit ater.

23 Butat some point, you know, that conversation was had, like, okay, we need to be done

24 because we need to not have this erupt into - guess, the BLM and antifa people were

25 getting more and morerestless and creating a difficult situationfor the Supreme Court
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1 Police to kind of contain.

2 Thati very different from anything that wesawon January6th. ~ Again, on

3 December 12th, they were contained in an area to try and keep everybody, I guess,

4 separated, you know.

5 a okay.

6 A Sol just wanted to go back and make that distinction.

7 Q Thankyou. And wel get to the January 6th probably, actually, after our

8 break.

9 One thing | wanted to end on with the December 12th rallyiswe're aware that,

10 like, there was a stabbing ofa Proud Boy, or there was an altercation with Proud Boys in

1 thedy.

2 Do you recall that, the night ofDecember 12th?

13 A Iremember that there was - was December 12th when they were around

14 some square or something?

15 Q Correct, yeah. And one Proud Boy ended up getting stabbed. It was the

16 nightafter your event.

FY 1 guess I'm just trying to understand — or just tring to see if you were aware of

18 any security incidents, like other than that, that might have occurred on December 14th,

19 orafter your event?

1) A No. December12th.

2 Q December 12th. I'm sorry.
2 A No, I don't remember specifically. | knew that there was violence that had

23 brokenout. But tomy knowledge, it was away from - again, it was at dark, at night, but

24 itwasin whatever that square was called, and | can't remember what it was called.

2 Q Yeah
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1 A Butwhere BLM waspaintedon the
2 Q Black Lives Matter Plaza?

5 A Yeah, maybe. Maybe that's what twas. But it was ina different location
4 than Freedom Plaza or the Supreme Court.
$ And then there was also the incident of things were launched at people sitting

§ outside eating, whether they were, ik, sparklers ar irewarks ar | don't remember
7 that was December 12th or November 14th. But there were incidents like that. But,

8 again, it was at night, well after our events had concluded, or when people were not, you

9 know, in a larger group congregating. It was one-off of someone wearing a Make

10 America Great Again shirt that they would be, you know, approached or attacked, or

I thingsiikethat. Butto my knowledge, from what read and saw on media reports.
12 Q Gotcha. So around Lafayette Square, Black Lives Matter Plaza is what

13 youre describing, not really at Freedom Plaza or at SCOTUS, o anything ike that?
1 A No. There was someincidents about - wel, around Freedom Plaza, with
15 the Willard Hotel that evening. | don't remember if it was November 14th or

16 December 12th, but where people were sitting outside where things were fired at them,

77 ike sparklers, fireworks, something like tht,
18 Q Okay.

19 A I mean,| rememberseeing that on the news. But | wasn't part of that, and

2 twas, again, wel after our event concluded and everything was wrapped up.
2 I oer. vel, bereve,I
2 anyone else has any follow-up, they can ask now. And if not, Ithinkthis is probably a

23 good time to break for lunch for 30.

2 Dave, does thatwork? Come backat1:00?
2» Mr. Warsingtan. Kylie, does that work for you or
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1 Ms. Kremer, Thatworks.
2 Mr. Warrington. Okay.
3 I cht Well comebackonat 1 o'clock

. Mr.Warrington, Wel eeeverybodyat100.
s I ooo
. Ms. Kremer, Thankyou.
7 (Recess)
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1

2 [1:05 p.m.)

3 I coi lice we have everyone back, so we will go back on the

4 recordat 10S pam.

s oI
6 Q 50 moving on now, when we left off, after the December 12th rally and

7 immediately afterwards, it looks like Women for America First, you and Ms. Amy Kremer

8 launched the bus tour, what | call part 2.

9 So what were — what were you trying to accomplish, | guess, the second part of

10 thebustour? What was the goal?

1 A Again, moving forward to January 6, where the Electoral College was going

12 tobe certified, to keep pressure building to let people know, again, that we were focused

13 on what was going on and to keep the momentum, as far as like getting more people

14 involved, just leading across the country; and also, to put pressure on someof these

15 Members of Congress, whether Senate or House, to know that they had the support; that

16 ifthey felt that there was evidence that the American people needed to hear without the

17 spin of the media, that they knew that they were supported across the country to stand

18 up andbring that evidence forward in the joint session.

19 Oneof the things thatwe have seen is that just in the politicalworld that it is

20 today, people are really quick to jump on and say when people are doing things wrong,

21 buttheyare not often praised or reminded when they are doing something right. So we

22 are big proponentsof that, of wanting to make sure that things are positive, and that that

23 message is conveyed to the Members of Congress

2 Q Andiwant to make sure | can track this. So| believe the bus tour started,

25 like, within the same weekofthe December 12th ally. You all were already ~ already
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1 had January 6th kind of on your brain at that point when you started the bus tour, part 22

2 A Well, I think that that was the next kind of chronological thing that made

3 sense. | don't know at what point the tweet that President Trump sent out about

4 January 6th, but it was along that same time frame. | mean, it was something that was

5 being discussed just in general amongst people across the Nation about what's the next

6 logical point that we can feel like there's a path forward or not. You know, some of the

7 cases were going through the court system, um, so that date kept floating out there.

8 It's kind ofike with the Tea Party movement, one of the most natural dates that

9 wedidwas April 15th. It was Tax Day, right. So that's kind of, | guess, reverse

10 engineering it, how do wemakethis work.

1 Q Andwell get into this more later, but | just want to make sure | cap -- so was

12 the President's tweet, | believe he said it was on December 19th where he said, "Be

13 there at the protest, wild, wild protest."

14 Was that kindofyour first awareness of January 6th,orwere you aware of it

15 before this —

16 A No. We were aware of it prior to that. But that was, you know, the first

17 time that, | guess, we heard from anybody publicly that that's where the direction was

18 officially moving. We were all ind of putting our ducks in a row to see what - again,

19 what was happening with these court cases, what was happening in the different States,

0 So there were alot of different pieces that were playing into all of this to find the

21 natural next progression, if that makes sense.

2 And so, when that, you know, tweet was sent out, it basically solidified like, Okay,

23 thisis the correct direction that most people are going to get behind and follow, as far as.

24 thisis the next path that we need to focus on.

2 Q And that's around the time - and we have seen evidence of that, of your
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1 tweet. Itwas before the President's on December 16th that you were going to conclude

2 inD.C on January 6th.

3 But is it fair to say that the President's tweet now made it a bigger item in your

4 mind for January 6th?

5 A Um, Ithink that we were seeing a lot ofdifferent — with the previous two

6 events,alot of people trying to be kingmakers for themselves or to make money off of

7 things that Its, like, where the heck have you been over the fast 4 years and now, all of

8 a sudden, you're trying to jump in front of the bandwagon, so to speak?

9 So think that that was a way that it was, like, okay, well, now that it's been

10 solidified, that this is the next thing that people are going to focus on because we can't

11 control what's going on in the courts, you know, that has a process that plays out, that

12 thisis the next thing that we can give people a tangible thing to look forward to and to

13 focus on to be putting pressure on their representatives across the country.

14 And so, again, it was just kind of all around the same time frame.

15 Q That'sfair.

16 And so that leads us into the planning forthe January 6th event. And so, we'll

17 start with kind of the permit process and the initial planning.

18 It looks like the first permit that was filed was on November 24 by Ms. Chafian on

19 behalf of Women for America First, and then the rally for them was supposed to be held

20 onlanuary 23,2021. Does that sound about right, at Freedom Plaza?

2 A Swe had a tentative date that was putas a placeholder because that could

22 always be amended, but if we from my understanding of the way the permitting

23 processing works with National Park Service and the different agencies there in D.C. is

24 basically if you're the first one in ine, you're going to get the permit unless there's a

25 reason for you not to get the permit, right? So if we went ahead and submitted
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1 something not sure that that was actually going to be the date, it could always be

2 amended to being the date that we needed.

3 So we wanted to get that process rolling as, | guess, early as we could. And so,

4 yes, Cindy put the first permitin. And | guess you're telling me that it was for

5 January 23rd?

6 Q Yes

7 A Okay.

8 Q And guessthat was going to be my next question was, was there any type

9 of what was the significance of the January 23rd? | understand it was a placeholder.

10 Butwas that, like, a date that you all might have been eyeing in the future or --

u A Ican't remember. There probably was a conversation,or a couple that

12 were had surrounding it. But, again, there were so many different pieces in play that all

13 ofthis could have been over by the end of the year, right? So | don't thinkthat there

14 wasany atleast to my recollection, any significance necessarilyofJanuary 23rd, just in

15 general that this was the direction that we were heading.

16 Q Gotcha.

1” S0 when you all make the decision to switch, to amend the permit to January 6th,

18 are you going into this thinking that this i the President's last rally? Is that kind of the.

19 mentalityas you'reheadingintothisplanning?

20 A No. Imean, we were doing the samething that we had just done two

21 previous times, December and November, there in D.C. And, obviously, we, again,

22 wanted him to come, but there 1 mean, he's the President of the United States. Even

23 ifhe is confirmed to be coming, until he walks on that stage, you never really know what

24 he's going to do, right?

2 a Right
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1 A He's able to make his own choices.

2 So | think that that -- obviously, we wanted him to be there, but | didn't know that

3 itwas going to be his las alyor that he was even going to actually be in attendance
‘ Q Okay. So the President tweets about th protest on December 19th, and
5 then it looks like Ms. Chafian amends the permit to move you-all's permit to January 6th

6 the same day, December 19th, So doyou recall discussionaftrthe President’ tweet
7 saying, okay, let's really start stepping up our planning for January 6th?

: Do you ecal that?
9 A Idon't remember specifically, butit was all kind of happeningin tandem.

10 We were —- | believe by December 19th, we were headed out to the West Coast because

11 we kickedoffthe second tour,
12 | can't remember the exact date that the second tour was kicked off. Do you

13 have that date?

1 Q Itwas around that time,that’ correct
15 A Okay. So we had spenta couple of days in Nashville, or just right outside of

16 Nashville while the bus was being rewrapped, and then we were making our way to the

17 West Const. And there was aot of things that, again were at pay with thi, sing
18 what was going on in individual States, following the court cases, that sort of thing.

19 So at some point, you know, the directive was, obviously, from leadership at

20 Women for America First to give Cindy - you know, okay, please amend it to January 6th.

21 Q Did you or your mother have any advance knowledge that President Trump

22 would tweet about, you know, a January 6th rally on December 19th?

23 A Well, | can only speakfor myself, but no, | did not.

2 I o-
2 ——
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1 ovI

2 Q  Ithink we just want to understand the sequence as best you can remember

3 it. There's sort of a chicken-and-an-egg quality, because | know that there's the

a President's tweet, and then you had tweeted, and you -- that was the tweet that you end

5 up getting retweeted by the President I think at some point.

6 But we're just trying to understand the sequencing of this because, from the

7 conversation we've had you until this point, | think you've said that you understood that

8 January 6th was going to be an important day in Washington, D.C. And it seems that

9 you understood that before you amended the permit, right?

10 A Ican't specifically say that | know that. | mean, it was all happening around

11 thesametime. It could have, you know, been just a conversation that was being had

12 amongst us with how we understood the whole electoral process being had, or it could

13 have been a news article that referenced that maybe this is the next natural day.

1 But didn't know that that tweet was going to be going out. And, again, just

15 because a tweet went out, | didn't know that the President was actually going to come

16 until the President actually came.
7 Q Oh, sure. And we understand that, and | think thats clear from the

18 communications that, obviously, even at the point where any group may be coordinating

19 withtheWhite House to try, you know, it’clear that nothing is guaranteed until the

20 Presidents actually there.

2 A Right.

2 Q  Soweunderstand that.

23 I think you've answered the question, though, is that there was not any kind of

26 coordination between -
2s A Mo.
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1 Q your - between Women for America First choosingto put on a formal

2 event on January 6th and the President's tweet about having - about knowing that there

3 would be gatherings on January 6th?

a A Correct.

5 Iov. Thankyou.

s oI
7 Q And think we have just a tweet just to make sure we refresh your

8 recollection, we'll mark these tweets as exhibit 59.

9 Do you mind putting it up on the screen ll? These are Ms. Kremer's tweets

10 from December 16th that we were just referencing.

1 So we can understand the timeline right, so we have December 16th you

12 saying thisis the tweet that | was just referencing "We have some very exciting news

13 coming soon, the March for Trump." And this is December 16th.

1a Okay. And then keep going down so we can see the date.

15 perfect.

16 December 16th, gobackup.
FY And, again, it's you tweeting that she has put on two largest events that the

18 American people have ever put on for POTUS.

19 And this isin reference, | believe, to the November 14th and December 12th

20 rallies.

2 A Right

2 Q Sending shockwaves, so help us keep fighting.

2 And go to the third page

2 IcIijust note that the link at the bottom here

25 specifically references January 6th.
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1 EE corect. ThankyouJE

4 And then on December --

$ A Can youactually just scroll back up to that? Because | want to point up

7 also says November 29th to January 20th.

8 Q Right. Okay.

9 Can you explain the significance of that? The tour was going to continue after

10 January 6th? Is that kind of the significance?

12 being thrown around but until an official announcement was made.

13 Q Gotcha. So, like, adding a new city, for example, let's say you have the

15 that this is, like, similar to that?

16 A What I'm saying is we're -- it was just pointed out that January 6th is a

18 know how that exactly populates from Anodot. That could have been something that

19 was populated later after January 6th was announced, and that's kind of the thing that's

2a very techie. But that's something that populates there that relates to the website when

23 So | don't know when this screenshot was taken. | don't know that it said
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1 generating from the websitefor January 6th when you tweeted it out, lie you don't

2 A What I'm saying is if you went to this - or anybody went to this secured

3 dot-- Anodot.com, whatever the whole URLs, if they went to that, lets say, in February

4 of 2021, it could have already been changed within the website to mark it as January 6th.

5 Q Gotit. Okay.

6 Mr. Warrington. Hey,JE iust forclarity, this is exhibit 597

7 I vcs vere adding it on to exhibit 59, correct.

5 Mr. Warrington. Okay.

9 Icthen let's keep scrolling down. Let's go down[Ilo the

10 December 19th President Trump tweet.

2 Q 50 you have those tweets from you talking about big announcement coming,

13 and then we have the December 19th tweet from the President, "A big protest in D.C. on

14 January 6th. Bethere,wil be wild!"

15 There was no, to your knowledge, coordination with the White House in this

16 sequence ofputting these tweets out?

FY A No. Not that my advice was asked, but | wouldn't have put an article with

18 an announcement of a date if that was the official announcement of a date.

19 a okay.

2 J fou» from anyone els thre before | get back tothe -
2 Ms. Kremer. Can you scroll up just a litle bit please?

2 Okay.

2 Ms. Kremer. Okay.

2% I so c'scet back to the permits

5 Thankyou,IE
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1 o[I
2 Q Sothe same dayasthe President's tweet is whenMs. Chafian amends the

3 applicationfor January 6th.
4 Your first two rallies that we discussed earlier today, on November 14th and

$ December 12th, there was the Freedom Plaza portion and then a SCOTUS version. Was

6 thatthe planforJanuary6th as wel, to have, like, a Freedom Plaza - thi is before the
7 Ellipse could get out —- to have at Freedom Plaza and then at SCOTUS? Was that the

8 plan?

9 A think that that was a tentative plan possibly. But, again, there were so

10 ‘many things that were playing into all of this that if there had been some sort of definitive

11 answer, and I'm nota lawyer, but, like, definitive answer that it wasn't gong to end up at
12 the Supreme Court, maybe we already knew at that point. | mean, there were just so

13 many different avenues, | guess, that were being explored with making sure that we got

14 the election correct, that there was never an official plan until t happened that day.
15 | mean, something that we experienced from speakers was having no formal, you

16 know, set times with the previous two rallies because things were in constant motion;

7 that when! was ging them ther times, it was, you know, the morning of or during the
18 event. | remember people being upset because they weren't going at their exact time.

19 But it was, again, because there were so many things that were playing into all of this,

20 and, you know, we had breaking news a ot, and that certainly plays nto all of ths.
2a So | would say, you know, initially, sure, we would probably implement the same

22 things that we had done November 14th and December 12th. Why wouldn't we?
23 Q Thankyou.

2 501310 on the same day - so we're just goin through, like, almost a flurry of
25 activity on December 19th —- it looks like Ms. Chafian also filed an application for area 15
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1 ofthe U.S. Capitol Grounds, so it's an area on the — do you recall why that application was

2 filed, what the thinking was in filing that application?

3 A Same thing backtowhen the January 23rd date was put. | think, if |am

4 remembering correctly, we had discussed previously havingstuffat the Capitol and not at

5 Freedom Plaza. But, | guess, there was a lot of construction that had already been

6 started with the inauguration, so it was difficult, and we were getting alitle bit of

7 pushback from them about, like, is this really the best place, you know? And, so,I think

8 that that probably led into that application being filed as well,

9 You know, again, just seeing the different avenues that the whole election could

10 take, whether it was the court system, through the Electoral College, and whatnot, that

11 we had that optionif we wanted to pursue it.

2 Q Soat this time on December 19th and| know it's probably difficult to

13 pinpoint, you know, what you were thinking at certain times, but was the plan

14 preliminarily like the other two rallies in D.C., to go from Freedom Plaza and then march

15 tothe Capitol? Was that kind of the preliminary plan?

16 A 50, tothe best of my recollection.

7 But, honestly, the best person that's going to be able to answer these questions

18 regarding leading into January is going to be my mom. And the reason is because Cindy

19 and had a personal breakdown before that, and there was not a lot of constructive

20 communication being had between she and | because of her behavior around the 12th,

21 And leading uptothe December 12th, therewas a time on the fist bus tour when she

22 made everybody feel so uncomfortable. She's very aggressive. And | hate talking

23 about another woman this way, but not a very likeable and approachable person. The

24 only reason that she was on the first bus tour was because | could not start on the bus

2s ouI
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2 So whan she en asked 0 basicly bs anther person tobe there ta hl, you
2 know, with everything, it was never the intention for her to stay certainly after | got

a —
a when the breakdown sort of happened between her and I, between when | got on the

$ tour to then December 12th, we wanted her, like, fired, let go, however you want to say

ou
7 And when | say "we," I'm saying collectively as March for Trump, the team

8 that like | said, she's not an approachable person. She's very aggressive, a total

9 control freak. | will say she's an incredible typeA personality, that you give her a task,

10 she gets it done. And that's why my mom and | had enjoyed workingwith her

11 previousty because my mom and ccEN - --<
12 she was really great at, you know, executing tasks and staying on track.

13 But there was a time on the bus tour when she made everybody feel so

A
15 the only person on that bus other than, obviously, the bus driver and, I think, one security

© ow
u trarywend, She ot he the el men tht she way al ver
18 herself and just very weird things that she would say. And not to be offensive to

19 anybody that does any of that, but just very aggressive, weird and then tried to be, like,

3 very Zen and, he Your Chess arent ff, Andis, We, No, you've st rubbing ne
n thewronguay
» a wn
23 A So when -- then leading into December 12th, obviously, the event -- or the

24 altercation happened with Alex Jones on December 11th, and following the

A
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1 just had breakfast with Alex Jones. And I'm sitting there thinking is anybodyelse finding

2 this very weird that, you know, someone thats, quote/unquote, your boss has a major

3 issue with this man, who has a warrant out for his arrest right now, and you just thought

4 itwas appropriate to go and sit and have, like, a pleasant conversation with him about

5 thatyoufeel like i's your calling to maybe help bridge a gap between us that maybe

6 there's just some misinformation being spread around by other people and other

7 organizations?

5 And when| heard that,Jennifer and | were very clear that - to my mom that we

9 wanted Cindy gone. She was not coming on the next tour. And we didn't want hera

10 partof january 6th.

1 My mother, as chairman of the organization, decided to meet us halfway basically,

12 and said, Okay, she won't come on the next tour. There's no reason for her to. The

13 only reason that she was on the original tour | | SEES she vont be on

14 the next tour, but we can have her on the ground in D.C. She's a great type A

15 personality getting things done. Let's have her continue with handling logistics and

16 helping, leading up to whatever our next big event was going to be. And she, obviously,

17 is outside of Virginia, so she can get to D.C. very easily and very quickly.

1 That also solved a lot of the problems with the rest of Womenfor America First,

18 March for Trump team members that personally had with Cindy, again, you know, being

20 rubbed the wrong way and that sort of thing. So it kept everybody happy to do things

21 like that.

2 Q Okey. Thankyou.

2 Soif I'm understanding you correctly, when it came to some of the direction that

24 Ms. Chafian might have been providing in this time frame, t's fair to say it was coming

25 from your mother and not from you?
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1 A Primarily. There may have been conference calls orgroup emails or group

2 texts or something ike that. But it was either probably through my mother or Jennifer

3 Hulsey.

a Q So, for example, if there was, like, a decision not to indicate that there might

Ss beamarch on January 6th, on those initial, like, December 19th amendments, that was a

6 discussion that your mom or Ms. Hulsey might have had with Ms. Chafian? You weren't

7 directing Ms. Chafian, correct?

5 A Correct, correct. But she also wasn't involved in the conversation of when

9 we were moving things to the Ellipse.

10 Q Who your mom wasn't involved in those conversations?

1 A NojCindy.

2 Q Okay, okay. Well get tothatina second.

13 A Okay.

1 Q Okay. One thing that stood out to us with the and that's such a bad way

15 of saying it, just something that came up. When we were reviewing the Capitol permit,

16 itlisted 50 people, but then the Freedom Plaza event listed 5,000 people. And this was

17 both from that December 19th application amendment.

1 1 guess we're ust trying to understand the difference in the number of attendees

19 that were going to come on the same types of applications applied for on the same day?

1) A Right. Sol'm actually glad that you asked that because that was not

21 something that | was aware of until | took over the permitting processfor Women for

22 America First leading into January 6th.

2 To my understanding of the way that | understand it now, at the time when Cindy

24 was filing for these applications for the permit, obviously, there were a lot of restrictions

25 and things changed because of COVID andwhatever the mayor was doing within the city.
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1 Atthe time, we were told by Cindy that whoever she was talking to at NPSor dealing with

2 the permit, which | believe was Marissa Richardson - that's who | dealtwith January 6th,

3 andl believe that that was also who Cindy was dealing with -- she had said that we know

4 that whatever you put on the application is notgoing to be accurate, but according to

5 whatever current bylaws or parameters -- | don't know how to say it properly, but that it

6 was at50 people,orwhatever the number was.

7 And so the numberthat was submitted on the application needed to be less than

8 that,but that they knew that it was going to be different. And by that point, it didn't

9 really matter because the COVID restrictions could have changed, right? They could

10 revoke the permit or they could have all been lifted.

u So Cindy did let us knowthatthat wasgoingon, but she said that she was directed

12 byMarissatodoso.

13 Now, |think that that is important because when | had this conversation and took

14 over the permitting process for January 6th, Marissa made itveryclear that if you are

15 putting something on a document that you know to be invalid, that's a major issue

16 because thisis a Federal Government form that you're filling out and you're willingly

17 putting something that is not truthful.

18 So1 was horrified when | found that out because it was the opposite of what Cindy

19 had told me, and that's one of the main reasons that we decided from that point not to

20 pursue the marching permit because there was no way, whatever those current COVID

21 restrictions were -- | don't know if it was 50 peopleor500 people -- whatever they were

22 atthat time, there was no way that | was going to putour organization's name and my

23 name ona permit that | knew would greatly exceed that number and then face potential

24 ramifications.

2 Q  Soyou were dealing - I believe Marissa Richardson is with NPS. And this
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1 wasthe Capitol applicationwith the Capitol Grounds. Were you talking with

2 Ms. Richardson about the Capitol Grounds permit as well?

3 A Sol was talking to a number of people. But when this whole issue, which

4 you haven't gotten to yet, when Cindy tried to hijack our permit, Marissa was the first one

5 that! started kind of talking to to get more information - she was trying to help me by

6 saying, Hey, let's figure this out.

7 Q Right

8 A And was giving me direction. And then at some point, obviously, | was

9 connected with other people, and then kind of the final person that we were dealing with

10 was Amy Daley.

u a Gotit

2 So that's actually - so that's actually where | was heading to right now, or that's

13 kindof nextin the timeline. December 2ist, we see Cindy Chafian e-mailing NPS to take

14 the permit for herself

15 How did you find out about this? | knowyou just talked about your

16 conversations with Ms. Richardson, but how did you first become aware of this?

7 A Right. So two other important things to note were, again,back to Cindy

18 with that Executive Protective Services with Chris, whoever, upset about finding out

19 about that when they were going back over our billing and invoicing stuff,

0 And then also, found it very inappropriate that she was charging very expensive

21 andinappropriate things to her room and saying that the organization was paying for it,

22 for hersister, for her husband, justa lotof different things that she had no authority to

23 make anyof those decisions.

2 Q  Thisis when|believe you askedher to start cc'ing you on expenses? Is that

25 correct?
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1 A Yesyes

2 a okay.

3 A Because we gota hotel bill forher for an outrageous amount of money for

4 food and then also for extending her stay when we toldher that she needed to leave, that

5 weweren't paying for another night for a hotel because there was no reason.

6 And then also, you know, we had meals that were either providedby another

7 service, someone brought meaning like DoorDash, UberEats, something ike that, or it

8 was ordered through room service with the hotel that we were working with because of

9 COVID, and it made things very difficult to be able to go elsewhere or get things delivered

10 withthe city lockdownsandallof that.

1 Soif I'm, you know, in charge of an organization, and I'mpaying for your meal to

12 be delivered to you in the suite, I'm sure as heck not going to go and then pay for you to

13 goand have another dinner with your husband and your sister in the hotel restaurant

14 downstairs because you wanted private time. Like, sorry, but I'm notdoingthat.

15 Q  Sois this at the same time that you found out that Ms. Chafian was taking

16 overthe permit? Is that when you found out?

7 A Sothisis around, like, December 19th, 20 -this leadingup to Christmas

18 There wasalsoa dispute that her sister's room charge was put on our bill, and I'm going,

19 Absolutely not. Why would | payforyour sister to come here?

0 And there were just numerous things that we were - | was increasingly growing

21 impatient with my mother and our chairman, as well as Jennifer, of why are we keeping

22 heraround when it's creating even more and more just havoc.

23 50 we get to the West Coast. We are there over Christmas and Christmas Eve.

24 believe that it was the day after Christmas - so during this whole time, we would ask her

25 things about the permitting process, like, where do things stand? What do we need?
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1 Youknow, just letting us know, keep us apprised of what's going on. ~ And she would

2 always be very cryptic or would not answer the question directly, whether it was via text

3 oron the phone, would be, like, distracted, like, oh, you know, it was - you know, we

4 could never geta direct answer.

5 So she would say, like, | need to know when I'm coming back on the bus tour.

6 And sobasically what she was doing was trying to geta definitive date of when she was

7 flying back out on the bus. And my mom just kept saying, She's not coming on the bus,

8 butlreally don't want to pissheroff, forlackof a better way to say it, and to tell her

9 you're not coming back on the bus because she's not being forthcoming with all of the,

10 like, | guess, where the state of everything was, right?

n a okay.

2 A Even though it had been at our direction, she had beenpurposelycutting us

13 outof communications, and I was not catching onto it until afterwards because there was

14 somuchgoingon. We were again just, again, drinking out ofa fire hydrant.

15 So when we got to Christmas, | believe it was the day after Christmas, | received a

16 phone call from one of our vendors that said, I'm just really confused on what's going on.

17 Iwas just hired for another event on January 6th at Freedom Plaza, but I'm hired for your

18 event. Sowhat'sgoingon?

19 And I was very confused, lke, | have no idea what you're talking about.

20 Obviously, we have the permit, so anybody else who is hiring you for that doesn't have

21 the permit, soit’ kind ofa nonpoint.

2 And continuing the conversation, it became clear that Cindy had taken the permit,

23 changed it from Women for America First to just her name, and then went to basicaly all

24 of our vendors and hired them out from under us and was planning to cut them out and

25 include Ali and Alex Jones and was paid, | was told, 30 grand from Alex Jones todo all of
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1 hs
2 Q Do yourecall who told you that aboutAlex Jones payingher that money?

3 A lcant. | heard it multiple times, but | can' remember specifically of who
4 sda
5 Q Okay. Andisit fair to say this is around thetimeyou talked to

6 Ms. Richardson, and you mentioned it earlier, it was, like, ight afterthis Christmas period
7 when youstarted -
8 A Yes. It was when whatever the next working business day that

9 they — everybody was backwas the first time.

10 Q Would that have been on the 28th probably?

u PR ——
2 II cv vi257
3 oIN

Q And this is an emai from Ms, Chafian to the National Park Service folks,
15 including Ms. Richardson. And it actually -- I'l give you time to look through it because

16 Ms. Chafian kind of gives her side of this permit issue that she was having with you all.

v A Okay. Im going tothe put myself on mute and pause my video. 1 have to
1 sneer
19 Q Oh, no worries, no worries.

20 [Pause.]

2a Ms. Kremer. Sorry guys.

2 oI
= Q Nowrries, noworries at all.
2 Som going to give you a second, and you can just let us know when to scroll
25 down to read through this email from Ms. Chafian. And then | have just a few questions
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2 A Sothisis an email fromCindyto -- whois Debra?

a]|

$ Ms. Kremer. Deborah Deas. Oh, | remember -- | spoke with her.

7 Q So this was the morning, | think, when stuff started to come to a head about

8 the permit. So we have an email, which | know wasn't -- this -- we have it from Cindy to

9 the folks you just saw. I'll give you a second to read through the email, and we have just

12 A Okay.

13 Okay. You can scroll down, please.

1 EE ecoBE
15 Ms. Kremer. Okay. Scroll down, please.

16 Okay. So what is your question?

18 Q There wasn't a question.

24 Q Okay. And your understanding was that your mother, or Ms. Hulsey,

25 someone on the Women for America First board, was the ones that directed Ms. Chafian
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1 toamend the permit ike t's not true, to your understanding, that she was doing it on

2 herown? Isthat fair?

3 A No. What's she trying to do is CYA and to try and convince, whoever, you

4 know, DeborahDeas and Marissa and all of these other people, that she was in the right

5 of what she was doing.

6 Q Okay. Andlguess--

7 A Butlknow--

8 Q know you talked to Marissa right after this, Ms. Richardson right after this.

9 How-

10 A I might have spoken with Deborah Deas at some point too. | don't know

11 the exact order, if | spoke to Deborah Deas first. | know that Marissa was kind of one of

12 the main people that | communicated with prior to Amy Dailey, and not to say that

13 anybody else wasn't helpful to me, it's just that Marissa was a little bit more helpful to

14 say, like, let's get this whole story straight, you know.

15 Q Perfect.

16 So how did NPS resolve this issue? How did they get the story straight?

FY A Itwas changedback toWomenforAmerica First.

18 Q And how did you convince them? | guess, how did they end up to your

19 understanding, like, what were youtalking to them about for them to switch itback to

20 your organization versusMs. Chafian?

2 A Um, that it was obviously fled in our organization's name, and the permit,
22 quote/unquote, belonged to, | guess, our organization, and she didn't have the directive

23 orauthority to amend that to take the organization's name off of it.

2 Q Did you coordinate or talk to anyone at the White House or the campaign or

25 the administration when, | guess, going through this whole issue with this permit?
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1 A don't believe so. | do think at some point | reached out toa friend of mine

2 who workedat the DepartmentofInterior, Elaine.

3 Q Do you know Elaine's last name?

4 A I'mdrawinga blank. Can lookin my phone really quick and | can tell you?

5 Q Oh, sure.

6 A Hackett,| believe, but before | confirm that - yeah, Elaine Hackett.

7 Q Okay. And what was the nature, | guess, of the reach-out,if you recall?

8 A That just wanted to make sure, we were in such close ofa deadline and

9 with the holidays, with Christmas and New Year's approaching and then, obviously,

10 COVID, with people not being in the office and whatever, that we got this situation

11 quickly rectified because there were a lot of people that were investing time and efforts

12 working on things, that | needed to know which direction we were moving, if we had the

13 permitor not and to let her know what was going on to seeifshe could beof any

14 assistance and who are the people that | need to talk to to kind ofpush this process

15 forward, that | don't — this can't turn into like a tit for tat, you know, let's wait and see:

16 how this all plays out when the event could have come and passed and - and | can't

17 remember if she did anything from that point. | think she just to the best of my

18 recollection, | think she just said to continue working on the permit process. And,

19 honestly, | can't remember what the significance of, ike, what she said or did. just

20 know that I had to efile the permit. Marissa, | believe -- maybe it was Deborah Deas.

21 Oneofthe two of them had me refile the permit and then it was pushed in front of the

22 otherone. Because remember how| talked about the first permit that is putin? So

23 then my permit under Women for America First went in front of Cindy's.

2 a Got.

2 50 also on December 28th and | know I'm throwing dates at you, like
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1 December 19th and now we'reDecember28th, so the first business day after

2 Christmas - is when we see you specifically on behalf of the Women for America First file

3 anapplicationfor the Ellipse.

4 Do you recall doing that on December 26th?

5 A So-yes. So,and believe at that same time | filed the other application as

6 wellfor Freedom Plaza too. Is that correct; both of those?

7 Q Yes, Freedom Plaza and the Ellipse.

8 A Yes.

9 Q  Butthe change thatwe saw was, like, really, this is the first time we're

10 seeing the Ellipse put in the application.

u A Right

2 Q  sojust walk us through that, and then in particular, walk us through how the

13 Ellipse even came on the radarofyou al as a possible venue.

14 A So, obviously, not knowingwhat was going to happen with the Freedom

15 Plaza permit application, right, | mean, | was being given every indication that things were

16 goingto be, quote/unquote, corrected, and that we would, again, have the permit back in

17 ournames. However, until we actually got that permit, | didn't know that we actually

18 secured the permit, right?

19 Sot that same time, discussions were being had with various people about the

20 January 6th event and what can we do to have the, | guess, highest probability that the

21 President would actually show up.

2 So Justin Caporale -- | don't know how to say his last name. | always butcher it

23 ButJustin was someone that we had worked with previously. You know, he is a

24 part-orwasapartof ESI. They had done the jumbotrons on December 12th and,

25 um long story short, it was floated out, well, if we don't secure the Freedom Plaza
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1 permit, it may be a moot point because, logistically looking at Freedom Plaza, if we're

2 trying to set this up to have the most probabilitythat the President comes, there

3 probably is going to be an issue with Secret Service because of all of the surrounding

4 buildings, and they may not like that location.

5 So from thatpoint, justa dialogue was being had between Justin, myself, my

6 mom, and, you know, various other people withinour team about moving itto the

7 Ellipse, if that were even going to be possible because, again, we're talking about a very

8 finite amountoftime.

° So at some point it was made that the decision was made that the Ellipse was

10 going to be the best place for us to filefor the permit and let's go ahead and do Freedom

11 Plaza and the Ellipse, and then basically, when push comes to shove, we'll have both

12 places to be able to secure whichever that we want to or need to because, although

13 we're speculating that Secret Service may have an issuewith the surrounding buildings,

14 theyalso may not, right?

15 But with ESI, they have done many events like this, not just for President Trump,

16 but for other veryhigh-profile people and elected officials. So | was kind of relying on

17 their experience with saying that that could be a potential problem.
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1

2 [49pm]

3 ovI
a Q believe you mentioned Mr. Caporale. Just to make sure, t's ~ the spelling

5 of his last name is CA-P-O-RALE. Is that Caporale?

6 A Ibelieve that sounds correct,

7 Q Yeah. Sothat's just to make ~

5 A Ithinkit's Caporale, but | know. Every time | read it, | want to say

° Q So, going back to that, then, you said there were discussions were being had

10 with people. You mentioned Mr. Caporale, your mother, | believe probably - can you

11 just tellus who else was having thediscussions aboutthe Ellipse rally? Like, who was

12 involved in these conversations?

13 A Again, members of the March for Trump team.

1 Q  Whoare they? Like, whoare the members?

15 A Anybody who was on the bus.

16 a okay.

FY A Anybody who was on the bus. | mean, there were numerous people that it

18 was probably floated out to just kind of get their feedback and thoughts on it, and | can't

19 give you any specifics of anybody that | remember a specific conversation or whatnot that

20 washadaboutit. It just seemed that, obviously, the Freedom Plaza permit was kind of

21 upintheair. Like I said, we didn't know if we - even though we were given every
22 indication that we were going to be getting the permit, | didn't know until we actually

23 received that permit.

2 Q Was Ms. Pierson involved, Ms. Katrina Pierson involved in these

25 conversations?
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1 A lcan't remember at what point Katrina got involved. She Katrina has

2 beenafriend of ours for many, many years,back to theearly Tea Party Days. So

3 possibly a conversation was had, but also possibly not. It could have been a couple days

4 later before she was ever pulled in into kind ofa more official capacity, soto speak

5 a okay.

6 A of trying to be kind of ike a liaison, especially when the breakdown with

7 Caroline Wren started happening.

8 Q And, | guess, who first put the Ellipse as a possible place on the -- on your

9 radar? WasitMr. Caporale? Was it your mom, like you? Who said, "If we can't do

10 Freedom Plaza, letsdoit at the Ellipse"?

1 A honestly cannot remember. | mean, it was just like a natural,

12 free-throwing ~ free-flowing - I'm sorry conversation. Good Lord. ~ And, again, there

13 would be conversations that were had with people that were on speaker phone, and, you

14 know, my mom or | would walk out, in and out ofthe room, or, you know, Justin with his

15 staff or whoever would walk in and out of the room, or they would conference somebody

16 in. There were numerous people that were, you know, trying to figure this out. We

17 just needed to make it work, make the best probability. Everybody, I'm sure has read

18 and has heard the President you know, that the President at the time was very specific

19 on music that he liked playing, staging, lighting, all of that, so we wanted to ensure that

20 whatever we were doing to set us up for success, that we had all of those elements in

21 place. In order to get those elements in place, we needed a backup plan for Freedom

22 Plazaif we didn't get the permitorif Secret Service didn't like it.

23 Q Andwell get to the coordination with E51 in a little bit. But the goal at this

24 point, right, on the 28th was to find an venue that would be conducive for President

25 Trump possibly showing up. Is thatfai to say?
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1 A Right. And, also, just an alternative if we didn't get the official permit for

2 Freedom Plaza, if Cindy was able to have made the change, and they would have said that

3 that would have been okay.

4 Q So was the plan at this point -- and | know I've asked this before. I'm going.

$ to ask you probably each iteration. Was there a plan to march to SCOTUS or the Capitol

Grounds at this point when you were planningat the Ellipse?
7 A Idon't believe so because | believe before| filed those permits, the numbers

8 that were used were as accurate and the best of my ability, and that is when | told you

9 that | believe | was told by Marissa. 1 guess it could have been Deborah Deas, but |

10 believe it was Marissa telling me specifically about the numbers and how, you know, you

11 can'tlie on an application like that even knowing which wasa red fla to me because,
12 clearly, she probably told Cindy that too.

13 Q Andthis is because you all -- you -- when you filed this, you had put 5,000

14 potential attendees for this permit, and then |guess the Capitol permit that we.
15 referenced earlier had 50. Is that what you're --

16 A I'm just saying thatat that point was the first time that| believe that|was

17 made aware ofthe situation with the numbers and the COVID restrictions and how they
18 were saying that it's an issue; you can't lie about this.

19 Q Okay.

2 II con we pull upexhibit 7 again and goto page
n A Wait. Iwantto make that - | want to make a clarification here.
2 a Olay.
23 A I'm not saying that | wouldlie on an application, but according to Cindy,

24 when she was telling us, "| know that| put these false numbers down, but|was told to do
25 that by Marissa or Deborah Deas,"orwhoever she was told.
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1 a oy
2 A So, when it was then explained to me, not by Cindy, | realized that, oh, red

3 flag. Cindy was lyingto me about that
. a oti.
$ A And didn't like that in perspective of, you know, leadership of Women for

6 America Fist what ort of situation does that potentially put us i had something gore
7 wong?
8 Q Understood. Understood.

. I[cvol hist 7 and gto page 55272 And wi
10 be

1 | Sure. One second. Let me find it.

" I orcs. The communicationwillbemore at the top of the
1 page
1 Ms. frames, Von going tosneste again. One second
15 Io vorries.

1 Perfect. Right there.
7 o[IN
18 Q Okay. So, Ms. Kremer, it looks like -- and this is all on December 28th still.

19 It looks like, at 2:10 p.m., you're talking to your mother, and it looks like it's about I'm

I presmingthe permits. Youseytoher: Ms. Kremer, Ms. Ary Kremer, you have only
2a spoken to NPS, correct? | just want to make sure before | call MPD and SCOTUS.

2 Do you recall what you were calling MPD or SCOTUS about around ths time?
23 A Not specifically. | know that | was in communication with a lot of them to

24 try and understand the whale permitting process specifically because, although had
25 worked on diferent permits in the past, 1 was neveroffcaly under my sole | guess
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1 my sole actions had ever completely filed a permit on my own where | didn't have some

2 sortof input or direction or advice from other people.

3 And there were a lot of different agencies | know that Cindy was communicating

4 with and that there were, you know, numerous Zoom calls that | had offered to be on

5 that now, in hindsight, obviously, she didn't want me on them because of what she was

6 doing, but that |, you know, would offer, and she would always say, "Oh, no. I've got it."

7 she was, like, "This is so easy for me because I've done this so many times now," which,

8 again, that goes back to the reason that my mom wanted to keep her onbecause that

9 wasn't another piece of the puzzle that it would just we could obviously doit, but it

10 would take usalittle bit longer because we're not as familiar with the process when that

11 washerrole. That's -that's what shewasdoing at our direction.

2 Q Right. So that's going to take us, then, to and before | get to this, I'm

13 going to move on to the first issued permit.

1a IE[0onvone elsehaveany questions before?

15 so exhibit28Jl. s the first issued permit that you all received on January 1st.

16 And once you pull itupJl] direct you to so you can scroll slowly just so that Ms.

17 Kremer and Mr. Warrington can see that this is the permit, the public gathering permit

18 from the Department of the Interior.

1 oIN
2 Q  Andthen, at the top of page 2 is where | will - so the activity overview, right.

21 Soit gives an overview that Women for America First will conduct and organize - will not

22 conduct and organize a march from the Ellipse at the conclusion of the rally. This is in

23 the middle of the paragraph.

2 A Uhhh

2 Q Some participants may leave to attend rallies at the United States Capitol to
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1 hear the results of congressional certification of the electoral college count.

2 Where did NPS get this information to include in the permit? Did they get it

3 fromyou?

4 A 1don't know if it was on behalf of us, meaning Womenfor America First, if

5 that's something that Justin put in there because he was helping fill out all of this or ifit

6 was something that NPS put in there. But, to my recollection, it coincides with exactly

7 what was saying, was once we understood that there could be implications, legal

8 implications to doing a march when we knew that more than 50 people or 500 or

9 whatever the capacity because you also have to remember the different areas with

10 whatever they're overseeing organization had different requirements.

1 Now, you wouldthinkthat it would just be a blanket across the board, that what

12 happens at Freedom Plaza could happen, you know, 500 yards down the street, but that's

13 nothow itall worked out. So that was when the decision was made that we would not

14 be hosting an official march anywhere that was under Women for America First

15 Now, what other people decided to do, that was on theirown thing. ~ Like, other

16 people had had events on December 12th that were not under the Women for America

17 First umbrella with a different permit. So think that that's probably why that was put

18 inthere.

19 Q I'm going to jump ahead a litle bit, but help me understand, then, why
20 Women for America First, | believe you all had a stage at the Supreme Court for January

21 6thjustlike you did in December and November. So I'm hearingyour answer just now,

22 but help me understand --

23 A Right

2 Q whyyouset upa stage.

2 A So that definitely skips a lot of what needs to be discussed here for you guys
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1 togetthe full picture, but | guess a short answerthat | can explaina litle bit later is that

2 when the President basically tweeted out and confirmed that he was going to be there on

3 January 6th, it threw out any speaker that we had because the President at that point was

4 making -- going, obviously, to be making the decisionofwho was going to speak that day,

5 right. We hoped that it would be membersof our team and people that we had had

6 previously along the Marchfor Trump tour and then also atour two previous big rallies.

7 Butat the end of the day, whatever accommodation, you know, the President wants for

8 him tobe able to speak there, we're going to probablyhave that person speak.

9 There were a number of people that were very upset that they were being kind of,

10 quote/unquote, cut outofthe process, from their perspective, a otof dissension

11 between the different groups and slanderousthings being said about appropriationsof

12 money and people trying to be in control. And so, when all these conversations are

13 being said, people within our own March for Trump bustour team - and when I'm saying

14 that, I'm saying that loosely of, like, even people that just, you know, spoke at a previous.

15 rally of oursorwhatnot - were hearing things like this and started kindof aiming their

16 arrows atus and saying, like, you know, "Kylie's in Washington, D.C, beinga diva,

17 controlling everything; you know, this wouldn't have happened if Amy was there," and

18 basically painting it out to be that | was solely taking, you know, control and saying - for

19 instance, he's not the only one, but just for a specific person, let's say for the situation,

20 Dustin Stockton, you know. Dustin took it very personally that he was probably not

21 going to be speaking on January 6th and convinced himself that | wascutting him out.

2 So, when that started happening with different people, Diamond and Silk, David

23 Haris, Jr, Mike Lindell, we wanted all of our people that had been with us on the March

24 for Trump and on our previous rallies and who had been a support system for everything

25 that we had been able to accomplish that far, that we wanted a platform for the to be
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1 abletospeak.

2 Now, you have to also realize at this point where I'm, like, backing up, we were.

3 stillworking on both permits moving forward, Freedom Plaza and the Ellipse, and it was

4 not until kind of like a last-minute thing that | was put a lot of pressure on by NPS, which I

5 understood that | could not keep both permits. Because at that point, | wanted to keep

6 both permits, even though we were moving forward with the Ellipse and that was the

7 main event, but | wanted to keep the permit at FreedomPlaza just, like, to make sure that

8 Cindy Chafian and Alex Jones and Ali do not get this permit.

° And that was because ofanumber of different reasons, but one of them also was

10 because we didn't want to have, quote/unquote, bad actors or agitators that they were

11 frequently talking about, communicating with, that, you know, we had seen through the

12 press, whether it was Proud Boys, the 1AP people, all these people that kind of being like.

13 whack-a-moles that | kept feeling like we kept, like, smacking down, but then, you know,

14 birds ofa feather flock together.

15 So then all the crazies started flocking together, and |didn't want them to have an

16 event, and this wasn't just a sole conversation that was had with me or my perspective.

17 Collectively, we didn't want them to have an event that distracted from actually the

18 more, you know, | guess level-minded, more just straightforward groups that didn't have

19 ulterior motives or what appeared to be ulterior motives taking away from our event that

20 was going to be taking placeatthe Ellipse and, you know, again, to ensure the highest

21 probability that the President would, in fact, show up.

2 Because you have to realize, we could be doing al of this, jumping through hoops,

23 assuming that Secret Service could have an issue with the buildings around and whatnot,

24 but until that Presidentorthat person walks on that stage, | didn't have any confirmation

25 that he actually was going to walk on that stage, right. He could have decided the
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1 morning of, even after having confirmed with whoever needed to confirm it that he could

2 have changed his mind and been, like, "Nope, I'm not doing it."

3 a Right

4 A So, when all of this was going on and | was pushed to that permit because

5 the Ellipse permit was so much more indepth than the previous permits for the Freedom

6 Plaza area, | was basically pushed by them, like, you need to let this permit go. And that

7 is when Caroline Wren, Justin, my mom, numerous other people, Jennifer Hulsey, people

8 within Justin's team, people that workedfor Caroline basically, lie, calmed me down and

9 said, like: | promise you it will all work out. We need to let the crazies have a platform

10 the day before so that we can control the narrative as best that we can for January 6th.

11 Like, let them have their moment on January Sth. Let's then -- do whatever they're

12 goingtodo at Freedom Plaza, and then January 6th will be Women for America First and

13 the President, like, no other groups involved.

1a We put up the other stage on January 6th at the Supreme Court. That was kind

15 oflike a bid to the people that were getting very frustrated and upset that there was no

16 longera platform for them to speak on the 6th, but if they made their way down to the

17 Capitol and wanted to speak there, that there would be an opportunity, but that we were

18 not doing an official march. We were not having security take them down there, you

19 know, anything like that, but if they were hell bent, for lackof a better way to say it, that

20 there would still be a platform because there was a sea of, you know, MAGA supporters

21 everywhere, that there would certainly be an opportunity for them, should they choose

22 tomake that endeavor on their own.

23 Qa So-

2 A Doesthat make sense? |know it's a long --

2 Q Oh, no worries, yeah. Thankyou.
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1 Going back, though, to December 28th, just have a few more questions, and

2 thankyou for kind of-

3 A Okay.

a Q  1know we gota litle head of ourselves in the timeline.

s A Andthere's certainly things that| needto fill in to make that all make sense,

6 buthopefully, that kind of answers

7 Q Wel take it chronologically, so you'll ~ we'll get there.

8 You discussed - t seems like from your messaging that you really want the

9 marching to not be ~ the marching from the Ellipse or Freedom Plaza to the Capitol as

10 partof the application, it looks ike you fear you might lose your permit ight? Is that

11 what you were thinking about at the time, that you might lose your permit from NPS --

2 A Right

13 Q aroundthistime?

1 A And tomy best understanding was maybe because of how bigourtwo

15 previous events had been, maybe at some point they decided to come downharder on

16 the restrictions and enforcing actually what the permit numbers were. | don't 1 don't

17 know, but just know that basicaly, ike, the fear of God was put into me by whoever that

18 we couldn't have the permit to march because we willingly would be lying on the

19 application, knowing that more people would be there, and that would put in jeopardy

20 what we were doingforthe Ellipse.

21 I Okc). ou cantakethat exhibit down,thankyou,JE

2 Anyone have any followup there before | move on?

23 okay. [Jldo vou mind pulling up exhibit 127 These are the messages with

24 Mr. Mike Lindell

2 tt ook like,JENN vou might have some followup,
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1 I sor. Really auicky did. 1 was, ike, scrambling with the control
2 bar. Nightmare. Apologies.

4 a Really quickly, Illland | [JIvou'e going to get to this, cut me off

5 and we can come back to it.
5 But I think you mentioned earlier there were discussions with Secret Service, and |

7 justwanted tocheck and see. Did you personally have any interactions with Secret

8 Serviceregarding the planning of either January Sth or January 6th?
5 A No, but I also didn't say that there were conversations. | said that there

10 wasapotential that they would have had an issuewith that, and | was relying on Justin
11 and other people at ESI to kind of make that directive. | mean, | had never worked with

12 Secret Service previously, so how would| have known that that was even something to

13 thinkof? Thatwasn't my wheelhouse.
14 So, you know, a vendor that had experience in this that, you know, wasgiving that

15 kindofdirective, that this could be an issue here based on things. Well, when | was told

16 that, that makes alot of sense logically that that would be an issue.
7 Q Yeah No. And! understood what you were saying, that, to the extent it

18 came up, your understanding was that Justin Caporale was dealing with it. | just was

19 checking. You personally did not have any interactions with Secret Service?
20 A No

2 Q Thanks.
2 IJ =< oo» the Mr. Lindell xt messages, exhibit 12,
23 and page ~ I'm pretty know where I'm going. There you go.

» oI
2 Q 1 knowthisjumps aheadofwhere we just were, Ms. Kremer, so Ilgive youa
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1 second to read this message, the longer one that you sent Mr. Lindell onJanuary 4th of

2 2021. The part that I'm going to ask you specifically about is where you say: This stays

3 onlybetweenus. We're havinga second stage at the Supreme Court after the Ellipse.

4 POTUSs going to have us march there, the Capitol. It can also not get out about the

5 march because | will be in trouble with the National Park Service and all agencies, but

6 POTUSIs going to call for it in quotes -it looks like, unexpectedly. Only myself and

7 Katrina know full storyofwhat is actually happening, and we're having to appease many

8 bysaying certain things.

9 So the first question is, how did you know that President Trump was going to have

10 people marchtothe Capitol after his speech at the Ellipse?

1 A Okay. Soitis important, again, to realize back of what |wastrying to

12 explain that there was a lot of misinformation going around and a lot of dissension that

13 was creating issueswith people that we had, you know, partnered with, that had been

14 supportive of our tour, had been speakers onour tour. And someof the things that

15 were being said, like to Mike Lindell in this instance, were trying to be damage control, to

16 make him not feel like he was being cut out from January 6th at the Ellipse, just how |

17 talked about Diamond and Silk and Dustin. There were numerous people that felt lke:

18 Oh, really, you know, we've been here the whole time supporting all of these efforts,

19 going on the bus tour around the country, at the previous two events, and now you're

20 justgoing to push me to the wayside? Because that was never any of our intentions.

2 Now, | do know that it was being readily talked about between a lotofdifferent

22 people, including with NPS, that there were other events being set up at other permitted

23 locations, which became an issue because it kept telling them Al has someone else fling.

24 fora permit, and that's a problem. He'sa convicted felon. All of this rhetoric, all of

25 these different things where he's tried to have hostile takeovers of events and whatnot,
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1 youguys need to be aware of that. And I could never figure out what sham organization

2 wasbeing, | guess, put the thing under. Now I've learned that ts, like, One Nation

3 UnderGodorsomething like that

a Basically, all 1 was able to be told was, like, yes or no answers to questions. So,

5 because did not know the exact person's name who filed for the permit or because | did

6 not have the organization, that they could not connect the dots specifically but that they

7 wereall aware of that, and they kept assuring me that Ali was not a part of any of this.

8 fm, like: |know that you're telling me that, but | know otherwise because of what I'm

9 being told by people thatare, you know, mutual friendsofours.

10 Q Okay. Ithinkthe think that's actuallya great place for me. | guess my

11 question I'm trying to just wrap my mind around is, if you know that President Trump is

12 goingto send people from the Ellipse to the Capitol, why aren't you advertising it, or why

13 doesit have to be kept behind, like, kepta secret? Why s it a secret?

1a A Because ~ right. Because | - |, we, Women for America First, are not

15 responsible and giving people the directive to go and march. People are able to do

16 whatever theywant. So, if they want to come to the Ellipse and come to the event that

17 is presented by Women for America First and then they want to go to an event with, let's

18 say, Jericho March or "Stop the Steal" or whatever, people are free to make their own

19 decisions. And that was a conversation that had continuously been had with NPS, that

20 other events were being permitted and that we could not control any sort of, you know,

21 when do you leave, when do you stay because that was something that was discussed

22 aboutan exit plan, right, of how do we talk - or how do we plan to get all of these people

23 thatare coming to D.C., whatis the planfor them to leave?

2 And so that was something that was confusing in the process to me too,

25 Wouldn't it make it easier if there was a permit to march because then things could be
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1 more controlled? There could be more lawenforcement, and NPS andwhoeverthese

2 different agencies that | was speaking with, both on Zoom calls and then also individual

3 conversations that were being had, it did not make sense to me. But | was being

4 continuously told by NPS that we could not have a permit to march, and if we did or

5 promoteda march, then the Ellipse permit would be revoked, or we would not officially

6 getthe final one.

7 Q Perfect. So but then, aren't you trying to — and correct me if I'm wrong,

8 butyoure trying to, ike, make Mr. Lindell feel better here where you're, like: Hey, look,

9 you're notbeingcut outofthe Ellipse.

10 I'm reading this as, in fact, POTUS is going to send people to the Capitol, and that's

11 where we'll have our SCOTUS stage set up just lie we did in November and December.

12 Tell me where I'm wrong with that kind of interpretation of this message.

13 A Well, 50 my, | guess, viewpoint on this is that | don't know where you are

14 physically, butif you're in the D.C. area and, you know, January, it was really cold, and

15 just like, it was just miserable. So, number one, | knew that the probability of getting

16 our people, especially kind of more, quote/unquote, high-profile people, they're not

17 going to be trekking the mile, mile and a half down to the Capitol or the Supreme Court

18 whenit's socold. Youre sitting out there for hours because our event started at 8 a.m.

19 Itwasn'tlike ourother events that started later on when it was sunnier.

0 And then also the amount of people that just kept coming and coming in every

21 single direction. | mean, there was no logistical way that you were ever going to make

22 any sortof time to get there, collect your thoughts, and have a speaking ~ your head on

23 right to be able to speak, if that makes sense. Like, to be able to calm yourself, collect

24 yourthoughts. | knew that none of that was going to happen.

2 S01 guess what I'm trying tosayto yous that, again, this was a way to kindof try
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1 and appease Mike of saying that, like, we're working on an alternative plan B, but, again, |

2 don't have the final speaking schedule. So that was also signaling to him that you could

3 potentially sill be on the speaking schedule at the Ellipse, right, when the President

4 makes that final decision by close of business today on the 4th, but | didn't even have

5 what the speaking schedule was until the night of the Sth, leading into the 6th.

6 Q Okay. And one last clarification: How did you know that President Trump

7 was going to send everyone to the Capitol? Like, how did you become aware of that

8 information specifically?

° A Again, it was just people were talking about it on social media. A lot of the

10 information that | was getting was through social media and also knowing and working

11 with the different agencies about how these other events were happening, that he

12 wanted from the things that he had retweeted and been doing gave every indication

13 that he wanted to be big tent just as we had been at the two previous rallies in November

14 and December.

15 Sol didn't know that specifically, but knowing how he is, very off the cuff I've

16 never met the man, but everything that you see from not only his social media accounts

17 butalso how he speaks with pressor does very impromptu things, that's not outof the

18 realm for himto go: Okay, now go ahead and walk down there. | mean, you know, he

19 even said in his speech that he was going to walk down there, and then he didn't

20 So that is just all ofwhat | was saying in that is that I'm sure that he's goingtodo

21 that because the whole intentionof the January 6th event at the Ellipse was to then turn

22 all eyes on to the members that were in the joint session to prevent - to present the

23 evidence that the American people could hear about the election without the filter of,

24 you know, the national media that had been distorting so many facts up until that point.

25 |] hankyou,[I We can take down the exhibit.
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1 Isthere anyfollowup from anyone else before

2 Mr. Warrington. Yeah. Can we actually put that back up?

3 EE oO vc:h. Sorry aboutthatJE 1 spoke too prematurely
a I oobi

5 Mr. Warrington. And, actually, [EMM think that's uploaded, that exhibit

6 again. Oh. Exhibit 12, version 2, that came up before | was able to read it has

7 disappeared now.

9 Mr. Warrington. Yeah. That that's fine, man. We've got it, but just to try to

10 keep thingsin--

u Ee
2 Mr. Warrington. ~~ in line here.

1 I cothat now.
1a oyI

15 Q 50, Ms. Kremer, looking at this long text message from you to Mr. Lindell, in

16 that second paragraph there, you wrote:  POTUS is going to have us march there/the

17 Capitol. "There" meaning the Supreme Court. And then you write

1 A Right. Just general vicinity.

19 Q Okay. And then, in the next paragraph, you write: It can also not get out

20 aboutthe march because |will be in trouble.

2 And you've explained what you mean by that. Are you saying that you thought

22 the President was going to send people to the Capitol because of what you saw on

23 publicly available social media?

20 A What I'm saying is that, obviously, November and December kind of set a

25 track record or patter of the way that people that were gathering in D.C. expected for
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1 theeventstogo. They expected to go from one location, to march down to a second

2 location. It says in there about the second stage about trying to sabotage it, which

3 again, | explained back earlier

4 Q Yeah. |understand that, and I'm not — I'm just trying I'm asking a very

5 specific question.

6 A Right

7 Q whichis

5 A And1'mtrying to answer

9 Q  Thisidea of.

10 A When talk

1 Q Allright. Let me just make sure. We can't talk over each other, so and |

12 know! interrupted you, but | just wanted to avoid having to talk around the point.

13 You said, | think, that -- when[Jillasked you, how did you know the President

14 wasgoingto send people down to the Capitol, and I think what you said was it was just

15 something you had picked up from his from postings and from social media,

16 Is thata fair sort of characterization of how you put it?

FY A So, before | was interrupted, what | was saying about it being sabotaged was

18 that there's no permit that s allowed to be had for the Supreme Court | mean, at the

19 time. Idon'tknowif that's changed. So, when | was talking about the pattern that

20 was being set from November and December of that's the way that the was crowd was

21 moving, following our direction in November and December, it was very safe to assume

22 that somethingsimilar was to be expected in D.C., which goes back, again, to why | could

23 never understand why the Park Service and, you know, these different agencies are

24 putting so much pressure on me about not being able to have a permit. Because if we

25 could have had a permit to march, it seems that that would have been a situation that
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1 would have created a lot more controlthan what actually happened on January 6th.

2 So, when I'm talking about that and saying about social media, it's not specifically

3 from Trump social media that the President and/or his staff were tweeting out. It was

4 social media of people from anywhere talking about what had previously happened.

5 Obviously, there was going to be a joint session in Congress. It doesn't take a rocket

6 scientist to figure it out, if the frst event is at the Ellipse, that they're going to go to the

7 second location, putting pressure on Members of Congress to say: ~ Hey, we're here.

8 We're watching. | mean, the fact that this is news that NPS and everybody else were

9 putting pressure on me, saying there should be no marching, | mean,| had this

10 conversation with them multiple times. It wasobviouswhat was going on

1 Q MsKremer

2 A and that people were going to go and leave.

5 J|cot went to interrupt you. Oh, sory.
1 Goahead,IE

15 I so! understand, whether it was my point is that you were saying

16 your understanding, assumption, knowledge, the basis for you saying that there was

17 going to be a directive or instructions or whatever you want to characterize it as, the basis

18 in this text message, as you explained it to[llwas publicly available information.

19 lsthat ight?

20 Mr. Warrington. And let me interrupt here because | maybe | couldn't ~ what

21 she's sayingis two things. There was a pasthistory of events like this that was in the

22 context and that what she saw on social media was consistent with that context, and she

23 drew that conclusion. | thinkthat's the — I tink that's what she said. 1 think that's

24 clearly what she said
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1 Q Okay. So, if that is the case, then why is there - | get the sense from the

2 text message that you're telling Mr. Lindell that there's something about this plan that

3 samthonst pynD Whey toe
4 ‘march because you're concerned about getting in trouble with the Park Service, so --

$ A Right. So--

s Bitumen dnaESe rs
7 based on the previous march, which certainly the Park Service knew about, and what may

8 have been spoken about generally in the atmosphere about January 6th, which the Park

9 Service certainly had access to

u Q and puttingthat againstthe deathatwe can' tell people about tis
12 becauseI'll get in trouble with the Park Service. I'm not trying to be accusatory. I'm

13 really genuinely trying to understand. What was the secret to be kept if it was based on

10 public avilable information?
1 A EEE Ths how you sayit correct?
16 Q Yes.

v A So, before was rudely nterupted, which fs why|was trying fo lay the
18 groundwork to answer this question because | know that you are trying to get there is

19 because, again, there was not a permitting process for the Supreme Court. So, when a

20 stage was put up there, it was first come, first served. So, at the previous events, |

2a would have to go back and find out, but it was,| believe, in the middle of the night when

2 whist eeeagso tet amenSpit
23 get there and put up another stage, and then we didn't have a spot.

24 So my whole thingis that, again, going back to it can't get out, | don't want

25 somebody putting up stage there, andthenwe're SOL, and the people that I'm ring to
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1 say, there's another platform for them to speak, then get there, and then | don't know

2 whoever has the stage that's being put up there or have controlover the, you know,
3 portable sound systemthats there.

a So you're trying to conflate the two sentences instead of taking the whole thing

5 forfactually what itis about the permitting process and how there is not a permitfor the

6 Supreme Court, and that is a very clear distinction that there ia frst come, first served

7 situation, which we also dealt with when talking in ~ about November and December.

8 There wasa veryclear distinction that it was a much smaller stage, a much smaller scale,

9 allofthese things. And there was nevera permit for the SupremeCourt at any three of

10 theevents.

1 Q Sol have one more question. Whyisthe word "unexpectedly" in quotes in

12 this text message?

13 A The word "unexpectedly" is because he does things veryoff the cuf and

14 unexpectedly. | mean, it was not a secret that he was obviously going along with a lot of

15 crazy things that people were tweeting and saying and doing that then would be deleted,

16 or he would say, "Now| have new information,” or whatever; he would be given more

17 things. But, you know, that was a problem, | think, that everybody from the outside, at

18 least, was looking at, that sometimes he wouldn't have the full picture of what was going

19 on on social media, and it would create a ttl bit of just misinformation about that,

20 guess. So, I mean, it's the President of the United States. When you're expecting

21 anything, | think the unexpected is what to expect.

2 Q So, if| understand this, you say it’s ~ you put unexpectedly

2 A Right

2 Q because it was what you expected from the President?

2 A Yes, because | knew that other groups were erecting events around the
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1 Capitol based on my conversations not only with the Park Service and the

2 different -other different agencies but also what | was seeing on social media. And,

3 again, everybody was trying to be inclusive and bring everybody under the same umbrella

4 asfaras getting the messaging out because Big Tech had been censoring everybody.

5 Q  Solet me ask you just a couple of questions that | I'mjust trying to distill

6 directly, and you can answer yes or no, and then Il letyou explain f you want to, but

7 hopefullyjustaesorno.

8 A Before you ask these questions, can | take a break for a minute?

9 a sue

10 A Okay.

1 I 1235. VouncedSor10? Letus know,
2 I co ve make it 10, actually?

3 I co escome backat 2:40

1 Ms. Kremer. Thankyou guys.

15 (Recess)

16 I vcIE 2: continuingwith some questions with you,
17 Ms Kremer.

18 Ms. Kremer, Thanksfor the break.

19 Mr. Columbo. Can we interject for second? This is Mike Columbo. senseda

20 litle bit of frustration on both sides and thought maybe folks were talking past each

21 otherjustalittle bit. And just wanted tooffer an observation, maybe help, you know,

22 kind of smooth thingsover and clarify or maybe put them on tracksoyou can follow up, if

23 necessary.

x In looking at the text, there's a couple of differentpointsthat are being made in

25 the text, and maybe the questions and answers got a ttle cross wired in terms of
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1 matching up questions to the answers. But what| heard, you know, and feel free to

2 disagree or follow up, was that Ms. Kremer was aware the President may ask for people

3 tomarch on the Capitol. And although she told someone about that, she'salso

4 reluctant and in tension, | guess, if you wil, because it's not her organization's march, and

5 she doesn't want to be seen as her organization or her saying it's her march or her

6 organization's march. ~The organization doesn't have a permit for the march, and there

7 was some testimony earlier about that.

8 Sol think - | don't know if that helps clarify, but she's aware the President was

9 expected, and you can never know what he's really going to do, but she expected him to.

10 She shared that information. | think she's tring to be careful, reasonably, that it’s not

11 her organization's march.

2 Does that does that help clarify or make things a tte bit more sensible?

13 I inthat's helpful, Mike, but not directly responsive to maybe

14 what we were trying to get at with respect to that specific partofthe text message. Sol

15 can just be more direct about it, | guess, with Ms. Kremer.

Ie o I
7 Q So, Ms. Kremer, we know that Katrina Pierson spoke with folks at the White

18 House, including Mark Meadows, on January 2nd, which is 2 days before the text

19 message we are ooking at that you sent to Mr. Lindell, about the President's participation

20 inthe lipse rally. We know that she received guidance about what the President

21 hoped would happen at the Elipse rally. And we know that that guidance included that

22 the President wanted to send people from the Ellipse to the Capitol. In that text

23 message, you say, "only me and Katrina know the real plan or know the truth about what

2 wetetyingto do.

2 So, when you say that the President is going to announce unexpectedly,
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1 encourage people, in quotes, “unexpectedly” to go down to the Capitol, that's because:

2 Katrina told you that, right?

3 A No

a Q So Katrina never told you that the President had hoped to send people to

5 the White House before you sent this text message to Mr. Lindell?

6 A 1--tomy best recollection, | do not believe that that specific directive was

7 told tome via Katrina

5 1 will say something else that we have not yet gotten to is regarding the other

9 person in this whole equation, which is Caroline Wren, which was creating a lot of other

10 dissension and chaos surrounding al of these events with where she was, from my

11 perspective, putting money and funding these other groups to hold these other events

12 and things, that directives were being given by people that had no authorization to make.

13 And soit was a reasonable assumption to assumethat the President was going to be

14 making a very similar directive to the pattern that was already established from one

15 location to the next and that that's the way that things were going to be moving forward.

16 But, asfaras our organization went, we werenot giving a directive of that, and we

17 were not havinga role in any of that. What anybody else did, we can't control. We

18 can only tell them what, you know, our perspective is, what we've been told by the

19 different agencies and Park Service and that sort of thing, but that doesn't mean that it

20 becomes everybody else's reality.

2 Q Ave you saying Caroline Wren told you that the President was going to send

22 people to the Capitol?

2 A No. Butwhat I'm saying is that Caroline Wren was trying to create a public

24 narrative from other organizations. And I believe that there was a robocall that at the

25 time|was not aware of, but I've now been since made aware of that |think gave a
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1 directive and even mentioned Women for America First name in it which was not

2 accurate. She was also leaking things that were not accurate to the press. And, in my

3 perspective, twas a YA for herself because she was accepting lot of money and
4 funneling it to various groups that should have had no role on anything because of their

$ fringe-like qualities and the rhetoric that they had been spewing.

. Ar so there was ot of dissension that was crested by Caroline in, that we
7 were having to basically do damage control and to try and keep players in our corner, |

8 guess for lack of a better way to say it, but, like, to appease them, right. I'm not going to

9 go and tell Mike Lindell or Diamond andSilk or Sebastian Gorka or David Harris, Jr., any of

10 these other people: You're not important. You've been there with us from the

11 begining and supported all of ureffort, but you're not important nought havea
12 place to speak because the President is now involved. Obviously, no one thinks that

13 they're the President, but to say something in that brunt and forceful of a way when

16 Caoine ging around sying that we were the anes that cut everybody le aut, which
15 was totally inaccurate, or the President made that decision, it was trying to do it in the

16 most delicate, diplomatic way to explain kind of the chaos surrounding the event.

v Q Okay. Sothisisayes-rno question. Didanyperson el you n shane
18 of this text message you sent to Mr. Lindell that the President was going to direct people

19 to go to the Capitol?

= A Nottomy ecalection
a EEWovos hove onycuesions?
2 |] Idid. Justa couple followup. Can we put the text back up there?

» EE se
a JE itveried etsome crfction onscouple tings that was
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1 Hl ove zoomin?

2 Ms. Kremer. Thank you
5 IR Veoh. Myeves ar terrible too

s Q Ms. Kremer, in the paragraph that says, that we've largely been talking
6 about: Itcan also not get out about the march because | will be in trouble with the

7 National Park Service and all the agencies

8 What other agenciesother than the Park Service were you referring to there?
5 A When I did these Zoom calls, there were numerous different agencies,

10 whether it was D.C. Metro Police, Supreme Court Police. | mean, there werea ot of
11 different representatives that were being looped in with all of these conversations, and |

12 think that referred to them in a general way here because | don't, til to this day, know

13 exactly how to qualify or quantify exactly who wason these calls and what organizations
14 orentities they were representing.

15 Q  Soisit fairto say that, at the time that you wrote that, National Park Service

16 andall the agencies, you were referring to al of the agencies that were on these planning
17 callsin preparation for the event?

1s A Yes, and individual phone calls. | believe that there were a couple that

19 were had with individualsoffof the main Zoom calls
2 Q Okay. And, during any of those calls, was there any discussion ever about

21 people believing that the President of the United States would encourage the attendees
2 tomarchtothe Capitol?

2 A Yes
x a Whichall?

2s A I'm not sure, butit goes back to, again, not knowing that the way to expect
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1 anything from the President would be to expect the unexpected. Just ike, on some of

2 these call, | was continuously asked, how do you know that the President is coming?

3 Well because he publicly tweeted it. Had | hadanydirect communication that he

4 actually was coming? No. Had there been talk of it that had kind of, you know, gotten

5 around and people speculating he had done the drive by Freedom Plaza in the beast and

6 then had done the flyover, obviously that was the intention of why --

7 Q Well, letme ~I'msorry. | don't mean to interrupt you. No, no. 1-1

8 misstated my question, and that's on me -

9 A Okay.

10 Q sol apologize.

u A Thankyou.

2 Q Let me rephrase myquestion so it’s more clear.

13 On the calls that you had with the agencies, | want to make sure that | understand

14 that you're saying that there was discussion amongst those agencies that they believed

15 that the President was going to instruct people to march after the event to the Capitol,

16 that there was planning discussions around the President instructing people to do that?

7 A Yes. That'swhat I'm saying, that | don't know if it was specifically on the

18 calls that were al of the agencies together that were playing in this or if it were individual

19 phone calls that were being had with either myself, Justin, Jennifer, but that we knew to

20 expect the unexpected, and it goes back to, again, a question that | continuously had. If

21 there wereother events that were being permitted, why would there not be a permitted

22 march to another location that it seems like that, from my perspective, would have given

23 the most control to any of the law enforcement agencies, which we were trying to

24 obviously work with and appreciate al of their hard work to make everybody safe. And

25 it seemed ike there was just no — it seemed like it wasvery consistent that there was just
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1 not going to be a march despite what had previously happened at the other ralies that

2 were permitted and then also against every indication of things that were being talked

3 about on social media and personal conversations that | was a part of with them.

a a okay.

5 I Vccn ake down the exhibit.

7 Q So, going to the numbers of folks that are going to be attending the rally at

8 the Ellipse, | believe youll and by "you," | mean you and Ms. Hulsey ~ increased the

9 numbers on January 4th as well. Sol believe Ms. Hulsey increased the number of likely

10 attendeesto 20,000. You increased it the same day later on in the day to 30,000. Just

11 help us understand how you al got those -- received those estimates or developed those

12 estimates for how many people were going to come.

3 A Justin would be able to probably give that answer more accurately. |

14 believe thatJustin

15 Q Justin? Is it that you just received those numbers from Justin Caporale?

16 A believe that that's | believe that that's where that came from, along with

17 conversations that | was a part of with Amy Dailey and making sure that the proper

18 medical staff requirements and Porta Potties and all of that coincided. | believe that

19 those are where those numberscame from were conversations with me, Justin, and

20 Amy Dailey.

2 Q  Gotit. Okay. And just ina big picture, how did, to the best of your

22 knowledge, Womenfor America First kind of get picked as, like, the kind of the official

23 event for January 6th, right, at the Ellipse? How did you all as a group get picked for

24 that versus maybe another group like All Alexander,for example?

2s A My mom has a history going backwith President Trump prior to him ever
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1 seeking public office. He had reached out, | want to say, 2012, sometime in that, you

2 know, give or take a couple of years that he had read about her in a magazine and signed

3 something and sent it to my mom and just appreciated her work within the grassroots

4 movement. And he had always beenvery complimentary and respectful to my mom

5 and praised her workthatshe's done within the grassroots and conservative circles.

6 So think that the combinationof that plus, again, we're talking about some of

7 these other players that kind of popped up that people kept trying to hit down like

8 whacka-mole is thatthe other players were seen as more fringe whereas we had built a

9 reputation of being more mainstream and reasonable, that actually did have a track

10 record ofa following and not just, you know, taking one crazy organization and

11 rebranding it to being another.

2 My mom started Women for Trump and chose not to go on inside the campaign or

13 into the White House and believed that she was most effective and most comfortable

14 working at the grassroots level ike she always had. So | think that that'sprobablywhy

15 the respect towards her and the track record that she had built.

16 Q So then help us understand, then, the extent to which the White House or

17 Trump campaign was helping you all organize for January 6th. There's a message that |

18 saw we're still on December 28th I know | keep coming back to that

19 day where ~ between you and your mother where there's a text that says the White

20 House is involved with January 6th,but that's to be kept confidential.

2 So what was the involvement of the White House with planning January6th?

2 A So, when mean that, | mean that | think | said this earlier, thePresident was

23 veryspecific. It'svery commonly known, at least in my opinion, that he'sveryspecific

24 about musi, lighting, the way that things are set upforstaging for any event that he's

25 goingto. And so, when | was referencing, like, the White House or the Trump campaign
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1 beinglooped into all of it, meaning that ESI was the event production company that had

2 putallofthaton. So, if there was an event that the President was going to show up at,

3 the probability, obviously, was going to greatly increase if we went with ESI. Not only

4 had we worked with them for the December 12th rally, for several of our things that we.

5 weredoing there,butalso just in general of he would feel comfortable that the

6 production level would be to his standards, that he would go clearly with ESI being -- |

7 don'tknow what it whether it's, like, the official vendor of his campaign or not, but that

8 was my indication.
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1

2 3:02p.m]

3 ovIN

4 Q So you're saying, though, that the involvement you said just now that

5 President Trump liked certain types of music and certain type of, | guess, feel for his

6 rallies. | think that's fair, but what are you keeping confidential? What are we keeping

7 confidential here?

8 A That! don't want a Cindy Chafian, another type of situation that goes out

9 and tries to, | guess, hire ESI out from under us, because, at that point, | don't even want

10 all ofthe Marchfor Trump people that have been on thebuseswith us to know the

11 extent of everything that we're planning, because, clearly, people, when they see an

12 opportunity, they take it and seize it for themselves, which goes back to the grifting

13 comment that | madein the beginning.

14 And I see Cindy very much as a grifter, thinking that she could go and do

15 something onher own. And I'm going to quickly smack down that whack-a-mole that

16 there'sa reason that you've never done something with an organization to have full

17 controloverit.

18 Q Did you all not discuss January 6th with Mark Meadows?

19 A I believe that my mom, in text messages, that|may have been on a group

20 message between the three of us where we reached out a couple of times, again, over

21 thiswhole, like, time frame. So, say, November to January 6th, about asking for the

22 President obviously to come, sending out the invitation. There was a conversation

23 regarding parking the buses because there was a fear of vandalism towards them that we

24 ended up having topark them further out in Virginia. And | think that one of the

25 conversations via text with him was regarding potentially parking them within the White
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1 House property.

2 Q Okay. Atthis time I think on the bus tour, your driver, was it Scott

3 Johnson? Hewas your driver, right?

4 A He wasa driver of a support vehicle, but he was actually Dustin and Jen's

5 personal assistant that they brought along and they paid. Women For America First did

6 notpayhim.

7 Q Did he drive you to any place?

8 A Yeah. Yeah.

9 a okay.

10 A He was driving oneof the support vehicles also with another staff member

11 of mine, Matt McCloskey, who was always -I shouldn't say 100 percentofthe time in the

12 vehicle with him, buta lot of the time in the vehicle with him. So it was one person for

13 Dustin, and then one person, you know, for Women for America First team. So different

14 errands needed to be run or people picked up from the airport or whatnot.

5 Q And at this time, going back to Mr. Meadows, was there ever an occasion

16 where you would call him from a phone that wasn't your phone? Like, say, you

17 purchased a pay-to-go phone, for example, where you purchased him on anyof those

18 types of devices?

19 A Absolutely not.

20 Q Do you recall ~I believe it looks like you came back to D.C. on

21 December 30th,or December 31st meeting. Was there a meeting at the White House

22 thatyou went to that day?

23 A No, there was not. And I've seen the press reports about burner phones,

24 and this supposed meetingwith Mark Meadows none of which are true.

2 Q Okay. Sowhen you came back on December 30th and 31st,| believe you
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1 had someone from RMS, you coordinated with them to have someone pick you up and

2 provide personal security detail, right?

3 A Correct.

4 Q And what did you do on the 31st? | guess, whydid you come back to D.C?

5 Whatwas so importantto come back for?

6 A Well, there were a couple of reasons. Number one, traveling across the

7 country on a bus with so many people surrounding you, it’s hard to geta lot of work

8 done, especially whenyou're tring, at that point, to get your circle smaller of who knows

9 what because ofwhat had just happened with Cindy, you know, andher trying to take

10 our plans and manipulate and hijack our event. But then also,tojust not be distracted

11 and having to switch hotels every night, and it just was utter chaos.

2 1 could not keep a clear mind when you're traveling down the road, you know,

13 goinginand out of service andtrying to do media and trying to have phone calls with

14 whomever. Itwas itwasadifficult situation.

15 S01 flew to D.C. and Jennifer Hulsey met me there to also assist in just the

16 workload of everything. Because with the whole permitting process and switching of

17 everything, a lot of extra work was, unfortunately, created.

18 Q Okay. Can we pull up exhibit 58H, and go to -- it's page 2 of the PDF,

19 butit's Kremer 5889.

» oI
2 a whileIl is pullingthat up, | justwant to clarify -- and | know that Ms.

22 Kremeryou know about the Rolling Stone article because | know that I've seen the letter

23 from your lawyer to Rolling Stone about the allegation having to do with the burner

24 phones, but you can understand why we see that and we don't have ~ obviously, we

25 don't have the same sources of information necessarily that journalists do.
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1 Sol just want to make sure that we understand maybe facts that may have been

2 misconstrued or misunderstood. Did you, at some point, in late December get any new

3 phone of any kind, whether it'sa prepaid disposal phone or anything like that?

4 A Absolutely not. And your question is certainly understandablejust to

5 followup. But I've never had a burner phone. I've never - I've had the same phone

6 fora while and the same phone number as well.

7 Q And sso you never directed Scott Johnson to go and buy phones for you to

8 use?

° A Absolutely not,

10 Q And so, if you were communicating with people in D.C., Ms. Pierson, other

11 organizers or vendors or people providing servicesfor January 6th, is there any phone

12 other than your primary cell phone that you used to communicate with them?

13 A No, but | will say with a caveat of, again, | mentioned earlier that sometimes

14 these conversations would be had where it would be my mom and |sitting next to each

15 other on speaker phone or something like that, or maybe another staff member talking

16 witha vendor or something, but no.

1” All of my communication was on phones, either mine or my mother's.

18 Q And! should've clarified this, | assumed, but it sounds like | was right in the

19 assumption, how many cell phones did you haveatthis time period in late December,

20  earlyJanuary?

21 A One. Istillonly have one. Ihave two cell phone numbers. Oneis.

22 connected to, like, my Google voice account, which was a previous phone numberthat |

23 had had previously from high school, and then was, you know, kind of got it floating out

24 there inmy early days in politics. But at some point, when | got a big girl grown-up.

25 phone, nolonger on my parent's plan, and got my own phone number, | still kept
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1 ownership of that phone number that i routed to a Google voice number, just in case, for

2 any reason, someone would want to reach out to me, but thoseare the only two

3 numbersthat I've ever had.

a Q Butonlyone physical phone device?

s A Yes. Only one physical phone device, my iPhone.

s Q Are you aware of anyone else on the Women For America First bus tour who

7 diduse any prepaid cell phones?

8 A No. Imean, have noidea what anybody else did, but never was it brought

9 tomy knowledge or something that | saw.

10 I ov Thankyou.

n Ms. Kremer. Thankyou.

13 a [Ican vou scroll down just a litle bit on this page and can you see this,

14 Ms Kremer? And this is almost just like following up with what JENNust said.

15 Gobackup -right here.

16 It says - looksli you text at 12:34 to Mr. Johnson, "on the phone with the White

17 House" and this is December 31st. Do you recall who you were on the phone with at

18 the White House?

19 A Idon't think that | was on the phone with anybody specifically. | would like

20 topoint out Scott Johnson is very theatrical. He -- what's the most eloquent way to say

21 this? He embelishes everything. Everythingyou take witha grain of alt that he says

20 becouse every story is just like that much bigger and grander and over-the-top that when

23 you would talk to Scott, you would speak with him in a very much similar fashion that he

24 is certainly kind of like class clown, so to speak,ofjust ike everything is bigger and

25 grander,
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1 50 when you told him to do something, like - ifyou're, like, I'm on the phone, he'd

2 be,like, with who? Tellme. Tell me who you're on the phone with. Next thing you

3 know, he'd be knocking at your door, you know, if you were in your hotel room or

4 whatever. Sof you told him something that seemed important, he'd be lke, "ooh."

5 Sothen he would go and tell somebody. Andthat's just his personality type.

6 Q  Gotit. And that's why we're always I thinkwe kind of asked you

7 specifically,for example, you're texting Scott Johnson

8 A Right

9 Q were you on the phone with the White House at this time?

10 A No,lwasnot.

u Q Okay. Soyou just said that to him to get him to go awayorwhatwas the

12 purpose of saying that?

13 A Yes. I mean, | don't know who | was on the phone with at that point. |

14 could have not even been on the phone and just didn't want to be - 12:30 is midnight

15 Soldon't-

16 Q That was going to be my next question. Ifyou're on the phone with the

17 White House at 12:30, but you just said you weren't on the phone with the White House?

18 A No. I'msaying like | doubt that | was on the phone with anybody, but if |

19 was on the phone, I'm sure there would be a record that you guys subpoenaed with

20 Verizon of whoever | was on the phone with would probably show you that if Iwas on the

21 phone, that it wasn't with the White House, because | wasn't having conversations

22 directly with the White House.

23 Q  Soaround the same time, too, right - soyou just said you weren't on the

24 phone with the White House on December 31st. You're saying that you didn't come

25 backto D.C. to have a meetingat the White House on December 31st, but on January 1st,
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1 President Trump does retweet you, right? Does that sound
2 I cn tke down the exhibit. Thankyou,IEE

3 oI
a Q Doyou recall that, resident Trump retweeting you?
s A 1don't remember the specific date, but | do remember he retweeted me.
6 Heretweeted me a couple of times.
7 Q And believe your why did your morn feel the ned to tell you not to use
& the word "calvary" in your tweet?
5 A Because she was concerned that my social media channel was one of the

10 few that had not been yet shut down, o put ona restrictive basis, you know, where they
11 putyouon ike a hold or | don'tknow the proper term to say i, but that had not been
12 that way and she was concerned that if did s0, that they were going to accuse me of,
13 again, tying to incite violence that Facebook had done with creating Stop the Steal, and
14 that my account would be shut down.
1 And at that point, 1 believe | had over 50,000 followers or something, and so we
16 didnot need to not have access tothat channel of getting messaging out ~
7 Q Gott
1 A tomy best recollection.
1 Q Noworries. Before| move on, 50, to the best ofyour recollection, and i's
20 December 26th, and Il say let's just go through, like, January ath time frame of planning.
21 You were not speaking with Mark Meadows?
2 A No, other than the text messages that | referenced that were - you know,
23 that | would have been included on with my morn tha she sent, but no. And the reason
24 that she included me on messages and often times I'm sure that it seems repetitive about
25 things was because if she was unable to answero if|was unable toanswer that
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1 normally, you know, reaching out to somebody more high profile like you want to be as

2 responsive as you can be.

3 Q  Makessense. That makes sense.

4 A But the direct relationship was back from years ago like | explained between

5 himand my mother.

6 Q That makes sense.

7 Did you have any discussions with Mr. Eric Trump during this planning period?

8 A No,notatall,

9 Q  Notatall?

10 A I don't eventhinkwetexted. |don't even think | have his number. |do

11 have Lara's, or |did, butnot with Eric.

2 Q Did you speak to Ms. Lara Trump during this time period?

13 A There were text message conversations, but not physically speaking to her.

1 Q  Andwas it about January 6th? | don't recall seeing those.

15 A No, but it goes back to the whole thingwith Scott Johnson about parking the

16 busat Trump in December.

uv Q Okay. We'll gobackandtake a look. Ifwe don't see those - Dave,|

18 might reach out to you about texts with Ms. Lara Trump. What about Mr. Max Miller?

19 Did you have any discussions with him in the lead up to --

20 A Ididn't even know whothat was untilrecently when | read it in an article.

2 Q Okay. Soyouweren'tprivy to any conversations aboutthesight line for

22 theEllipse or anything?

23 A mean, | knew that there were discussions being had about the sight line,

24 because | was dealing with that with Amy Dailey, but that was to the extent of my.

25 knowledgeand it was workedoutwithJustin.
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1 Q What about Mr. Dan Scavino? Did you talk to him at all in the lead-up to

2 January 6th?

3 A There were a few direct messages that were exchanged via social media, but

4 other than that, no.

s Q Iwas wondering. 1 was going to pull up that exhibit, but you just confirmed

6 itforme. thought those were from him. Sol just want to confirm that. So that was

7 the extent of your communication with Mr. Scavino were those direct messages?

5 A Yes

° Q Was there concern while you al were planning about the White House or

10 Mr. Scavino taking over the event at the Ellipse? | believe | saw messages with you and

11 yourmotherdiscussing this possibility, or kind of concern you all were having about

12 Scavino taking over and then having folks like Brandon Straka or Ali Alexander on the

13 stageat the Ellipse?

1a A don't specifically remember that conversation, but | know that there was

15 conversations being had because there was a lot of concern thata tweet was retweeted

16 bythe President's account referencing All. It was one of is tweets, and there was a lot

17 of speculation in, you know, just kind of gossipy circleswas that actualy the President or

18 was it Dan or someone else, | believe, to my knowledge that Dan was the only other

19 person really that had kind of free rein over his account

1) But, again, that's from the outside looking in, and | think that it was talked about,

21 youknow, does he know all ofthese different people, and it was confirmed that he had

22 noidea anything about Ali.

2 a okay.

2 A And the retweet was deleted is my point.

2 Q Correct.
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1 A Andi don't know if that was President Trump's mistake or Dan's or another

2 staffer or whose it was.

3 Q So that would have been what triggered that conversation? Because the

4 conversation happened around the time of the President's tweet. So just trying to put

5 everythingina timeline.

6 A Right

7 Q And you touched on thi earlier, but just give us there's some few folks

8 from ES! that we've seen in the planning. ~ You've already touched on Mr. Justin

9 Caporale. Did you work with Mr. Tim Unesatall?

10 A Yes. Hewas-

n Q soy. Keepgoing.

2 A Itsokay. He Ibelieve he's one of the owners of the company as his role,

13 but he also was there on site the day of and he was doing the, quote/unquote, voice of

14 God.

15 Q Was he more ofa day of planner, though? He wasn't really involved much

16 before the day of to your knowledge?

FY A I mean, I knew that he was in communication with Justinorother staff

18 members, but Justin was my main pointofcontact and he dealt with, you know,

19 whatever staff of hs.

2 Q Did you deala ot at all with Megan Powers or Hannah Salem?

2 A Alitle bit, but it was, again, ether under Justin or under Caroline and it

22 became confusing at one point that | wasn't really sure who worked forJustin andwho

23 worked for Caroline. And that was confusing because then obviously on the final

24 permit, Caroline was listed as someone that it looked like she worked for Justin and ESI

25 whenshedidnot. So-
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1 Q  Andalso just to puta button on ESI. They were brought on — ESl was

2 brought on because you all were familiar they had done planningfor presidential allies in

3 the past, and you were trying to ustuse thefolks that President Trump had used in hopes

4 that President Trump would come speak at the rally at the Ellipse. Is thata fair

5 characterization?

6 A Correct. Andon December 12th, they had done the jumbotrons and

7 possibly some other things, but we had a — obviously, had a previous working relationship.

8 with them priortothat.

9 Q And then Ms. Pierson I know we've talked about Ms. Katrina Pierson.

10 Just help us understand how she even came to get involved in this rally organization

11 planning?

2 A Sol'm not sure at what point actually she was, | guess, brought on in a more

13 unofficial/official capacity, if that's the best way to say it, but someone who obviously

14 has, or had a relationship with a lot of theparties that were at play, someone that my

15 mom and I trusted very much. We have a very longhistory with her, knew how difficult

16 Caroline was to work with, but Katrina alsohas avery just even keel personality, and is

17 able to smooth things overin alot of situations.

18 So she was a great liaison to be able to try her best to kind of smooth things over,

19 buteven she wasnotable to accomplish that goal.

0 Q And did Ms. Pierson, was she working on a volunteer basis? Was she being

21 paid by Women For America First? | guess I'mjust trying to understand the --

2 A No,shewas not. She was just she wasn't being paid by Women For

23 America First. She was merely, in my opinion, a liaison to help communication go better

24 because there were a lot of different players, a lot of strong personalities, and a lot of

25 people vyingfor control, and things needed to be taken down a few notches.
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1 a oy.
2 IIo:inc plingupexhibit 617

a Q And this is an email from Ms. Pierson to Taylor Budowich and Caroline Wren
5 And going back to an earlier point,but jus tying to figure out how Ms. Pierson its in.
6 Yousee the top, the messageof who is from, the date is January 2nd. And we're
7 talking about speaker schedules, okay. And then the point that I'm realy trying to
& understand - it looks like Ms. Person is discussing SCOTUS on January 2nd, which seems
9 tobe the part of the program that you all might have been facilitating?
0 So, again, were you discussing with Ms. Piersonpossibly the President sending
11 folks downto the Capitol and you all having the serious policy speakers at SCOTUS while
12 Ali Alexander might have had diferent speakers on the Capitol grounds? Like, were you
13 in conversations with her about this?
1 A Okay. So this getsa litte complicated again, so pleasebearwith mea ttle
15 bit. Butjust much ike the conversation that was had earlier, until we got any final
16 permitting for anything, everything ust kept continuously being talked about, whether it
17 cameto fruition or not.
1 When the permit was released for Freedom Plaza, Katrina and Caroline were
19 trying to work with Cindy and Roger Stone and Alex Jones and Alf and al these different
20 people to then include like Dustin, a group of pastors that had been on the tour with us.
21 Just various other people to be inclusive so that again, they were not being felt tobe lft
2 on
» Wel, obviously, indy and Ali were not, and Alex and whoever ese were trying to
20 be kingmaker and then but Caroline and saying, you know, thats not going to happen.
25 And so, again, this goesback to not really having full control over how the permitting
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1 process is going to work, where we're going to end up the day of, and us needing to try

2 our best and do everything that we can to keep, you know, in mind the people that had

3 been supportive of all ofourefforts along the March for Trump bus tour and for our

4 previous two events.

5 So | would, first and foremost, ask Katrina what she meant by that, but that would

6 be my guess because that was a potential that was being talked about because of all the

7 dissension and chaos that wasbeing created by all these hooligans.

8 Q Sol guess to be more pointed aboutit. On January 4th, as[IN2s

9 talking to you about it earlier with your message with Mr. Lindell, you talked about you

10 know that President Trump is going to send folks from the Ellipse to the Capitol. And

11 then you also mention in that text message with Mr. Lindell that you all are going to have

12 a stage at SCOTUS. This is the exact point, in point No. 4, from this email from Ms.

13 Pierson on January 2nd, so I'm just going back to try to maybe refresh recollection the

14 possibility that Ms. Pierson might have told you this plan ahead of time?

15 A Ihave no recollection. There were so many different contingency plans

16 and things being talked about, but until we had the final permit, which| don't believe |

17 got until the afternoon of the 5th, maybe even the morningof the 6th, because there

18 were constant revisions on it, that there were so many different contingency plans and

19 tryingto just keep peace at bay with all of these other groups that were fringe without

20 disenfranchising or making people that had been supportive of what we had been doing.

21 feelless than or that they weren't appreciated.

2 So, again, | don't recalla specific conversation that| was told that about what you

23 were just asking.

2% EE oI.hove any follow up on that?

= oI
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1 Q Ihave none on that, but | think just preceding thistalking about when Event

2 Strategies and Justin Caporale's company got involved. Do you recall wh reached out

3 tohimfirst?

4 A Yes. Ibelieve that it was my mother that reached out to him back in

5 December, maybe late November, but it was probably early December sometime when

6 she reached out about the jumbotron for December 12th.

7 Q And how then did they become involved as sort of full-on production I

8 don'tknow what the right word is - production managers, because | think providing a

9 jumbotron is sort ofa discrete service they did for December. For January 6th, they're

10 brought on sort of to manage the whole event. And I'l tell you that we understand

11 from Mr. Caporale's perspective he recalled being contacted by Caroline and Taylor

12 Budowich?

13 A Soyesandno. That conversation it was kind of like crossing pathsat the

14 same time, or cars going opposite direction. Caroline Wren had been reaching out to

15 mymom, and so much was going on around the time that | don't know whether she saw

16 Caroline reaching out to her or it just wasn't important to my mom to respond back to

17 Caroline. My mom had spoken at an event early on in the Tea Party days that Caroline

18 had, I believe while she was in college, and | guess to my mom,it just wasn't important to

19 herof like I don't know why she's reaching out to me right now, but whatever it is.

0 So then, when all of the stuff started happening with Cindy Chafian, and | was on

21 thephonewith Justin talking to him about, like, you know, she may | don't know if she's

22 reaching out to you, if she's hired you,whatever the deal is, but, you know, that's not

23 true, the conversation keeps rolling of what does this mean, how do we get this fixed, you

24 know, soonand so forth?

2 And he says, Do you know someone named Caroline Wren? She's been reaching
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1 out. She'salso contacted me, and| think that we can work on a lotofthe same efforts.

2 Whydon'tyou give hera call, because | know that she’s been reaching out to you and

3 your mother.

4 a okay.

5 A twas, basicaly,likeships crossing, you know.

6 Q Sure. Sojusttomaybe rephrase it. It's fair to say that Event Strategies

7 coming on board ~ they're sort of, you know, the old comedy routine, Who's on First, like,

8 there'salittle bit of who's the permit holder and that confusion maybe iscaused by the

9 fact that there's this permitting conflict about who actually is the permit holder, and

10 eventually tall gets ironed out, but am| understanding you right --

u A No.

2 Q that they came on at the sametime?

13 A No, because when | - around the same time, but when | spoke to Caroline

14 thatvery first phone call, she made it very clearthat, basically, she was being fed a pack

15 offies from Cindy and she needed to find out exactly how to make sure that the permit

16 didnot end up with a group of crazies because then the President would definitely not go

17 probability-wise, right, of like - the President's not going to go to an event for an

18 organization, the 80 Percent Coalition that never existed before, all of a sudden and a

19 woman who's never been seen before. It didn't make sense logically of how you get

20 from that point that she was trying to sell this bag of goods to Caroline that she really was

21 the permit holder when it was very obvious to anybody that was in the vicinity of knowing

22 the situation that we really were the permit holder.

23 So let's figure out how we get this done, let's bring on ES full-time, and let's figure

24 all of this out together and that she could be a liaison to keeping the crazies off the stage,

25 and tostill make them feel valued and like they have a role because, again, back to the
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1 big tech censorship, it's taking everybody and all of their capacities and platforms to be

2 able to get the word out to, you know, supporters across the Nation of the America First

3 Agen
a |]Okay. Thanks.

s oI
. Q Speaking of Ms. Wren, tll us how she came nto the picture, what he ole
7 was in that beginning time frame when you're working with her? How did Ms. Wren fit

8 into this puzzle of planning January 6th at the Ellipse?

9 A Can actually take a breakfor a second before we start with this? Because

10 1feel like this is a different segue. | just have to run to the restroom really quick.

u I cores. Well come backonyourtime.
12 Ms. Kremer, Okay. Thankyou.

13 [Recess.)

Mm I cobackonthe record nowat 3:38pm.
1 ovI
16 Q Ms.Kremer, wewere just getting to Ms. Caroline Wren and how shefit into

17 the overall equation with planning in his late December, early January time frame. 50,
18 first, how did she come into the picture with working you all and then what was her role?

19 A Right. So, again, previously there was an established relationship with her

20 and my mother regarding Tea Party stuff a number of years ago. ~ She was known in

21 conservative cies as a top political fundraiser for resident Trum, and she reached out
2 wanting to help fundraise or the efforts that we were obviously had been doing and
23 then were going to continue to be doing.

24 Q So who, | guess -- did she reach out to you and say, Hey, I'mtrying to help

25 with January 6th? I'm just trying to -- she looks like she's part of the planning team, how
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1 doesthat happen?

2 A No. So,again, she reached out to my mom.

3 Q Gott

4 A she had previously had her contact. You know, my mom's had the same.

5 number fora number of years, and she reached out to her to just talk to her and to get

6 that, | guess, conversation starting to go forward. It obviously costs money to do any of

7 the things that we weredoing and wanted to see how she could beof assistance, because

8 she believed in what we were doing and wanted to move forward from that.

9 Q  Sothose initial conversations, it looks like, probably for most of Ms. Wren

10 was about paying for the event. Is that a fair characterization, like, helping you all pay

11 forthe event?

2 A Ithinkthatit was just anoverall whatcan | dotohelpbenefit WomenFor

13 America First, and to continue giving the support from, you know, grassroots and other

1a donors from across the country that she may have had access to and to make sure, you

15 know, again, along with Justin, to be able to have an event thecaliber that the President

16 would want to attend, and howthe funds would be -- made sure that the funds, you

17 know, could be raised that she thought that she could be of assistance with that.

18 Q  Atthe time that Ms. Wren cameintothe picture, did you understand her to

19 workfor the Trump campaignorfor the White House or anything?

20 A No, but it was very widely known that she was oneof the campaign for

21 President Trump's fundraisers, but again, my, | guess, perspective of herwas that she had

22 come up from grassroots Tea Party years ago, had my mom come andspeak at a Tea

23 Partyin Alabama for her.

2 Q Okay. Atthis time, were you aware that Ms. Wren might have had, you

25 know, a relationship with Mr. Alex Jonesorwith Mr. Ali Alexander? Were you all
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1 tracking those relationships?

2 A don't really track anybody's relationships, but Caroline was very

3 forthcoming that she had spoken with other people, including Cindy, that knew that there

4 was, | guess, forlackof better way to describe this kind of infighting, so to speak, and she

5 wanted tose if she could be of assistance to bring everybody under big tent which, you

6 know, we had previously tried to do in November, and | made her aware of that kind of

7 whole situation how it panned out with All and then what had happened with Cindy and

8 that, you know, we really are amicable people, and believe that we're stronger working in

9 collective effort, and we're not the type of organization, or personally my mother or

10 myself, to want to, you know, have our name in lights and to be the kingmakerof

1 everything

2 Q So when she came in as like the big tent philosophy, you are aware that she

13 might be working with Mr. Alex Jones or Mr. All Alexander when she came in and offered

14 assistance?

15 A I wouldn't say working, | would just say | knew that she was having

16 conversations to make sure that people were all able to kind of get behind a collective

17 effort and message, because we all needed to be working together on the same side, if

18 that makes sense.

19 Q Were you aware of Ms. Julie Fancell at this time when Ms. Caroline Wren

20 cameinto the picture?

2 A No.

2 Q Okay. So then ust help us understand then believe you received money

23 from Ms. Wren for the Ellipse event. How did you come about receiving the $300,000

24 forthe event? Like, tellus how thatall came to be.

2 A Idon't feelthis comfortablediscussing anyof our donors.
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1 Q Even Ms. Fancelli? Is that - Dave, is that —

2 Mr. Warrington. Yeah. ~ Look, I think you can take notice of the public reports in

3 that, you know, they obviously have to raise money to conduct the activities that they do,

4 butshe's not going to identify any particular donors.

5 I ook ike[EN cht have a follow-up.

s I 0: correct me fm wrong, For some reson, Im having a
7 recollection of having this conversation before, but that may just be déja vu. Is it your

8 position that the funding that they received related to the January 6th event - | need to

9 understand - that is directly within the purview of the committee's investigation, so

10 need to understand exactly what objection she's raising other than | just don't want to

1 takaboutit

2 Mr. Warrington. Well, as Il reiterate, there's a Fifth Amendment objection, and

13 also we would raise a First Amendment objection on that private associationofFirst

14 Amendment. The donor lst of [inaudible].

15 I or me. itvas cutting inand outfor some reason.

16 Mr. Warrington. Let me see. Is this any better?

7 I

1s EE uch.
19 Mr. Warrington. Okay. | think for some reason another appwas trying to use

20 mymicrophone at the same time. So what | was saying is, asa S01(c)(4) social welfare:

21 organization, there's no obligation for such an organization to disclose its donors, and

22 there are also arguments under the First Amendment that that information is protected

23 under the association of rights of donors and supporters of such organizations

2 Sol don't think that you obviously have that information from the public

25 reporting. |don't think you need to get the same information from Ms. Kremer here
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1 because she hasan obligation toher own donors to protect that information, and that's

2 consistent with the First Amendment, in addition to the issue that raised before with

3 regardto the committee's wellstated intention to package up cases for the DOJ with

4 regard to fundraising activities concerning the January 6th event?

5 Isi tink you're pulling one statement out of the press about the

6 nature of any congressional investigation that stumbles on crime would have the ability

7 toreferthat. It's obviously not the legislative purpose of the committee to investigate

8 thaterime.

9 Mr. Warrington. That's ight. _ Identity of the donors has nothing to do with the

10 legislative purpose.

1 I ev ar. An youjust sidthat the identity ofth dors has

12 been publicly reported, and yet there's a First Amendment right to hide the identity. So

13 we knowthat t's Ms. Fancelll. We know - if you're relying on public reporting,
14 nobody's hiding the fact that we knowthis donor, we know where the money came from.

15 Mr. Warrington. Then you don't know need her testimony about it

1 I bute
FY Mr. Warrington. ~ You already have the information, so -~

1 JI +: cuestion of what instruction she was given in terms of how to

19 spend that money, who toldher that, how they were directed to spend those funds in the

20 planning of January 6th, that'sdirectlywithin the purview of this investigation.

2 Mr. Warrington. ~ That actually wasn't the question. Okay. If that's the

22 question, the spending the money we're not arguing with. We're happy to talk about

23 thatall daylong

2 [I so he positon is, she just can't confirm the donor is Jule Fancelli?

2 Mr. Warrington, ~ That's right.
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1 | |Soif we askher about communications in termsofwho spoke with

2 her about givingher funds to spend on this rally ~ and Il tell you what. Let's do it this

3 way: [Evo finishyour questions, then I ask mine, and thenwe'l go systemically

4 through which financial questions she’s raising objections to, because | think that will

5 streamline the process. Sol don't want to derail your questioning. Let's just we'll

6 bifurcate it that way.

7 oI
8 Q  solooks like, Ms. Kremer, with Ms. Wren, for example, she was part of the

9 whole compromise for the January Sth event at Freedom Plaza, and the January 6th event

10 in keeping speakers separate. Is that a fair characterization?

1 A What doyou mean by "compromise"?

2 Q Okay. Help us understand how the event on January Sth came to be with

13 different speakers? It seems ike Ms. Chafian's organization was kind of running with

14 thatevent and then yourevent on the Ellipse. Tell us how that came about.

15 A I mean, | wasn't working with Cindy Chafian at all so | can't tell you what the

16 dialogue was with Cindy, who is the permit holder and anybody else.

7 Q  Ms.Kremer, you released the permit for Freedom Plazafor that event?

1 A Ireleased | released the permit toPark Service, and they thenchose to

19 issueitto Cindy Chafian. It wasn't that | released the permit, then theholder to be

20 Cindy Chafian. |just released itin general, and she was the next one in line, based on

21 whatI've seen from the outside.

2 Q So you never received any directionthat the White House wouldn't let you

23 keep the permit for Freedom Plaza and the permit for the Ellipse? That was never part

24 ofthe story leading upto January 6th?

2 A No. Imean, | actually talked about that earlier that it was the pressure
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2 that | needed to accomplish such two huge events. Therefore, | needed topick one.

4 the permit at Freedom Plaza. It was a lot of work that went into the executionofthe

$ event at the Ellipse just as it was previously for our November and December events.

. II «ut cis?

8 Q This is going to be a groupchat which includes you and Pastor Gibson. And

9 once that gets up, I'll give you a chance to read the message. And we're going to go to

10 KKremer 3340 at the top of the page. And this is on December 31st where you say the

12 SoI'm just trying to understand now why are you saying --

15 Q Okay. So--okay. So what you're saying here today is, when you used the

16 term White House in some text message, you could be referring to NPS as well?

18 to bat with NPS, and had to prove to them that | had the support staff that | could handle

19 two events, and | could have done that. But | also knew that there was an effort to keep

2a sort of platform to be speaking, and Roger Stone included in that; that they needed some

22 sort of platform to speak at so they didn't screw up our event for January 6th.

23 And they had the potential to be serious liabilities and createa lot of confusion

25 the difference of how to tell anything about this.
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1 And the whole premise ofa of this was to supportPresident Trump and the

2 efforts that were being had by grassroots’ people all across the Nation to see and make

3 sure that our free and fair election was being held, and that we had election integrity, and

4 that every legal ballot that was cast was counted, and every illegal ballot that was cast

5 wasthrown outordismissed.

6 So! think that goes in line with everything of saying, | could've put up a ight with

7 NPS and sure, legally, I'm sure that | could've held two permits at the same time. |

8 obviously held two permits previously at -- on November and Decemberfor the march

9 permit, and also for Freedom Plaza. | had the ability and capability with my staff to hold

10 an eventon January Sth at Freedom Plaza, but | was just trying to take the path of least

11 resistance and knew ~ logically, | understood that there needed to be a platform for the,

12 quote/unquote, crazies."

13 Q Okay. 1justwant tomake sure I'm tracking this

wu Iocveppeh.

16 Q Which is your text messages with your mom and can we go to page Kremer

17 5513, because this isn't the only place where we see it. You're talking to your mom,

18 again. Thisis December 30th at the bottom of the page on 5513, right here,JE

19 thankyou. You say, I need you to answer - you're talking to yourmom it's the

20 campaignIm calling with?

2 And then about, what, 6 minutes later, you say, "They want us to release the

22 permit for Freedom Plaza." | interpret "they" as the campaign. You're saying here,

23 today, NPSis telling you about pushing back on you. Help me just square that.

20 A Right. That's clear

2 Q Itsclear it'sclear from the message that you're referring to NPS here and
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1 notthe campaign?

2 A Correct. Based on what just told you that NPS i the one that issues the

3 permits, how could the campaignor the White House tell me what | had to do when

4 theyre not the ones issuing the permits.

s Q  Soinyour text messages when I'm reading about the permits and you say
6 White House or campaign, you are not referring to the White House or the campaign. Is

7 thatfair for me to say?

5 A I'm saying it needs to be taken in full context of whatever the rest of the

9 conversations being said. | can certainly go through that line item by line tem should

10 youneed me to, but think that it is important to keep whatever your specifically asking
1 aboutin context.

2 Here, what I'm telling you, "They want us to release the permit for Freedom Plaza"

13 is NPS, and I've explained that. I'm sure legallythatthere could have been something

14 that could've pushed back and said, | have every right to hold both permits, and I'm first

15 inline for both permits, but

16 Q Let's goa minute later let's go a minute later then. You say, "| need an

17 entirely separate team, and 125 grand to keep Freedom Plaza. The campaign wants me

18 torelease it" Sowhat!'m hearing from you, NPS is telling you, you need 125 grand to

19 keep the Freedom Plaza, ori it the campaign telling you this?

1) A No. What 'm saying is the campaign and when I'm saying that| don't

21 knowthat that's the proper way to even say that. I's that Katrina at that point was

20 sayingjustrelease t. Who cares about Cindy Chafian? Let her haveit. That's fine.

23 1 don't think Katrina was actually partofthe campaign at that point. |think she had

24 already been released. But what NPS was telling me was that | basically need to have a

25 separate team in order to doit.
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1 Wel, | had that team, right? 1 had the rest of my March for Trump staff that was

2 traveling across the country that could've taken the entire permit for Freedom Plaza, but |

3 needed an additional minimumof $125,000 to pull offa whole other separate event.

4 Q  Gotit. Okay. SoMs. Pierson, then, was involved in telling you to release

5 the permitas well?

6 A Well, she was just saying why are you going to bat about this with Cindy.

7 Like, she doesn't matter. She you know, the reason that Katrina was brought in was

8 trying to help smooth things over by themess that Caroline had created by - that people

9 basically fallin line were her aggressive personality and that | know everything.

10 So when Katrina came and got involved, Caroline had created a much bigger mess

11 than was even happening in December with the whole Aliand Alex. She helped

12 facilitate the whole issue that came to be with Cindy Chafian and the whole permit was

13 with Alex Jones. And when you feed a beast, don't be surprised when they come

14 roaring backatyou.

15 And that's what Caroline funneled. She was fueling a beast that giving them any

16 sort of recognition when no one should have paid any mind to what they were saying or

17 doing,

18 a okay.

19 A So Katrina was brought on in that capacity to help smooth things over, and

20 atthat point it was people trying to do damage control totry and keep Caroline at bay,

21 andthe rest of the other crazies because at that point, Caroline was lumped into that,

22 especially after she threatened me with Kimberly Guilfoyle and Don, Jr.

23 Q 50 goingbackto the January Sth event that you had said that Ms. Chafian

a was

2 A lcan'thearyou. I'msorry. |don't know what's going on.
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1 Q believe the 703 number might be off mute now.

2 Thank you.

5 50 going back tothe January Sth event it was held by Ms, Chaian, but Women
4 For America First, you all had a block of speakers for that event, didn't you?

$ A Itwasalooseblock for March for Trump, the people that were unable to

6 havea place on January th tht it was made in a goodwillffort that was faciltated by
7 Katrina to, again, be inclusive of everybody and appreciative of everybody's efforts.

8 Q Okay.

9 A Soldon't know exactly how that came to be about. | know that | certainly

10 supported that because | thought that it was wrong to cut people out, but | didn't have

HamamREEa oh
12 Q  Soitwas Ms. Pierson that probably worked that out with Ms. Chafian's

13 event? It wasn't you working it out with Ms. Chafian?

Mm A Slybergummtbetitumrasmiaion betes Suis nt
15 Katrina, but | don't have any direct knowledge.

16 Q And you also have said that -- you just said that you weren't -- actually, let

17 mejustaskit. Were you working with folks like Wild Protest to put on the rally at the

18 Ellipse?

1 A Wid Protest wasAl sono.
0 [a—y
2a Ms. Kremer. While he's doing that, I'm going to blow my nose.

» [.
23 Mr. Warrington. And I'm not raising my hand to speak; I'm just getting a little

# we
2 Jvetfeclin that way afer siing i dy, Dave.
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1 And just to the top part with the coalition partners. Perfect. Thank you, [Ill

2 Youcanzoom outalittle bit

3 Ms. Kremer. Okay.

s Q Allright. So this is website, can you zoom out a little more [lll This

6 looks ike yourwebsite, the March for Trump website for the Ellipse.

7 A Ibelieveso.

8 Q And you can zoom backinJl] The reason why I'm asking about wild

9 Protest if you go to Coalition Partners, you see Wild Protest, you see Stop the Steal right

10 there, but these are groups that you are saying had no affiliation with your event. So

11 helpusunderstand what'son the website?

2 A Correct. So this is, again, a Caroline issue that she created. | connected

13 her with and | believe that Katrina was in on these conversations as well - connected

14 everybody with Scott Graves, who has, again, done all of our tech stuff, and the

15 information that was given to him was to put this under our Coalition Partners, at which

16 point lost my ever living mind for numerous reasons.

FY Number one, Stop the Steal. Number two, Peaceably Protest. There was kind

18 of anissue with the Phyllis Schlafly Eagles, based on Ed Martin's actions regarding All and

19 what previously had happened. Sol was not thrilled about that, but most importantly

20 wastheTea Party Patriots part of this. And the reason that that was such an issue is

21 because we are still in ongoing litigation that's been 10-plus years now where the

22 leadershipof Tea Party Patriots, Jenny Beth Martin specifically had board calls where they

23 discussed how to try and destroy my mother, and created fake aliases on fake aliases

24 on social media where they went and said that my stepfather raped me, that my mother

25 wascomplictinit. And when | wanted to report it to the police, my mom sent me to go
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1 live with my father. None of which were true, and it went totrial. One of the cases

2 wenttotrial

3 My stepdad was awardedover $1 million in litigation fees because it was so

4 litigious, and then they went and moved the money from one entity to another, so he's

5 neverseenadmeofit.

6 Soto think that not only the public thinks that we're going along with Stop the

7 Steal and Wild Protest, but then, to add in the extra dagger of Tea Party Patriots, you

8 must be off your rocker tothink that we would just be okaywith that. ~ And when my

9 mom foundoutabout it, because | obviously called her while she's on the bus holding

10 these other rallies across the Nation, | mean, there was some real issues that were being

11 had there because my mom fet like | wasn't standing upfor my family at that point; that |

12 would just say, Oh,I'm just doing it or the greater cause. And it was, again, a Caroline

13 directive whatever and what | believe to be the case is that she was accepting money for

14 these organizations from them to them, something, made promises that she had no

15 authorization to make, and did so at our detriment, which was a consistent pattern with

16 Caroline.

7 Q Butifit'sa Women for America First event and this is your website, explain

18 tome how Caroline Wren can even get these coalition partners listed on your website?

19 A Right. Sowhen we're trying to work all on the same team, and | connected

20 them with Scott Graves, it was sent to him at some point. ~ And Scott was not nitpicking

21 of going throughall the details. | mean, he was just trying to get everything ~ we were

22 all trying to triage and get done what we could get done. We were all drinking from a

23 fire hydrant. And so when it was up there | mean, then it was quickly taken down.

2 1 mean, Katrina was trying to explain to everybody, like, why - this went beyond

25 just what Caroline wanted to paintas just ike a hissy fit that | did't like Ali or Alex Jones,
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1 orCindy Chafian. This went took things from a whole separate level that goes back to

2 thebeginning that she had no respect, that -- "she" meaning Caroline had no respect, was

3 trying to have control and to take over our event and thought that she could bully the

4 leadership of Women For America First, and that was not going to happen.

5 Q  Soleading into January 6th, did you have any security concerns about your

6 eventattheElipse? And if so, just tell us what they were.

7 A Many concerns, specifically with BLM and antifa knowing what had

8 happened around the time of our events on November and December when the different

9 law enforcement agencies were staging them in certain areas, and knowing that there

10 were going to be other events popping up and we hadn't previously had an event at the

11 Ellipse. Obviously, that was a concern.

2 And then also, Alex Jones personally threatening me, which obviously| filed a

13 police report. And then the rhetoric that Ali and Alex Jones were fueling about, you

14 know, Amy and Kylie being Ms. Piggy and misappropriating funds, stealing the Stop the

15 steal,allofthat

16 1 mean, it was a combinationofallof those things, plus the BLM and antifa, which

17 was probably the first and foremost front, and then also just the social media things from

18 other people with death threats and whatnot.

19 Q  Soit was the counter protesters and then it sounds like Mr.Alex Jones and

20 Mr. Ali Alexander, but it was the things they were saying about Womenfor America First,

21 not like them saying 1776oranything

2 A Oh, mean, that was an issue. And | had a phone call | don't remember

23 whenit was, but there was, at some point, either -- | think it was before January 6th, but

24 there's a potential it could have been before December 12th, with an officer specifically

25 about Alex and Ali and the things that they were doing, that he reached out to me, or |
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1 was given his number, however, the conversation came to be

2 Q Sergeant Bumett?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Okay. Soyou talked to Sergeant Burnett about these security concerns

5 with All Alexander and Alex Jones?

6 A Yes. And, again, echoing them on the Zoom calls and then individual calls

7 with other people, but | remember that one with Sergeant Burnett that sticks out to me

8 specifically.
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1

2 [406pm)

3 ovIN
a Q And what specific security concerns were you forwarding to Sergeant

5 Bumett?

6 A don't know that | specifically sent any security concerns. | know that |

7 connected him with Detective Ells so that she could fill him in on what was going on.

8 And thenalso | connected him, | believe, with people at RMS so that they could kind of fll

9 in the details; but I wasn't privy to those conversations.

10 Q But, to my understanding, that might have been more about your threats

11 from the threats you were receiving from Alex Jones and not necessarily the language

12 that Ali Alexander or Alex Jones would have been using, or was it everything?

13 A Noitwas everything. And, actually, when | spoke with Sergeant Burnett, |

14 was ina meeting with the general managerofthe Willard Hotel, Markus Plat, going over

15 security concerns and letting him knowwhat was going on, looping in their, you know,

16 head of security because, you know, you could only get into the hotel if you were a

17 stayingguest. But Aland Alex were staying at the hotel, and they were with a lot of

18 fringe people, and that was very much a concern.

19 So those two conversations | actually stepped aside. | was actualy with

20 Jennifer Hulsey and Markus Plat in the hotel lobby at the Willard,sitting down near the

21 fireplace when I got up and had the phone call with Sergeant Burnett and then continued

22 the conversation with Markus Platt after my phone call concluded.

2 Q And who are these fringe people that you were concerned about that Alex

24 Jones and All Alexander were around?

2 A Imean, I can't give you a specific date, but around the eventsofal of this,
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1 there were nights when Alex Jones would be rallying with people outside, | believe it's

2 maybe the JW Marriott. Is that, like, downstairs, kind of next to the Willard? ~ And
3 there were bunch of, like, just fringy type people. | don't knowif they were specifically

4 Proud Boys or whatever, but the things that they were yelling and screaming and then the

5 police would have to come or law enforcement of some sort was coming to break them
6 upand, you know, they were using bullhorns.

7 Andit just seemed like a potential to get very much out of control and were being

8 pumped up by Alex and All and, you know, the chanting of lie give me death or give me
9 liberty give me liberty or give me death, or whatever. | mean, there were so many

10 things that were being said or pushed out via social media that were just concerning
11 And we wanted nothing to do with that and wanted to make sure that, you know, our

12 supporters that were more mainstream were not getting lumped into being a crazy
13 extremist
1 Q That's perfect,

15 II:ou up exhibit 60 for me?

x r—r—.
Ld oI
1s Q 50, going along the same lines of Mr. Alexander, Mr. ones’ “give me liberty,
19 give me death," 1776 thetoric, help me understand then - help me square it with your
20 email to Jason Cole, needing more battle-esque music right. And this i from December

21 30th. Soitlooks like you are talking about a video for the actual rally, and you were
22 requesting more battle-esque music.

3 And so just don't see the light between the two messages with Ali Alexander and

24 Alex Jones and then this email that you sent on December 30th.
2 A Right. So something that's just like more, lik, you know, "The Patriot" the
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1 movie, that falls in line with that of, lie, that people are, you know, pumped up and feel

2 courageous, that they are going to stand up and have their voice heard and fight for

3 something, and that s election integrity.

a And when I say "fight" | don't mean that in a physical way. | mean that you're

5 goingto demand transparency, and if we can't have a free and fair election and, you

6 know, feel confident in that, then what does our vote mean?

7 So wanted something that is like the second sentence says, “or another upbeat

8 option but notthe one that's chosen.” ~ And that's what | was trying to convey a, ike,
9 something, "The Patriot" movie.

10 Q Which, just to be clear, that was like 1776, right?

n A Sure. mean, -- honestly | don't even know who's in that movie, but | can

12 think that isn't Mel Gibson? LikeI see

13 Q  Itsagreat movie, ves.

1 A don't think I've everseen it

15 But my point - my pointwas just something that is encouraging, that makes feel

16 people feel, lie, very strong, Braveheart-esque. I'm not a movie buff so1 don't know.

7 I oc: Occ anyone cls have any follow-up?

18 Io: can take that down.

19 Any followup before|move on?

20 Mr. Warrington. | would have gone with the theme "The Gladiator," but that's

21 justme.

2 Ms. Kremer. Okay. That's actually probablya better one. What's the movie

23 where they are on the boats with Troy

u J |<o hve one followup question maybe then
2 I ovoTroy im assuming, right?
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1 J out only because multiple movies | mean, Dave kindof jumped
2 in with another gladiator-like battle movie.

3 oI
‘ Quest my aueston i, you know, ain seen some th promo videos of
5 what was going to be shown on January6th, and | think there were multiple — | think

© thre as amma ht you wrte shot th bate mask, Finkthers was tert yi
7 sent about more battle music. And, like, I'm just thinkingofsome ofthe things that you

8 said earlier about Georgia being a concern because Ali Alexander was there and they

3 wentintothe Cantal, and the you knw tha thins were unesected.
10 | mean,was there any concern or discussion about riling up a bunch of people

11 with bt musi nd gettin thm l inf He, kev up aera tle lection and
12 then sending thousands of people to march to the Capitol? Was there any discussion

13 about, should we use battle-like music in this situation or --

u Ate
is a geste
16 A When|think about the battle music that I'mtalking about, you know,|

£7 wuld my hat srs tha th pple in 776wres xpectnoh he mie
18 industry portrays with battle uplifting music that makes people feel patriotic. | mean,

19 there are numerous songs. You can also, like, go into singing more like opera style. |

20 mean, fm robably mt evr ig the correct word say tht, Sut ow th vi
2 industry depicts certain things -- | mean, courage is something that | was trying to

22 exematy with sin th, somethin htus kesyu el, Hh, patriots tht you's
23 standing up for something and encouraged.

24 Q No. lgetthat.

2s EE oeJourcovering ths tr dost ant tou shes.
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1 Wecanleaveit. Idon'twant to get out of order.

2 TE osine.

4 Q  1dowant to go back, though, to something.

5 You did mention that Ms. Wren was threatening you regarding Ms. Kimberly

6 Guilfoyle and Mr. Donald Trump, Jr. What are you referencing there?

7 A There was a phone call with Jennifer Hulsey and myselfwith Caroline, and

8 shewasatMara-Lago. didn't know it at the time, not that that matters. But she was.

9 atMar-a-Lago with Kimberly and Don. And when we were having this discussion,

10 because said, you know, "When are we going to go over different kind of ideas about

11 potential speakers," ~ and this was kind of early on - she was, like: There is no.

12 discussion. | don't even know why you're calling me. | mean, she was basically ike

13 puffing her chest up to me, saying, like: I'm sitting here with Kimberly and Don, and

14 they are going to be aware of your behavior, and, you know, so on and so forth, and you

15 have no control over this situation, and blah, blah, blah.

16 And I'm like: | don't care who you're sitting with, but it'svery clear obviously

17 your perspective now. I'm, lie, thank you. Have a nice life, like, 1 will not be

18 communicating withyou anymore.

19 1 mean, it was to rude and aggressive that Jennifer and | were honestly so taken

20 aback, andit was just ~ it was shocking. | don'teven know if Jennifer said anythingon

21 that call because she was so aggressive and shut me down to evendiscussing anything,

2 But it was very much she was trying to flex her relationship with them, when |

23 could have given a crap about who her affiliation and relationship was with.

2 Q  Gotit. Thankyou.

2s IcIrow cut you off. 1 know you were stil
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1 asking questions.

2 Ms. Kremer. And she | would ike to add on that she made that veryapparent

3 numerous times to me about her relationship with Kimberly and them being best friends.

5 Q Yeah, | guess and | apologize. | just want to go back for a second

6 A That's okay.

7 Q because I'm kind of I think something you said that s alittle

8 important actually, | think t's really important - is, a moment ago, you said, well, of

9 course, you would want patriotic music or uplifting music. But, on multiple occasions,

10 that's not actually what you said. You said battle music.

1 And what | can't wrap my head around is how there's this entire conversation

12 thread, you, your mom, Katrina, all talking about how concerned you are that Ali

13 Alexander and Alex Jones bring something terrible to the table because you guys are

14 doing one thing, and they bring this vitriolic narrative, this, you know, violence; they've

15 entered the Capitol. And there's this, like, distinct, well, we're trying to keep these

16 separate.

7 But, at some point, you know that there's going to be a march. ~ You're making

18 videos, and you're using battle music. And, in all of the time that you'replanning this,

19 there's just never any consideration or discussion about what happens if we rile up

20 50,000 people with battle music? Because | have seen "The Patriot, “and as it turns out,

21 they slaughtera bunch of people in that movie.

2 So, like, when you say battle music versus patriotic music, those are really

23 different connotations, like, those are really different words.

2 Mr. Warrington. Al right. ~ Hangonasecond.

2 Look, | think we're going -~ now we're talking about song selection as like being
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1 problema. 1th
2 Ict me rephvase my question.
s Mi Waringion, 1 mean hs musicseections really 1 dort row what |
4 mean, she explained what she meant by batte music, To her t's -
s oo. get tha
s Mr Warsingion,  - parotic music and stuffke that, Are youve ying a ink
7 it with motivating people to go raid the Capitol or something.

s I o.oo. That's not what fm doing.
9 What I'm asking you is, were there ever conversations that you remember having

10 about consequences, ramifications, the risks of using battle-like music or riling all of these

3 peopleupand then Raving them march the Capitol? And what would happen
12 Mr. Warrington. You're linking the two. So you're saying the choice of the

1 musicand ingthem up. That's ke
wu EE
15 Mr. Warrington. It's like the music is riling people up. Are we seriously talking

16 about -- are we going to, like, this is what Congress wants to get involved in and find out if

17 you chose the "Battle Hymn ofthe Republic” versus th theme song to The Patriot”
18 versus "Let the Bodies Hit the Floor"? Was that the problem with what happened on

19 January 6th? | mean

2 I con totaly understand why you would say this, and do get tht,
2a But, having said that, our job, believe it or not, is to investigate all of the facts, as minute

22 asthey may seem, a trivial as they may seem, to ask the questions about what were
23 people thinking, what discussions were they having, what were they considering.

u Because here's the thing: Part ofwhat people don't realize is our job i not just
25 toinvestgate what happened on January th. Is, is thre oversight needed, or are
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1 there conversations that need to be had about whether regulation should be put into

2 place to prevent the next January 6th?

3 Mr. Warrington. Okay. So don't play Metallica on the Mall. | mean, is that

4 whatyou're saying?

5 I onoow.

7 Q But here's the thing, my question is, on multiple occasions, when you're

8 havingthediscussion of battle-like music, was there any - ever a discussion about should

9 you do this to 50,000 people who are ried up and are about to march to the Capitol?

10 That'sall I'm asking.

1 Was there ever a conversation about the risks of getting a bunch of people riled

12 up with battle-like music and then sending them to march to the Capitol?

13 A Iwill say this. When I hear the music that was chosen for our commercial,

14 it does not make me think that people aregoingto be slaughtered in what you said of

15 whatever movie that | told you | hadn't even seen before. ~ Have you,JEN ever

16 seen listened to the original version that I'm saying that | want a different, more

17 uplifting song, upbeat, battle-esque compared to the final version? Have you listened to

18 the twodifferences?

19 Q Do not get me wrong. |totally understand. | have a workout music that,

20 without which, I literally can't work out. Sol absolutely get the idea of tying music to

21 motivation, and this isn't necessarily like a criticism. Your video was really good. It

2 wasvery upbeat.

2 But what I'm asking you is, on multiple occasions, when you were using the term

24 “battle-like," which you used in email and you used in text, given your concerns about All

25 Alexander and Alex Jones and the possibilty of violence and not wanting to be associated
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1 with these guys at the Capitol who could be doing something stupid, was there ever any.

2 discussion of, gosh, as 50, 60,000 people register for this event, what's the tone ~ | mean,

3 what's the environment that we're setting for them as they march to the Capitol?

4 Becausethat

5 A Ithink the choice for you should probably be more with Hollywood than it

6 should be with the choice of music that a women's organization selects and what

7 connotation you believe that that has. | mean, | don't know what else to give you other

8 than saying the upbeat -- I'm very proud of our video, and | thought that Benny and his

9 team dida great job on what they produced.

10 Mr. Columbo. also just want to voice a litle bit ofa concern with compound

11 questions that are flipping between music, videos, tones. So the questioning s gettinga

12 little confusing about what exactly you're asking.

13 I cially,|thinkMs. Kremer's answer was actuallyreallyhelpful

14 because the answeris: No, we didn't think it would matter, we didn't think it was an

15 issue. And it almost sounded like you're saying it really wasn't your place to worry

16 aboutit

FY Mr. Columbo. You're talking about the choice of music specifically —

18 Ivecone to its all good. Let's we want to keep it

19 moving

20 I ves vant tokeep the time moving. And to be honest, like, I'm

21 good for right now given the answers.

2 I

= oI
2 Q So the next, Ms. Kremer, you're aware there was a January 4th meeting at

25 the White House with Ms. Pierson and the White House, correct, about the speakers for
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1 January 6th?

2 A Yessir, lam.

3 Q And how did that meeting come about? Like, why was there a meeting.

4 that Ms. Pierson had to ly in from Texas to meet at the White House about the speaker

5 lise

6 A Ihave no idea exactly how that all came to be about. | was just told that

7 she was going in to have a meeting with him, and it would ~ al of the facts would be

8 presented about the different people that had put inorexpressed wanting to speak and

9 that he would be the one to be making the final call

10 Q Allright. Soit sounds like, though, that -you said everyone who wanted

11 tospeak. Were there actually disagreements about who would actually speak on the

12 eth?

13 A Notas faras, lie, Women for AmericaFirst goes. But,|think that, again,
14 justtrying to be all-inclusive and to maybe a way to put Caroline and Alex and All and

15 Cindy in their place of saying, ike: You guys have been trying to do all of this and run

16 interference the whole time, and it really had no sway on anything other than just to

17 create chaos because you wanted to be kingmakers.

1 So he was stil presented with the information, and I believe, ike, his comment,

19 was told when he when Katrina said All Akbar or Alexander, whatever his name is, that

20 he didn't even know who he was.

2 Sol think thatit just was a waytosay, lie: Here'sthefacts, hereare al the

20 people that want to bea part of it. And it was, ike, okay, moving on.

2 a But-

2 A She wastrying to be inclusive, just to give him the optionsofthings that

25 have been saying on social media and to let him knowall the people that had been
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1 organizing events and doing stuff and given the best, you know, resources that were had

2 atthe time, then they made the best decision in that meeting of who best represented

3 the President's views and what he wanted reflected on that day.

4 Q Yeah. Butl--sothat all makes sense.

5 So what I'm trying to understand, though, is if i's a Women for America First

6 event and there was no disagreements from Women for America First about who should

7 be speaking, why is there a meeting at the White House about the speaker list? Is it

8 because Ms. Caroline Wren was talking to the White House about speakers?

9 1 guess, we're just trying to understand why there needed to be a meeting at the

10 White House about the speaker event f i's your event?

1 A No. Ithink that there -- from my opinion, there was probably a lot of

12 dissension and people, you know, trying to go to the kids and whining and complaining,

13 andit was probably there was a lotofchatter that was so unnecessary going on.

14 And |assume that Katrina's thought process was, well, let me just go to him

15 directlyandtalk to him. Let's figure out what he wants, so that, again, we can have the

16 highest probability that he actually does show up and step out on that stage, because at

17 any point he could have said, like, no thank you. And we wanted it to be a successful

18 event for the hundreds of thousands of grassroots activists that had shown up from every

19 endofthecountry.

0 a okay.

2 A This wasn't about one organization or one, you know, person trying to be

22 kingmaker, which all of these other people that we keep incessantly talking about were

23 tryingtomake tbe. This was abouta free andfairelection and wanting to hear what

24 the Commander in Chief of the United States, his perspective as President.

2 Q Right. So the purpose of the meeting, what I'm hearing from you, was to
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1 goover the speaker lst with President Trump in hopes that he would approve certain

2 speakers and increase the likelihood -- or keep the likelihood about the same that

3 President Trump would actually speak on January 6th? Is thata fair characterization?

4 A 1,3gain, goback to what| was saying about how he has aparticularaesthetic

5 that he likes, wanting to make sure that there was not anybody that he wanted or didn't

6 want that was, you know, partofourthing

7 1 mean, Il be honest with you, |really didn't have any intention of speaking. |

8  didntwanttospeak. And said to Katrina: Theonlything that | really hope that

9 comes out of this meeting is that my mom gets a chance to speak because she's, you

10 know, worked so hard for all ofthese years. And - but other thanthat, | didn't know

11 until I don't even know what time officially | was told, but the evening of the Sth, early

12 January 6th that | was even speaking, and then | was super nervous because, prior to

13 November, | wasn't really a public speaker. | mean, I'm good at it, and I'm able to. But

14 don'tlike to bein the limelight like that.

15 50 the whole thing was just completely asinine that we were even talking about

16 that AlandAlex Jones were even trying toput themselves at the same level as the

17 President, like they had every right to be there.

18 Q And, going back to Mr. Alexander, | don't believe - he wasn't cut off the lst

19 after the January ath meeting, was he? He wasn't cut off the speaker ist, to your

20 recollection?

2 A Imsorry? After the what meeting?

2 Q After the January 4th meeting in the Oval Office, was Mr. Alexander cut from

23 the speaker list by President Trump then?

2 A Tomyknowledge, because he didn't even know who he was.

2 Q Oky. Gotit.
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1 But this was all everything that you would have known was coming from

2 Ms. Pierson, kind of like in a debriefing from Ms. Pierson?
3 A Um, to the best of my knowledge, ves.

a Q Andthisis the same meeting,right ~ I'm justconfirming - thatthespeaker

5 listwas reduced to, like, three Representatives of Congress and three Senators speaking?
6 Isthat-

7 A I know that there were several kind of rounds that they went through. But,

5 youknow, |wasn't at tis meeting, so don't know. ~All know is what | experienced of
9 who actually spoke on stage that day.

10 Q  Gotit. No. That'sallwe can askis what you recall
u Jcick,can wepullup exhibit 37 and goto K. Kremer
12 ae

3 And just want to get yourcolor on something that you said, believe to
14 Ms. Jennifer Hulsey. Andthis is a groupchatwith Ms. Hulsey and your mother and you.

15 Mr. Warrington. What exhibit did you sayagain,IE?

1 I  cxhiit is 37, and we're going to go tothe Bates IDK, Kremer
vas.

1 oI
1 Q  Soitlooks, at this point, it's the morning ofJanuary Sth. If we go actually a
20 page before, 50.4498, atthe very top, youre asking about, like, the National Anthem.
21 Thisis the morning after the meeting in the Oval Office. And then you also on 4499 say:

22 Did Katrina tell you when the lstwil be released?

5 Your mother says: No. Puts us in a pickle; right?

2 And then you respond: Not really. ~ Gives us plausible deniabity.
2 I coco [J scrote:
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1 | EE

2 I©» must making sure I'm in the right place here. ~ 4499?

3 I<> cht there, ight there

a IFc here, okay.

s oI
6 Q Soyou say yourmomsays: Puts usinapickle, right?

7 And then you say: No,not really. ~ Gives us plausible deniabilty.

5 What were you getting plausible deniabilty from?

9 A specifically there | was talking about Dustin Stockton because he was a

10 ticking time bomb, and if | didn't know what the speaker lst was, | couldn't tell him

11 whether he was speaking or not, and | wouldn't have been lying to him because he was

12 literally about to lose his ever-living mind because he has a God complex.

13 I can ve go to the topof thispage,IEE so just scroll up

14 because it's the same conversation, 7 am. Right here.

15 oI
16 Q Around 7:46 a.m. your mom says: For some reason, Caroline is catering to

17 Ali Shehas caused some majorproblemswiththe White House.

1 And this is all the morningafter this meeting at the Oval Office.

19 What are the issues that Caroline is causing at the White House with Ali?

20 A Ithink that it's just creating dissension and fracturing the grassroots of

21 where people are supposed to show up, what they're supposed to be doing. All was

22 very vocal on social media about his perspective of the Kremers are awful; you shouldn't

23 support Women for America First. It just was creating issues.

2 Q But how was it creating issues if the White House specifically orifthe

25 President didn't even specifically who All Alexander was?
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1 A I mean, you would have to ask my mom. She's the one that wrote that

2 te.

3 Q  Thatisa fair answer. No, just want to make sure so we're trying to

a figure out what you know. So, if we have to ask your mother, that's perfectly fair.

s hankyou, Jlfor that exhibit.

5 And do you recall the Breitbart article that came out on January 3rd with the

7 speaker list? Do you recall that coming out?

8 A Um,theonethat|thinkthat you're referencing, | guess it was January 3rd or

9 whatever. Do you have it that you can show it?

10 Q Yeah, we can pullitup. It's exhibit 50.

1 And Ijust want to — my very high-level question about this was, like, what was

12 your reaction to the article? Who did you all believe at the time might have been the

13 source of this article? That's all | was trying to gather about it.

14 A Oh,wel, who wrote it? Was it Matt — did Matt write it?

15 Q ves

16 A Yeah, Matt Boyle. | was, obviously, furious when this came out because it

17 was not truthful whatsoever. | contacted Matt and told him that he needed to take it

18 down. He refused. And | was livid because who else had the authorization to say that

19 other than for it to be the White House themselves to confirm speakers or for our

20 organizationas the event was falling underour permit.

2 And it was -- | don't know who told me at what point -- | think that it was well

22 after January 6th that | learned that it was Caroline who leaked it and was given every

23 indication that she was paying Breitbart to publish this.

24 | was also told at differentpoints that Don, Jr., was aware of the situation. It

25 made him and Kimberly kind of get into it and that Don, Jr., called Matt Boyle specifically
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1 totell him to take it down, and he wouldn't even do it then.

2 Q Okay. Andthis is because --

3 IOh, oes anyone have any followup on that, the Breitbart article?

‘ oI
s Q Do you recall any discussions abouthaving the National Guard come to the

6 rallyon January 6thafter this meeting in the Oval Office on Januarythe 4th?

7 A 1don't specifically have any recollection of that. | mean, obviously, I've

8 been told afterwards that it was requested; but | don't have any recollection of any of

9 that. Imean, you're trusting the Federal Government to make sure that things are taken

10 care of, would not be in my realmof things that I should be responsible for.

n Q And going back, why was Donald Trump, Jr., upsetabout the article? |

12 mean, what upset him about that, to your recollection?

13 A Ithink that Caroline was overstepping the boundaries and playing up her

14 situation, relationship, whatever, with Kimberly.

15 Q And who told you this about Mr. Trump, Jr., being upset about it?

16 A That's what | was just saying. | cannot remember who said that, who told

17 me that it was Caroline that leaked the -- and actually it might have been Matt Boyle

18 himself that said Don called me.

19 Q  Gotit.

2 And you said that there was, like, tension between Mr. Trump, Jr., and

21 Ms.Guilfoyleoverthisarticle?

2 A Ididn't see that. That's what | was told.

23 Q And what specifically about the article, though, made Mr. Trump, Jr., upset

24 aboutit?

25 A Ithink because there was utter chaos going on about what seems like all of
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1 these different groups vying for legitimacy and to be kind of the kingmakers and that this

2 just gave credence to people that it shouldn't have been given credence to.

3 a Gotit

a A Butthat's just my inference. | mean, | don't | didn't hearthat

5 conversation. |don'tknow. didn't talk to Don, Jr, so -

6 a Right

7 Was it — did it have anything to do with the fact that it mentioned, for example,

8 President Trump sharing the stage with people like All Alexander, for example?

9 A Can you go back to the article and I'l read it? And maybe that will rejog my

10 memory. Andifyou can pul it up, and, again, I'm going to blow my nose.

1 I ve can go to page2,IE
2 I rm orrv. Can you ust remind me of the number of the

13 exhibit?

1a EEsons.

1 BE
1 J fst wo paragraphsiswhat we're focusingon. And you can
17 scroll down a little bit because | do want her to see ~ the first two paragraphs of page 2.

18 Sorry. Iwasn'tclear. Andright thereisperfect.

19 Go back up.

20 There.

n oIN
2 Q So, Ms. Kremer, it says here — | just scrolled down a litle bit to the part ~ to

23 aspecificsection. Butt says, This article right here by Mr. Boyle says that the event is

24 being hosted by Women for America First

2s And then the next paragraph goes into how the main eventwill be will happen
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1 atthe Ellipseat the White House.

2 And then the paragraph below that talks about, you know, Ms. Kimberly Guilfoyle,

3 Ms. Amy Kremer, Rudy Giuliani, Katrina Pierson, but then also mentions people like Ali

4 Alexander, Roger Stone, et cetera.

5 Like, do you recall if this was a part that made Mr. Trump, Jr, upset about the

6 article or what his thoughts were on that?

7 A No. Ithought that it would maybe trigger a memory or something about

8 specifics, but, no. | mean, looking at this lst, though, some of the people, Kimberly,

9 Benny Johnson, | mean, why would they be speaking? They hadn't spoken at anything

10 previously. I'm not knocking them saying that. I'm just saying, like, tis s all of a

11 sudden the first time we're hearing it. It just a weird compilation of how this came to

12 be

13 Q But these are someofthe names that were on the list that Ms. Pierson took

14 tothe White House on Januaryath, though.

15 Do you recall that?

16 A Idon't know what official lst she took with her. |believe that she compiled

17 itof every name that had been floated out by every single person that had a grievance

18 and felt like they should be included.

19 a okay.

1) A Because she was trying to be comprehensive.

2 a Gott.

2 A Present the facts and then let the chips fall where they may.

23 I oo: :none have any followup after that?

2 o I
2 Q Okay. Before January 6th as well, did you have any insight into speeches
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1 that were drafted? Did you helpwith any talking points, or anything like that?

2 A No,sir,ldidnot

3 Q You didn't have any coordination to the President's speechforJanuary 6th?

4 A No,ldidnot

5 Q And did you know of ~ like, | guess, even the morning of January 6th, what

6 wasgoingto be in his speech, including like marching to the Capitol or fight, any language

7 like that?

8 A No,ldidnot

9 Q How about your speech? How did you draft it? Did you have anyone

10 assistwith it or just draft it yourself?

1 A did it basedpurely on adrenaline and whatever |felt in the moment

12 because | was dealing with a dumpster fire that Caroline had created that morning of not

13 allowing our people in, not giving us the credentials, changing all of our VIP seating,

14 creating just even more havoc than she had already created. | couldn't even get into the

15 speakers’ entrance and | was the nameon the permit —because Caroline was telling

16 people nottoallow me in. And sol had to -literally, we had to go completely around

17 the opposite direction, drove the golf cart with oneof the people that was driving golf

18 carts that morning from theWillard, jumped off — well, went as far as the golf cart could

19 gobecause it was a sea of people and then literally jumped off and sprinted, and one of

20 my security guys was behind me, but | mean, my hair was pulled, | was slapped, hit.

2 When | gotto the magnetometers, they were, like, whoa, whoa, whoa, ma'am.

22 Andi was, like, somebodybetter figure this out because I'm supposed to be speaking very

23 soon, and] can't even get into my event. And I'm pretty sure that |said some

24 explictives, because | was furious.

2 Q So you didn't receive any talking points, though, for your speech?
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1 A No.

2 Q Did you all as an organization or individually provide any, | guess, talking

3 points or recommendations or suggestions - the reason why | use "recommendations or

4 suggestions" is because you talked about how President Trump operates —for President

5 Trump's speech?

s A Not to my knowledge, not from me.

7 Iboc cise have anythingelse before | move on to the day of,

8 toJanuary 6th?

’ oI
10 Q Okay. You just touched on thisa ttle bit on arriving. When did you

11 actually getintothe Ellipse? | know you said you had a hard time getting in. Do you

12 know, approximately, when you actually got into the Ellipse?

3 A donot.

1 Q Okay. Butl guess in relation to when the program started, was it closer to

15 when the program started? Was t like

16 A Yes, because | was in a very much disheveled, hurried rush, and it was

17 freezing cold outside. My hair, makeup were getting kerfunkied running through a sea

18 of people, and |was just very disheveled and upset.

19 a Gotit

20 Who did you go to the Ellipse with that morning?

2 A Inthe golf cart, it was Matt McCluskey, who was on the Women for America

20 Firstteam drivingit. | had a security guy, Tre, with me; my boyfriend; and my

23 grandmother.

x a Gotit

2 And RMS Security was event security and personal security for you all on
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1 January 6th?

2 A Yes

3 Q Andthey also had individuals stationed at the Supreme Court that morning,

4 right, RMS?

5 A Ibelieve so, but | don't know. | mean, | don't | wasn't involved with the

6 more specific detailsofwhat was going on at the Supreme Court. My mom would have

7 better details about that.

8 Q Okay. And,along the same lines, would your mom have had better details

9 about who was scheduled to speak at the Supreme Court other than, it looked like Mr.

10 Lindell like anyother speakers? Would that have been your mom that was coordinating

11 thatforthe Supreme Court?

2 A Yes. But,again, there was no, like, specific tinerary or anything like that.

13 twas going to basically be, for instance, Diamond and Silk. Right. We brought them

14 up there specifically to speak, and then they weren't going to be speaking. Were they

15 upset? They were very upsetand had some very choice words for me, and, thankfully, it

16 was smoothed over. But, | mean, why would people spend their time and efforts to go

17 support an effort and then be basically slapped in the face of, like, you're not worthy?

18 Because that's what it seemed like, the picture that was being paintedby a lot of the

19 actors that we keep talking about.

0 Q And so, when you first arrive, were you there at the Ellipse while the issues

21 of Ms. Caroline Wren and the VIP seating was going on?

2 A That happened before | got there. | think it probably continued a little bit

23 while | wasthere, but it primarily happened before | got there.

2 Q  Andjust | think we've seen it before, but just provide anycolor about that

25 situation. Wasit really just about Ms. Wren trying to get certain people into VIP? Just
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1 helpus-- provide your contact with that situation.

2 A she was putting | mean, Il — for lack ofa better way to say it, she was.

3 putting all the crazies right in front, putting people that she felt were important, whether

4 they were donorsorjust high-profile people in front, in the very front rows when,

5 number one, she was not our only fundraiser for the whole March for Trump, Women for

6 America First since we've been in existence. ~ So she didn't know who was important or

7 notimportant.

8 And certainly it was incredibly disrespectful and, quite frankly, hurtful to the team

9 that had been traveling across the country for the last however many weeks, and they

10 werein the fifth or sixth row because Caroline Wren decided to make that decision, when

11 it must be nice when you're sitting at Mar-a-Lago sipping on champagne, being BFFs with

12 KimberlyGuilfoyle, when there areother people out there doing the hard work, and you

13 slap them in the face because you're clearly an elitist, Caroline.

1 Q Were you awareof any Oath Keepersgetting into the VIP area at the Ellipse?

15 A Ihave noidea who actually was or was not in the VIP area because we never

16 saw the lists that were given to whatever different checkpoints because Caroline

17 circumvented all ofthat and went to people directly herself.

18 Q And! know, on the day of, a few folks started - spoke that | don't believe

19 previously planned to speak like Mr. Giuliani, Mr. John Eastman, Mr. Vernon Jones. Do

20 you have any insight into to how those individuals were selected to speak that day?

21 A I'mnotsure. |know that, obviously, Mayor Giuliani had been, you know, a

22 very outspoken advocate and friend of President Trump, and then also Vernon Jones,

23 similar, but he also came to our previous events, you know, and was a speaker.

2 Sol don't know how thoseexactlyall came to be approved or disapproved. |

25 mean,at that point, it was, you know, President Trump's call. | know that people were
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1 having hissy fits because they felt like they should even be allowed back stage, and, you

2 know, itwasjustan issue.

3 Q Along

a A Thad nocontrol at that point. It was, like, okay.

5 Q gett

s Along the same lines, did you come to hear why Mr. Roger Stone didn't even

7 attend the event?

5 A Ihave no idea.

° a okay.

10 A I mean, he'salttle kooky, and don't even know. There was a battle

11 between him and Ali at some point about who created "Stop the Steal," and then him

12 bashing me and my mom for trying to steal it from All. | mean, it was likethis whole

13 false narrative that was taking place that wasfar from what actually reality was. And

14 these people, you know, get it in their minds that, just because they say something, it

15 becomes factual, and that's obviously not true.

16 Q Right

FY Did you speak with President Trump at all before his speech that morning?

1 A ldidnot.

19 Q Any members of the family that morning, did you speak with any of them,

20 theTrumpfamily?

2 A Nice like pleasantries with Kimberly, Laura, possibly Eric. | don't think |

22 talked with Don Jr. but, | mean, | don't know. We were all kind of in the same vicinity.

2 Q Right

2 A If anything, it would have just been, like, very surface level, hello, how are

25 you, takea picture type deal.
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1 a Gotit

2 Were you under the impression that morning of January 6th and even during

3 President Trump's speech that he was going to go to the Capitol afterwards?

a A Well, he obviously indicated in his speech that he was going to be marching

S right there with everybody. He said that.

s a Gotit

7 But before that, were you under the impression — and even as he said it, was that

8 newstoyou? Like, did you come to expectit? What was going on?

9 A think not to reiterate, but expect the unexpected from him, so no real

10 expectations.

1 Q Do you know why President Trump ended up not marching to the Capitol?

2 A Iwas told for security reasons; that he reall did want to and had every

13 intention of doing so, but whoever made the call | guess it would be Secret Service, that

14 it was unsafe and deemed it not appropriate.

15 Q Okay. There was a text message between you and your mother around

16 12:53 where you said that you were horrified about what just happened with Alex and All

FY What were you referencing? What happened withAlex and Al around the

18 middle of the day that you were horrified about?

19 A Soitwas, |believe, if my timeline makes sense, that that was probably

20 during the President's speech. And that is when - also, | would like to note that, like,

21 Caroline, when shemovedthe seats around, put Alex Jones and Cindy Chafian sitting right

22 behind me, | mean, again just like another slap in the face and trying to exert control.

2 And they got up and went and stood right in front of us. | was in the front row

24 with my grandmother and my boyfriend, a friend from California, and, you know,

25 whoever else was around me. And Alex and Ali and their litteminionsall stood up in
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1 the middle of the President speaking, ike gearing up to leave, and Caroline was a part of

2 that, of like, getting them up and getting them. And | was just annoyed that -- first of

3 all the disrespect, being right there in the couple of front rows with the VIPs, listening to

4 the President of the United States. And, again, you have this God complex that you're

5 more important than to listen to what the President of the United States has to say.

6 And then, also, they were just standing in front of me. | didn't understand why.

7 Itwas just lie a very weird situation, and it was rude.

8 a Gotit.

9 Did you hear -- kind of staying with Mr. Alex Jones and Ali Alexander, did you hear

10 anything about Alex Jones marching or leading the march with the President to the

11 Capitol Building? Were you aware of anything of that nature?

2 A Um, know that Caroline wastryingto facilitate them getting out based on

13 the conversation being had there. And | don't know because |really don't know the

14 difference and this sounds so bad, but | meta lot of people. It was either Megan

15 or Megan Powers or what was the other girl's name?  Maleny

16 Q Mulvaney? Maggie Mulvaney?

7 A Um maybe. Idon'tknow. There werea number of women | had either

18 previously met or didn't really know who they were that were working with Caroline that

19 were just seemed like all buddy-buddy with her throughout the whole day that were

20 coming out and pointing- you know, directing Alex and Ali moving in front of the crowd

21 because they had to walk across basically the whole front of the front lineof the VIP.

22 And Cindy was trying to go with them, and Alex told her no and to sit down, and she was

23 pissedoff.

2 Q Do you recall the Secret Service helping escort Ali Alexander, Alex Jones out

25 of the Ellipse?
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1 A They certainly were not.

2 Q Okay. When did you become aware that there was violence going on down

3 atthe Capitol?

4 A Not until later, after we had gotten back toour hotel and were trying to

5 defrost and kind of, like, come down from that - you know, kind of just excitement of just

6 beingat this massive rally with all of these people from all across the Nation. So think

7 probably 1:30.

8 Q So, when you got back to the Willard -- because weren't you supposed to go

9 toSCOTUS afterwards? If I recall correctly, didn'tyour security team kind of call off you

10 all going down to SCOTUS?

1 A But, again, remember, earlier in our conversation, | talked about no one

12 really had the intention of going? | mean, it was freezing. | don't know what the

13 temperature was, but it was so cold. We had barely slept for the 2 or 3 hours that we

14 didthe night before. We had been on the buses leading up to this, working so many.

15 exhaustive hours. It was a miracle that we got the event pulled together the way that

16 we were able to.

7 We never had any intention of going down there. | know that there was a report

18 that said something in one of the Rolling Stone articles about how we were supposed to

19 stayat the Ellipse until Congress was completely done. | mean, it was just all farcical.

20 Noone ever had that intention, and it was freezing outside.

2 S0, again, the stage at SCOTUS was kind ofa fallback for any of the people that we

22 were dealing with that had been supporters that were going to be disgruntled and to give

23 them the option, if they wanted to continue down that way, go right ahead.

2 Q Again, that's all fair. | guess what I'm just trying to pin down is you don't

25 recall your security team, for example, saying, "There's violence at the Capitol, we're not
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1 doingthe event downhere at SCOTUS"?

2 A No. Ihad my grandmother with us. We had just lost my grandfather. It

3 was freezing. My boyfriend kept taking off his jacket to put over my grandmother's

4 manylayers. We were exhausted, hungry, tired. | mean, it was just - we wanted to go

5 backto the hotel because, at that point, we had accomplished what we set out to

6 accomplish, right, putting the pressure on some of these Congressional Members that

7 they change the way of contesting the electoral college about verbally what they were

8 saying they were then going to go and do, to contest the electoral college there and

9 present different evidence, of which don't know what that was, but and there was

10 nothing else for us left to do.

1 We kind of, ike, put all of our chips on the line and now wanted to see whatever

12 evidence was going to be brought forth and shown to the American people without the

13 filterof the media.

1 Q So you get back to thehotel, the Willard. 1 guess, what were you all doing

15 asyouwere watching the coverage? What was the mood? I'm assuming you guys

16 wereall kindoftogether, but what was the mood?

FY A Sorry. MyAirPods died.

1 The mood in the hotel?

19 Q Yeah. Asyouwere watching the coverage, what were you all thinking?

20 What was the mood?

2 A Um,atfist it was excitement, again, coming off of that, you know,
22 exhilarating rush of just seeing the President speak, all of these people that, | mean, just

23 wentforas far as the eye could see, and just very proud of ourselves coming off of these,

24 youknow, two bus tours, the other events

2 1 ordered a ton ofFrench onion soups to the hotel room, and we were all kind of
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1 lke defrosting.

2 Q Gotcha.

3 A Andit was not until later when things, you know, obviously progressed as

4 the media was reporting that we were seeing, and it became very serious.

5 Q Did Women for America First put out a statement that evening about tell

6 ushowthatcameabout. Tell us how that came around.

7 A Itwas the leadership of Women for America First, me, Jennifer, and my

8 mom, and Chris Barron, who has done our PR.

9 Q Did you quote any of the Trump campaign at alin the message that you al

10 putout?

n A 1 don't believe so, not to my recollection.

2 I oc: :nybody have anyfollowupabout January 6th in particular?

n Icot icky
1 oI
15 Q Did you happen to have any role in coordinating any of the buses? Did

16 Women for America First have anything - let me rephrase the question.

7 Did Women for America First have anything to do with coordinating the buses that

18 brought people to attend either January Sth or January 6th?

19 A Sol think the distinction needs to be mad that you're not talking about the

20 March for Trump bus. You're talking about, like

2 Q Apologies. Not your actual bus that brought you there, like, not the tour

22 bus that we've been talking about, but like the efforts to coordinate allo, like, the

23 crowd-building buses that would bus people in to attend the rally?

2 A No. Imean, there was talk of that being done via Caroline, but | have no

25 ideaof what actually was done or not done.
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1 I ov Thankyou.
2 I©ich. Dave,!think this is a good spot forus just to do like a

3 quick we can come back at, like, 5:05 just to make sure - we'll talk and make sure we

4 didn't miss anything, next steps, our next questions, and then we'l just come back on

5 afterthat. | think this is a good spot to stop real quick for a quick break.

6 Mr. Warrington. How much longer do youthink you have because I've got that

7 WestCoast

8 IE nov. Yeah, | think we can talk about that and then come back
9 and give youa clear roadmapof where we're headed if any more topics.

10 Mr. Warrington. Okay. Yeah. 5 minutes? Comebackat o'clock?

1 IE cs ctscome backat5orrightafter

2 Mr. Warrington. Oka.

n EE ce
1a Mr. Warrington. ~All right.

15 [Recess.]
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3
2 (5:04 p.m.)

. a Thetmeisson
< Just real quick, | think you said it earlier, but | want to make sure | heard you right.

6 Youd go toa meeting tthe Whi House on December 311, correct?
; A Notddrer
8 Q Okay. After receiving this subpoena from us, did you talk to any

9 Congressional Membersor Mr. Meadows about it?

© A No,tddnet
u re artington. sory o tert, usJERvou 1 hin Mike dropped
12 offagain. |thinkhe'stryingtoget back in.

n I Got. Just added him back.
" Wr Mrtingon, Allright. Thanks, Sorry
Ie sorJEL
© EE ores
7 o I
18 Q You were answering, Ms. Kremer, about reaching out to congressional

19 ‘members or Mr. Meadows after receiving the subpoena from us?

2» A Nottomy ecalction. |r that at sme point, when things became
2a public, there may have been conversations with a few different Congressional Members,

22 but don't eal have any sec recollectionsof any of that, 1 know tht there wera
23 couple that tweeted things out in public support of us holdinga legally permitted rally,

24 but | can't recall anything specifically. If there's something that you're asking about, |
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1 Q No. Just, like, did you have any conversation with Congresswoman

2 Marjorie Taylor Greene, for example, about the subpoena?

3 A Yes, Idid. She does a lot of stuff with Women for America First, so she

4 speaksat ourevents frequently. |also my home State's Georgia, and she's a

5 Congresswoman from Georgia, so shes a friend of our family's.

6 Q And did you, like, share any communication with us with her or anything like

7 tha?

8 A Ifthey exist, then | shared them with you guys.

9 Q Okay. Iguessjust big picture-wise, we talked a lot about the planning after

10 the December 12th rally up to January 6th. We all know what happened on January 6th

11 with the breach of theCapitol and folks going down. Help us - or how would

12 you what would you tell us if we were to ask, like, how can we stop it from happening

13 again, like another January 6th-type event where people breached the Capitol, right?

14 Youthrew the event. What types of recommendations would you have for us as a

15 committee that we should consider on trying to prevent this from happening again?

16 A I don't really know that I'm qualified to answer that because I'm not a

17 security analyst, but |think listening to intel that is being given, and to act in the best

18 interests of the American people and to not pay - play party politics. | would like to see

19 the January 6th Committee subpoena records from Pelosi's office, Adam Schiff's office,

20 Swalwell’s, a number of people from, you know, the Democrat side, because |believe that

21 there werea lot bigger-picture orchestrators that were playing hands in this or sending

22 directives, maybe not officially, but in roundabout ways to create chaos, like with the

23 permit not being allowed to march.

2 Ithink that there were a lot of nefarious things that were being spoken about that

25 were coming down from Pelosi office. | mean, | can't | don't understand how when
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1 requests were made for the National Guard, why you would deny that. Wouldn't you
2 rather be safe than sorry, that should violence erupt, or a bad situation, that you're more

5 than prepared. And it seemed that the reason that that was not done was because this
4 was orchestrated from a lotofother people that were much higher up.

< Q Okay. Thankyou.

s IE I icv vou have some questions
7 EE
s ovI

5 Q And Ms. Kremer
10 Ms. Kremer. Sorry.

u |
12 Ms. Kremer. I'm so sorry to interrupt you.

13 oo

1 Ms. Kremer. Dowe know how much longer? Can we seta time mit? think
15 we're all really tired and

1 I Yeah, know. I'm going to try to keep this sothat we're done by
17 530. Isthatokay? Is that ~does that workfor you?
18 Mr. Warrington. Is that for, like, we'll all be done by 5:30?

1 J sure hope so. |think that's the plan
0 Mr. Warrington. That will elp with my west coast station.
2 BE veoh. wiltellyou. | doubt thata ot well | hope that aot of
22 my questions are alittle bit more direct and not a contextual, and 50, we should be able
23 to keep them tight and just kind of roll through them.

24 Mr. Warrington. Okay.

» ovI
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1 Q The one thing that | will say is, you know, Ms. Kremer, you indicated earlier

2 thatasit pertained to certain areas of the financing, that you had Fifth Amendment

3 objections. Sotothe extent that you have that pertaining to the question I'm asking,

4 justgoahead and raise that, and we'll just roll through the questions. Sof that's your

5 answer, justsay that, and we'll move on.

6 A Okay.

7 Q Okay. Soyoujust have to you have to speak for the record so the court

8 reporter can gett down.

9 A Oh Imsorry. |didsayokay.

10 Q Oh. Sorry. Thatwas- that must have been my headphones. Apologies.

1 Sol did want to talkwith you about - and | understand we're not going to talk

12 about the donor. There was public reporting, and we believe - obviously, we

13 understand that there was one donor, and that a certain amount of funds went to you for

14 the purposeofplanningthis event. But | wanted to talk with you about the process by.

15 whichleading up to January 6th, did Women for America First do fundraising to put

16 on either to put on the January 6th event, or in relationship to the January 6th event?

7 A I mean, are you trying to ask about ourspecific fundraising practices?

18 Q Yes. So earlier, | think you mentioned Anodot, and our understanding is

19 that there wereeither emails or communications or maybe Facebook posts, | can't

20 remember, but there was fundraising regarding the January 6th event.

2 A Well, you guys brought up Anodot becauseyou were giving me an exhibit of

22 something that was tweeted out with an Anodot link. | mean, that is a fundraising

23 platform that we previously used.

2 Q Right. And so what I'm asking about is did you do fundraising related to

25 putting on the January 6th — funds that you needed for the January 6th event? Were
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1 youasking for funds related to the buses, planning the January 6th event? Did you do

2 fundraising for that, Women for America First?

3 A We fundraised all the time for Women for America First. | mean, it takes

4 moneyto put on events of any kind, so

5 Q Okay. What I'm asking very specifically is from the time that you were

6 aware that the January 6th event was happening and you were planning to participate,

7 did Women for America First do fundraising to raise funds to put on or help put on that

5 event?

5 A Sol very clearly understand what you're saying, and what I'm telling you is

10 that we fundraise al the time because just because our event on January 6th was coming

11 up, itwas going to pass, and Womenfor America First would stil exist as an organization

12 that would still need to be funded to continue on any sort of path forward for any future

13 events. Sol mean, take that as you will, but we fundraise for alot of different things.

14 Mr. Columbo. Is the question not anyof the fundraising was earmarked solely

15 and specifically just for the event?

16 I so hot we what I've seen and what | wasasking about was it

17 looked lik therewere fundraising emails that were going to D.C. on January 6th. We

18 need money for buses. We need money for ~ like, it was about January 6th. | was

19 asking, did they do fundraising in regards to funds needed for January 6th?

2 Mr. Columbo. Yeah. You know, as someone who counsels organizations that

21 raise funds, I'm not sure how - it's as clearas you want it to be. | mean, organizations

22 willtypicall say, We're doing the following things. Please donate. That's a litle bit

23 different than another situation as a factual and legal matter when you say, | need money

24 forthis, and you're putting itn a separate account, and it's specifically earmarkedfor that

25 purpose.
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1 EE oy Andthas-

2 Mr. Columbo. ~The websites speak for themselves, but it's different from saying if

3 yousend us this money, it’s only going to be used for this purpose. I'm just offering that

4 asalegal observer, so to speak.

5 [I st: super helpiul, and if that helps, let me rephrase the

6 question.

8 Q Ms. Kremer, did you earmark any funds for January 6th?

9 A Ibelieve that it just went into general fund for us.

10 Q Okay. And do you remember - to the extent that you did fundraising after

11 the election, before January 6th, do you remember how you would have asked for those

12 donations, and by that, | mean like the actual mechanism, like emails, texts, Facebook?

13 Like, what was the fundraising mechanism that you used ormaybe thebetter way isthe

14 communication mechanism you used to raise funds?

15 A All of the aboveof whatyou just mentioned.

16 Q Okay. 1will have to go back and look at that becauselliterally just forgot

17 mylist,

1 Just out of curiosity, can you help me? | don't really do fundraising, but the

19 Anodot platform, does that do all those things, or are they all separate things that you

20 haveto, like, manually do?

2 A Itdepends, and sometimes you do collaborative efforts with people. |

22 mean, there are numerous ways that funds are raised. ~ Sometimes it's by hiring a

23 fundraiser. Sometimes it's by sending an email or a text message. It just depends on

24 whatever platform at the time is being used, and we use numerous platforms to raise

25 funds for our organization.
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1 Q Soletmebeclear. Iam asking abouta veryspecific window here, so

2 whatever you used before the election is not relevant to what I'm asking about. I'm

3 literally asking about from the date of the election probably until January -- we'll just say

4 untilthe end of January. But post-election to the end of January, can you remember

5 what fundraising mechanismsyou used?

6 A There were numerous. | cannot give you specifics. | would have to go

7 backand look at the different things, but | mean, there were a lotofdifferent

8 mechanisms that we used.

9 Q Yeah. Andi-

10 A Iknow you're looking for specifics, but| can't give those to you because | just

11 don't have those on the top of my mind right now. | was getting readyfor this

2 Q  Butyou actually literally read my mind because the next question | was going

13 toaskyouis you probably don't know numbers off the top of your head. Is there a

14 person that if we wanted to ask about how much was raised, et cetera, who did your

15 finances at Women for America First?

16 A That was done in-house, and I'm not willing to discuss numbers of what was

17 raisedby donors.

18 Q Okay. And on the same Fifth Amendment

19 A Yes ma'am.

0 Q objection? Is that what you're saying? Okay.

2 And did you guys have revenue sharing agreements with any other organizations?

2 A Sorry. You broke upwhen you were saying that. | don't knowif it was on

23 yourend or my end, but believe that you were asking if there was revenue sharing with

24 anyother organizations? Yes, there was.

2 Q And can you tell us who those organizations were?
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1 A Notoffthe top of my head.

2 Q  Youdon't rememberanyofthem?

3 A ldonot.

4 Q Can youtellus the person | believea moment ago, you said that the

5 finances were handled in-house. Can you tell us who the person is who did the in-house

6 financing?

7 A That's something that numerous people in-house would work on.

8 Q Isthere a Finance DepartmentoranAccounting Departmentat Women for

9 America First?

10 A No

u Q So who are the numerous people that would work on it?

2 A Myself, my mother, and Jennifer Hulsey. We have an accountant.

13 Q  I¥sanin-house accountantor an outhouse sorry. |just said outhouse.

14 Apologies. An outside accountant

15 A Well, | understood what you meant, and | said outhouse too, | think. It's a

16 separate entity.

7 Q Okay. And when you I think you said this a moment ago. When you

18 raised money, | believe you said it all went into one Women for America First account?

19 A don't honestly, | don't have, off the top of my head. | believe so, but |

20 would need to goback and pull a of this.

2 Q Okay. Were youever de-platformed from any of the fundraising sites,

22 or-Idon'twant tosay bigtech. Were youeverde-platformed from any of the

23 payment processors or fundraising sites or anything that you used for fundraising?

2 A Yes.

2 Q Which ones de-platformed you?
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1 A Anodot, Facebook, Mailchimp, just off the top of my head. There were

2 probably others. Those are the first that come to mind.

3 Q And when they de-platformed you, did they give you any explanation for

4 why?

5 A I would have to go back and look that up.

6 Q Okay. And are you able to say what mechanism you use for fundraising.

7 nowif you've been de-platformed from those platforms?

8 A I would need to go backand check. We've switched companies numerous

9 times relating to what we use and our donors, and | think that there are multiple,

10 different outlets that we've been kind of working on of getting, like, a new fit.

1 Q  Sojust let me be clear here because| think it helps to understand. One of

12 the things that we're looking at as we're investigating both what happened on the 6th

13 and then afterwards is the issue of some of the C(4) organizations, o political

14 organizations being de-platformed, right, and what happened. So it's not just about

15 what happened on that day in terms of the ramifications. ~ There are organizations who

16 now have limited abilites to raise funds, right, so that's also something that we're looking

17 at. Sothat's why I'm asking these questions was to just find out if you were oneofthe

18 organizations that was impacted by the de-platforming. 1 just thought some context

19 might be useful there, or otherwise, it seems very weird. But to the extent that you

20 remember or can provide additional information, or if that's not something that was in

21 your production that you would be willing to share, we would appreciate that, That

22 might not have seemed responsive at the time, but i it's something that you didn't

23 include, that would be really helpful.

2 1 just want to go back to questions about how the event was financed. In terms

25 of instructions, were you given any instructions as to how to spend the money that you
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1 weregiven? Ibelieve it was $300,000. Were you given any instructions as to how to

2 spend that moneyfor January 6th?

3 A Canl-canwetakea break? |know we're, like, trying to get to the end,

4 butlwould lke -

5 Q oh sure

5 A -abresk. Okay.

7 Q Yeah. Absolutely. Doyouwantto--

8 A Doyouwant to say 5:25, or do you just want me to go offline and then come

5 back?

10 Q Yeah. Why don't we just comebackwhenyoucome back? How about

no thar

2 A Allright. Thankyou

13 Q Perfect.

14 Recess.)

15 I Vebackon therecordat 5:36.

16 ovI
7 Just the questionthat[RI vs referencing was whetheryou were ever

18 contacted by law enforcement about the January 6th events? Did you interview with

19 them, provide them materials, anything ike that?

20 A Are you askingafter January 6th?

2 Q correct,

2 A No. Ihave never been contacted by any law enforcement

2 Q No DOJ or FBIoranything like that?

2 A Nosir. Ihave not been

2s Q Okay. Thankyou.
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: J eve that's ai had, and Ms. Wicks done aswell. Then we'l
2 come back. We might have a future discussion, but we'll stop at 5:37 for now.

s Ms. Kremer. Thankyou
a [Whereupon at 5:37 p.m., the interview was concluded.]
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